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by ADAM WIIITI.
Till-Y DON'T write sonjis like
llit'i used to - or at least that
scents to he a prominent feelinu
a m one new and established
recording artists this autumn,
judging by the number of revivals
currently on the market. Some 40
singles released within the past
couple of months feature old
songs. ranging from vintage
standards like True Love and I
Could Have Danced All Night to
pop classics such as We Can Work
It Out and Satisfaction, via soul
(including This Old Heart Of Mine
and Higher & Higher) and country
music (Green, Green Grass Of
Home. Last Dale and more).
The I'verly Brothers; repertoire
BBC to name
concert
sponsors?
by l-VAN SLNIOR
LXPKCTLD SOON is a possible
BBC policy change on the ban
hitherto exercised on
announcement of names of
sponsors of cultural events,
particularly in the realm of music.
It is understood that the
Corporation's General Advisory
Council is at present considering
'closely and carefully' the whole
question of sponsored arts
broadcasts. Names of sponsors of
sports events have for some time
been part of BBC announcements
when these functions are broadcast
but a close ban has been observed
in concert broadcasts. "What is
now being thought about again",
said BBC head of publicity George
Campcy this week, "is the possible
extension of this to arts
broadcasts, concerts and other
sponsored musical events having
special consideration. In the
current economic conditions the
TO PAGE 4
CBS Santana
set halves £20
import price
AN EXTRAVAGANT triple-album
Santana package which has been
on the Japanese market for at
least a year, and which has been
selling on import for nearly C20. is
being made available in Britain by
CBS next week. The set, entitled
Lotus and featuring the group
'live' in concert in Japan, will have
a recommended retail price of
£9.95.
. ,
CBS claims this halving ol the
import price is largely possible
through special arrangements, such
as the manufacture of the discs in
TO PAGE 4
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One-year
sentence

newies
has been particularly plundered:
apart from Love Hurts, presently a
hit for Jim Capaldi. All 1 Have To
D o I s D re a m has bee n
ncwly-lroated by Al Matthews and
Lot It Be Me by the Pointer
Sisters.
The revived material can be
placed into four broad categories;
Standards from 20 to 50 years
ago, pop items from the late
l iftics and the Sixties, and soul
and countr\ tunes from the past
15 years. The second of these
categories provides the most titles,
including - apart from those
mentioned above
the Beatles:
Let It Be, the Beach Boys' Darlin'
and Be True To Your School.
Dusty Springfield's 1 Only Want
To Be With You and Connie
I'rancis' Where The Boys Arc: the
now recordings are by Leo Saycr,
David Cassidy, Papa Do Run Run,
the Johnson family and Donna
Marie Newman respectively.
Discotheque and club interest in
the twist dance has also sparked
off two versions of Chubby
Checker's Let's Twist Again, by
John Ashcr and Winston and the
Dominoes. Checker's original along
with Ashcr's cover arc both in the
Top 50, and Sam Cookc's Twistin'
The Night Away is back on the
market.
Soul is a close second with Rod
Stewart's rendering of the Islcy
Brothers' This Old Heart Of Mine
leading the way, followed by songs
such as Higher & Higher, Crackin'
Up, You Better Come Home. Heal
Wave and It Should Have Been Mc
- recently updated by Martha
Reeves. Tommy Hunt. Johnny
TO PAGE 4
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A LEICESTER man, Kishorilal
Narshi Pandit, previously found in
a civil action to have dealt in
r\
pirate tapes of Indian music, was
sent to prison for 12 months al
Leicester Crown Court last week
for perjury and uttering a forged
document. Me was also sentenced
to nine months, to run
concurrently, for obtaining a
passport.
It was alleged that Pandit, who
I.KOI'Ol.D STOKO WSKl. in London to make two recordings for Pyc. met pleaded guilty, had after the civil
up with jazz trumpeter Kenny Ball in the By a studios and exhorted him to a hearing produced a letter
"one more time" chorus. Stokowski has been recording at West Ham Central apparently from the Gramophone
Mission Hall with the National Philharmonic Orchestra: Ball has been cutting Company of India (EMI) giving
permission for Pandit's Hindustan
a new single with producer Alan A. I''re em an.
Music Corporation to market
tapes. The letter was a forgery
and. Judge Skinner was told.
Pandit had also given false
Pickwick admits
information in a sworn affidavit
regarding his source of supply.
The court heard that Pandit, a
browser card error
man of previously good character,
had wanted to start a business in
CONFLICTING RETAIL prices selling tactics". Cowan has told
Britain selling pre-recorded tapes
shown on browser cards supplied
the company, "How on earth can
of Indian and Pakistani
by Pickwick to two multiple stores we compete and how confused the
soundtracks. He had advertised in
and his own shop have caused a public must be when you have
the Times Of India for rights, and
two different recommended prices
Lancashire retailer to complain to
had written to the Gramophone
the company and threaten to for your records." He has asked
Company but was told it was not
cancel his "large outstanding Pickwick to withdraw the cards.
possible for him to reproduce the
order."
Monty Lewis, managing director
music on tape. Pandit had
The discrepancy was noticed by of Pickwick, admitted that the
purchased a duplicating machine
E. M. Cowan of Norwesl Electrics
TO
PAGE
4
TO PAGE 4
of St. Anncs-on-Sea, who has
Pickwick-supplied browser cards
ADVERTISEMENT
showing C1.00 as the price of
albums by a number of major
artists. Locally in both
Woolworlhs and Boots he has seen
JUDGE DREAD
identical cards showing the same
albums for sale at 85p.
Accusing Pickwick of "unfair
Bedtime Stories
Brentford
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' Judge* Drood EkKftimo Stories

Nylons in
disc deal
A UNIQUE business deal has been
set up between a new label,
Nomad, and the Brentford Nylons
chain of retail outlets in London.
The label, established by Jeremy
Rose to launch 19-ycar-old
singcr/songSwritcr, Damon, is being
distributed solely through the
Brentford Nylons chain.
Rose, a salesmen on a
commission basis for Emison, the
EMl-owned programme and jingle
production company, found
Damon when he was used on some
jingle" recordings. He made some
demos with the artist using
Frances Monkman as arranger but
then found he was unable to
secure a recording deal with EMI
or any of the other major record
companies.
"I decided • to do the job
myself," he said. A studio quality
TO PAGE 4
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Black Music
newspaper
Bill

Williams

Award

launched
TIIK ANNUAL Billboard nmga/inc a non-proFit making organisation
set up in 1968. It produces a
awards, part ut llic presentation
eercmony at the Country Music yearbook and newsletters, plus
Association (Great Britain) dinner, arranging an annual trip to
arc now to be known as the Bill Nashville. Tennessee.
Tire other Bill Williams' award
Williams' Memorial Awards.
went to Gordon Davies, managing
Williams, lomHimc country
music correspondent of Billboard, director of Westwood Recordings,
a company specialising in British
died earlier this year.
country music. Based in Wales, the
Announcing the title change at
company was set up in 1971.
this year's dinner, held at the
currently has a 60-album catalogue
Cumberland Hotel in London,
and will operate its own studios
Mort Nasatir. Billboard's President
of International Operations, said early next year. Top country
entertainer of the year award went
he believed Williams was the best
to Marty Robbins. Top male
Friend that country music ever
singers were Pete Sayers (UK) and
had.
George Hamilton IV and Don
"He loved the music and Fought
its battles all over the world. He Williams, who lied for the U.S.
gave the impression ho was title. Top Female singers were
Wynette (U.S.) and Olivia
relaxed, but he was lighting like Tammy
Newton-John For the UK.
hell For the music."
Other awards, made by
One memorial award. For
Furthering the growth oF country singer-broadcaster Wally Why ton
music in the UK went to the and introduced by Dave Allen:
British Country Music Association, song of the year: Stand By Your

. . . Record Com pony oj die
CtEORC'i: LUKAN, managing
die annual CM A
ru ,wlU)
Year award for RCA's P [
"
hy Wally Why ion (leJO
r(
awards dinner last week. A wards were P -' hrnaiiraster,
assisted by m.c. David Allen. BBC producer and bmadcast
in's award.
The Founder-chairm
Man; U.S. album of the year: Don given
C
WO
by
Mervyn
^
ic "vcek
Williams' You're My Best I riend:
Hyw0
;cnorler For his
UK album of the year: Prom I he Tony music' rtportc
,
Waters OF The Medway. by Bryan country
music, RCA
Chalker; best U.S. group: The services to country
top, country
record
Eagles; best UK group: a tie
r jn 1
between Grand Ole Opry Road company of llic y™ ' ' . "
W1s a lie in the UK son.awnter ol
Show and I rank Jennings and
e year section, beUveen the lean,
Syndicate; most promising UK
of Jolin 1-arrar, Bruce Weld, mu
group; Haz Eliot with Peeling.
the laic Join, Rostili and e,e
Sayers.
Special depot

When an artist like
Vince Hill takes songs like
'Hold Me Close! 'Sailing!
'Feelings' and many more, • •
and puts it all together in
a brand-new
VJEREHEBt
album-

for Scots LP
PHONOGRAM HAS set up a
special distribution depot in
Scotland to handle anticipated
demand For the Philips
International The Strings 01
Scotland album, which is being
television-advertised in the
STV/Grampian areas from
December 1.
John Dick. Phonogram's
Scottish area display representative,
has been co-opted by area manager
Tom Johnson to augment the
special team set up by Phonogram
marketing director Ken Maliphunt
at the London Carriers' depot at
Hamilton.
The television campaign starts
December 1. It is estimated
that the 30 second commercials will
be received in a weekly
seven-or-cight times slot in 85 per
cent of all Scottish homes.
Phonogram field display
co-ordinator Braden Goddcn is in
Scotland to co-ordinate the
campaign.
The album Features 150 amateur
violinists From all over Scotland. It
started From a transmission by
BBC-TV Scotland of a gathering of
fiddlers which created regional
interest.

'WISH YOU WERE HERE'as 8,023

(November 25, 1965)
DECCA PLANNING sprinatime
launch of new label, but Bill
1 ownsley denies it will be
bargain-priced advance order of
almost 500.000 copies for new
Beatles album......for HMV Janic
Jones records Witches Brew. rr
rev,ewer lips Keep On Running by
Spencer Dav.s Group for charts and
describes London Is Behind Me by
Jusim Hayward on Pyc as "a strong
country number from a new bov
which could be a J ■
bi£ c
f " Seekers Carnival l/om

featuring his new single of the same name, as 3768

one

you ve
got it
made!

VINCE HILL'S New Album

Records &Tapes

ORDER FROM CBS ORDER DESK Tel01 960 2155 CBS/WEA/ABi M Disi/ibulion Contro Oorlby Road London W10
Groves.
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London dealers bea^"
3 n d

Bill

planned for 76
BRITAIN'S EIRST consunler
V
weekly newspaper
0lC(l
exclusively to black music is t0.
launched early next year. Titled
Black Echoes, it will be on u,.
streets from January 30 (is
dated January 31) with a cover
price of 12p and a w,ckl
circulation target of 100.000 '
the size of its initial print run. \
£250,000 national promotion
campaign will accompany ^
paper's debut.
Black Echoes is being launched
by John Thompson, a forniCr
publisher of Melody Maker
Sounds and Popswop, and Alan
Walsh, former editorial executive
with Melody Maker, Disc, Sounds
and Popswop and founder/editor
of Music Business Weekly,
Advertisement manager will be
Barbara Rojan, previously wi^
Black Music; advertisement
director will be Paul Phillips Black
Echoes, to be printed web offset,
will operate Irom 27 Newman
Street. London W1P spf:
(telephone: 01-637 0318).
The newspaper's editorial will
be "dedicated entirely to black
artists from the UK, the West
Indies and the U.S.", and
includes convcragc of soul, reggae
and jazz. Among the regular
features will be "in-depth " charts
of black music, record reviews and
a comprehensive live performance
guide. Editorial staff arc being
interviewed by Walsh this week.
John Thompson told Music
Week that Black Echoes was
conceived some two months ago,
out of opinion that black music is
cornering an increasing share of
the UK record market and that
this fact ought to be reflected on
the country's bookstalls. "By
appealing direct to black music
buyers", he continued, "we will be
able to offer advertising
opportunities without wastage to
companies selling such product,
and to other youth-orientated
firms."
The paper's entry into the
media marketplace will bring to
three the total of specialist but
mass circulation black music
papers in Britain. It will be
competing with IPG's Black Music,
whose monthly circulation during
1974 — according to the Audit
Bureau of Circulation - was
31,000-plus, and with Contempt)
International's Blues & Soul, a
fortnightly claiming a circulation ol
between 40-45,000".

a®®
(November 28, 1970)
FORMATION OF Chappell Mush:
Centres under Alex Strickland
raises possibility of introduction o
rctail chain after Bond
refurbishing initiated by EMI s
Barry Green, British Recorded Tape
Development Committce
formed 500,000 sales of Bridge5
Over Troubled Water album hdpcc
CHS to best financial year sin e
1965 entry into UK market ly
introduces minimum orders r on
Marble Arch and fuH-p 'c®
product
Philips signs Vat
Doonican to three-year worldwide
deal d-j Alan Freeman opens
second record store oS"J
Edmonton
Mickie M :
America-bound to finalise details 0K
CBS
launch
of * * c
la
hel Dorothy Squires P3*5
£1000 tohlre Palladium.
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ilirsiwan iiises

DAVID DOM LEO, who has been
with Island for the past five years,
has been appointed assistant to
company chairman, Chris
B1 a e k \v c 11. The p r i m a r y
responsibility of his new position
is the development and direction,
both in the UK and Europe, of
the artists closely associated with
Black well. lie will also be
responsible for the acquisition of
UK acts for Island Records Inc. in
the U.S. and the ticneral
manaycmenl of the office of
Island Artists in London. Domleo
has been involved in manayine
Island's sales, markelinj* and
promotion departments. Most
recently he has been assistant to
Island manaviiny director, David
Belle ridye.
LESLEY HAMILTON has been
named assistant to Ember Concert
Division Chairman, Jeffrey Kruger.
She will be responsible for all
promotional activities in the
concert area as well as
co-ordinating artist appearances
and tours put on by Ember in the
UK. She was formerly assistant to
Stu Dingley, the former head of
the Ember Concert Division.
DAVE. BE ECU INC has a new
position within CBS as field artist
relations officer reporting to David
Sandison. Beeehing will provide
extra support to the artist
relations department enabling
them to give the necessary
attention to all visiting and touring
artists. He will also attend tv and
radio recording sessions. He
previously worked on custom label
promotion.
MACGI PRYCE has been
appointed operations manager of
the new Thunderbird Record
company which this week released
the first single by new signing.
Champagne, multi-winners of
Opportunity Knocks. She will be
responsible for co-ordinating
releases with the UK distributors,
CBS and international releases
under overseas Licensing
agreements currently being
negotiated.
DAVE CR E.CORY, the former
Radio 1 disc jockey, has joined
Radio Tees, the commercial radio
station serving the Stockton area.
Until recently, Gregory had been
with Metro Radio, the Newcastle
station, but left to do relief work
for lees. Gregory, replacement for
Steve Gordon who left Tees last
week, will host the daily afternoon
show. Gregory will also host a
I riday evening pop show from
7.30-9.00, and co-host the
Saturday afternoon sports
programme with Bill Hamilton.
KAREN BLANCHETT. formerly
production assistant at A TV. now
becomes head of production for
the publishing side. She reports
direct to Eddie Levy, general
manager.
Charismas
omotion
ISTMAS PROMOTION from
isma, built around product by
ly Python, Howard Werlh and
Moonbeams, and Van der
af Generator, starts on
;mber 1 and will be called 24
* To Charismas,
larkeling manager Erank
on said that the promotion
Id include window displays.
[Ulition dealers will be supplied
point of sale material about
Charisma catalogue.

Mm Wfctira fir rfflfdc
PROMOTER DANNY O'Donovan,
cent full. The fans appear to be
who has taken over the New
very enthusiastic about the future
Victoria Theatre on a ten-year
of the venue. It has the advantages
of being highly accessible to the
lease Irom the Rank Organisation,
is looking to consolidate his
public, being next to a bus, tube
interests before possibly expanding
and rail terminus."
to take over other venues in
O'Donovan told Music Week
London. "My primary aim is to
that his prim® reason for
establish the New Victoria as a
wanting to take over a theatre in
permanent live rock venue," said
London was because of the lack of
O'Donovan. A seven-nights policy is
a permanent rock venue. "Since the
envisaged.
Rainbow closed there hasn't been a
The immediate plans for the
regular rock venue. so
New Victoria include the
performers have had to turn to the
installation of a new lighting
Odeon Hammersmith and the
system, a permanent JVL sound
Palladium. The Palladium isn't
system, and the building of a
really the right sort of place.
special back stage bar for the press
"Eve got people like John Cale,
and performers.
I "Ox, Mud, Alex Harvey, Tammy
O'Donovan explained that he
Wynette, Chris farlowe and Max
had seen no signs of any economic
Boyce booked for the New
depression amongst rock fans.
Victoria, so as you can sec. I'm
"The Emmylou Harris concert was
trying to get away from the idea
sold out, as was Nils Lofgren, and
of rock venues being one
the Melanie concert was 95 per
dimensional."
T~?
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PICTURED AT Magnet Records International Convention, two members
of Guys and Dolls with Ger Oord (left), who is the son of EMI
managing director Gerry Oord and was attending as a representative of
Inelco, Magnet distributors in Belgium. The convention was held in
London and Magnet welcomed 20 representatives from worldwide
licensees. The convention combined a visit to the Peter Shelley debut
concert with co-ordination meetings.
Among the representatives were Steve Po/xjvitch. vice president of a&r
for Epic U.S., and people from Ariola in Germany. Spain and Holland.
CBS Sweden. Eonil Cetra Italy, Ego Musicale Spain. Oy Finnic vyf Fin land,
AS Disco Norway and AEG Denmark. Michael Levy told the delegates
that in 1976 Magnet would be putting special emphasis on the overseas
markets.
Roy Fisher sets Word
Of Mouth label
ROY E1SHER, former manager of
the UK group the Groundhogs,
who had three top ten albums, has
set up a new label, Word Of
Mouth, which is to be distributed
by Pyc in the UK and which is
dedicated to a completely
diversified musical policy.
"We arc aiming to provide a
wide range of music," said l isher.
"and the answer is thai we'll
either fall flat on our face or wc
shall succeed. Right now it seems
we are on the right lines."
I'isher left the Groundhogs, and
the group eventually split. Since
then he has been involved with
Can, the New York Dolls and
Spiders Erom Mars. He said: "It's
cither a matter of sheer
perscverence or just stubborness.
but now the Libel is a reality.

in
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CONGRA FULAI IONS TO Joe Loss who last week
celebrated 40 years as an EMI recording artist
a
remarkable achievement probably not bettered anywhere
in the world under discussion
possibility of Bell
promotion chief Dave Bridger hosting London
Weekend tv music show
according to
Variety, recent Norman Gran/. JATP tour of 23 European
cities grossed one million dollars, with 62,000 dollars
from London appearances Demis Roussos Festival Hall
concerts on November 28 will complete seven headlining
London appearances this year.
REVIVAL OF Desiderata monologue by David on UK
label — actually its Dave Cash reverently intoning the
lyrics GRRC secretary Harry Tipple recently elected
national vice-president of Federation of Retail
Tobacconists former UK commercial radio men now
among those working on board the Peace Ship, anchored
off Tel Aviv, Keith Ashton (Capital), Simon Ward
(Forth), Phil Brice (LBC) and Print/. Holman
(City) two recently released singles by golden oldies.
Jack Warner's Your Silly Bird's A Liar and Christmas
Lullaby by Cary Grant on CBS Dcs Moines, Iowa,
radio station recently played BCR's Saturday Night 60
times in unbroken 224-minute spell.
GERRY OORD and wife Claire awaiting birth of first
child in January a year after Arcade's Presley package.
Reader's Digest releasing six-LP sot for £12.95 a big hit
in Belgium, Mike Berry's 14-year-old single, Tribute To
Buddy Holly not UK, but Galaxy will release Afric
Simonc European hit Ramaya in Britain Ian McLintock
wishes it known that he's no longer involved with Capitol
in UK and now working on talent development for EMI
label publicist Keith Altham operating independently
(821-8833) from same premises as fellow p.r. man Tony
Brainsby and representing The Who, Marc Bolan, Status
Quo, Leo Sayer, Uriah Heep among others.
BILLBOARD TOP 100 celebrating 20 years of existence
- with Bobby Darin's Mack The Knife (1959), Guy
Mitchell's Singing The Blues (1956), Beatles' Hey Jude
(1968) and Percy Faith's Summer Place Theme (I960), the
alltimc U.S. Number Ones with nine weeks apiece.
according to researcher Joel Whitburn at personal
request of Ike Turner, UA's Ronnie Bell accompanied the
Turner Revue throughout Europe awaited from Magnet
pressgal Sue Dunkley a personal statement - but don't
expect one any more from Intersong's Adrian Rudgc a
daughter Julie for MCA label manager Peter Robinson and
wife Maggie RCA creative services manager Nigel
Steffens leaving after seven years Ken Pitt reports first
English lyrics to My Way written by David Bowie before
Paul Anka.

A great world

of Christmas
sales from...

UK

Negotiations arc being made now
for licensing the label outside the
UK and certainly a publishing
lie-up with a major company is on
the way."
l irst two singles, released this
week, are The Slower You Go
(The Longer It Lasts) by black
actor-dancer Guy Gregory, who is
making his record debut. And the
other is Goodmates. by Mark
Kingston, a lyric version of the
theme of top-rated Yorkshire TV
show Beryl's Lot, in which
Kingston is star-featured.
Second release batch on
December 12 is of Teddy Bear, by
Russ Regon, aged 13. who is
aimed into the teeny bop area, and
Danny, by Crislian Solo, who
debuts with a song written by
himself with Stuart Gent.
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CBS Santana
Boyden

sacking

follows
AN EXPLOSION inside the
London Symphony Orchestra
inanaiicmcni last week-end resulted
in the sudden dismissal of manauine
director John Boyden only si\
months after his appoinlmenl to
the post. Boyden, former
a r director ol the C lassies lor
Pleasure label branch of Music for
Pleasure since 1967. became last
week centre of a storm over an
interview printed in The (iiiardian.
This, he asserted without
willulrawini: its allegations of
intemperance and lack ol musical
dedication amonsi some LSO
players, was tape-recorded durine
what he understood to be an
o ff-thc-reeord talk with the
woman reporter concerned durine
a break at Anchoraee. Alaska, on
the return journey after the LSO
tour of Japan. Boyden says that
he had at the lime no knowledsie
that the conversation was beine
recorded or would be printed.
Last I riday (November 21) the
LSO board of directors, consisting
of nine members elected by the
sclf-trovernins: players, met and, »t
is understood made an oflcr to
Boyden of what has been
described as 4a derisory sum' il he
would offer his resignation.
Boyden refused and thereupon was
Brentford
disc deal
FROM PAGE 1
recording was made of a seasonal
song by Damon, "Can 1 Wish You
A Merry Christmas'" and then
Rose approached Brentford Nylons
with the proposition that the
single could be sold through their
London outlets.
Brentford Nylons agreed to
back the venture and £2,000
worth of advertising has been
bought on Capital radio to
publicise both the single and the
Brentford Nylons chain. The
company has 17 shops in London.
Rose said that if the campaign was
successful lie would extend it to
Brentford Nylons' 70 outlets
throughout the country.
Pressed by LML the singles arc
distributed to its own outlets by
Brentford Nylons and arc selling at
60p each. Rose said he was relying
on impulse buying resulting from
the display in the shops.
STOP PRESS-

storm
dismissed. On 1 riday of this week
(November 28) the orchestra is
due to hold its annual general
meeting at which trumpeter
Howard Snell, chairman of the
board for a number of years, will
relinquish office at his own
request, as will three other elected
directors. With the departure of
Boyden. interim administration ol
the orchestra is in the hands of
eoneerl administrator June Hall.
Boyden has taken legal advice
over the termination of his
three-year contract as managing
director, understood to contain no
'break clauses'. Boyden himself
would not commcnl beyond
saying, "My sole aim is to have a
little justice done".
John Perry. Boyden's solicitor
for the past 13 years, told Music
Week. "We want to reach an
amicable solution of the position",
suggesting that the way is still
open for further discussions. Of
his future plans Boyden said,
"Whatever happens. I would like
to stay in the music business. I've
been in il for the past 18 years
and 1 feel I have something to give
to il".
BBC to name
sponsors?
FROM PAGE 1
BBC feels that easing of this ban
may be able to help attract more
needed sponsorship for these
events".
In the meantime, current ban
on using BBC broadcasts of
records as advertising material
remains. Most recent application
was BBC objection to a planned
D c c c a cons u in c r - p r c s s
advertisement for the new BASF
•issue of Bach's Christinas Oratorio
(59 21749), due for release on
November 28 and also planned for
BBC Radio 3 broadcast on
Christmas Day at 8.10 p.m. All
advertisements already prepared
had to be changed, otherwise it
was hinted that the planned
broadcast could be cancelled. At
the same time, the BBC intimated
that no such ban applied to
editorial mention of this and
similar broadcasts.
Pickwick
admits

BREAKERS
card error
THE OLD RUGGED CROSS,
Ethna Campbell, Philips
6006.475
BLACK OR WHITE, Steve
Harlcy & Cockney Rebel, EMI
2369
WHO LOVES YA BABY, Telly
Savalas, MCA 217
WIDE EYED AND LEGLESS.
Andy Fairweather Low, A&M
AMS 7202
GOD'S GONNA PUNISH YOU,
Tymes. RCA 2626
KING OF THE COPS, Sill
Howard, Penny Farthing PEN
892
DREAMS OF YOU, Ralph
McTell, Warner Bros. K 16648
GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE,
Sailor, Epic EPC 3770
LET IT BE, Leo Sayer,
Chrysalis. CHS 2080
I BELIEVE I'M GONNA
LOVE YOU, Frank Sinatra,
Reprise K 14400
PAGE 4

FROM PAGE 1
company had made a mistake. "Il
was wrong. Il was something we
hadn't done before or are likely to
do again."
Me explained that Pickwick had
printed the point-of-sale price
cards and supplies for Woohvorlhs
had included the price of 85p
after the company had indicated
its discounting plans.
Lewis stressed that Pickwick
did not encourage price-cutting
and its profit margins were
insulTicienl to give extra discounts
to volume purchasers, but there
was nothing the company could
do to prevent multiples from
reducing prices. "They don't ask,
jusi do il," he added.

set halves £20
import price
FROM PAGE 1
Holland and the printing of the
sleeve in Germany. Packaging of
Lotus will be the same as the
extravagant Japanese original,
which opens out into a full-colour
panorama of multi-layered, almost
poslcr-si/e artwork. Details ol its
contents, however, will appear in
English.
Despite the set's long Japanese
availability, CBS admits it has
been prodded into its UK release
by considerable import sales and
the success of Santana's recent
tour of this country. Dealers are
warned that, although the Lotus
catalogue number (66325) is the
same as another CBS album series,
the price is not. And once stocks
of the 12,000 copies the company
is bringing into Britain are
exhausted, il will be content to
leave any romuining sales to the
importers.
Expectations
musical discs
A MAJOR British stage musical
based on Charles Dickens' Great
Fxpectalions, opening at the
Yvonne A maud Theatre in
Guildford on Christmas I've, will
have record back-up of a single on
December 7 featuring star John
Mills, and an original cast album
out in February on EMI.
Oldies still
FROM PAGE 1
Rivers, Linda Ronstadt and
Yvonne Fair.
Apart from the current Esther
Phillips and Art Garfunkcl hits,
standards in vogue include Deep
Purple (from Donny and Marie
Osmond, who earlier this year
scored with a new version of
Morning Side Of The Mountain),
True Love (horseman Harvey Smith's
disc debut), 1 Could Have Danced
All Night (Bicldu's follow-up to his
Summer Of '42 revival) and,
predictably enough at this time of
year, White Christmas (new
offerings by the Tonics and
Freddie Starr: Bing Crosby's
original has also been re-serviced).
The country catalogue weighs in
with items like Green, Green Grass
Of Home, freshly recorded by
Flvis Presley, and Last Dale, given
the reggae treatment by T. T.
Ross.
The r e p e r l o i r c - r c v i v a 1
bandwagon has been gathering
speed all year, of course since
January, no fewer than 24 old
songs have made the top ten. They
include rock and roll favourites
like Oil Boy, Three Steps To
Heaven and Heartbeat: Sixties pop
and soul titles such as Sherry, It's
In His Kiss. The Proud One and
Please Mr. Postman; easy-listeners
from the past couple of years like
The Way We Were. Help Mr Make
It Through The Night and I'm
Stoned In Love With You: and
decidely vintage mavericks such as
The Ugly Duckling and Whispering
Cirass.
The publishers understandably
attribute much of this situation to
their own regular promotion of
their back catalogues and
contracted songwriters' repertoire
to artists, a&r men, producers and
others generally influential in the
recording of music. They are also
inclined to believe that melodic
qualities are more evident in much
•dd malerial ihan in contemporary

k
'jj

j

•c;r) fS SCOTTISH sales force gtfrc a promotional party for
and Colin Stuart. u7;o both have nw albums
^ ^ S/ j
Screwlops Arc Falling On My Head and Stuart s All The lkt>t. bothm thy
I've Special series. Picture shows (left to 'jhtykon
m Alex
Robertson. Radio Clyde: Bill Smith. Radio Clyde: Matt McOimi. Ro\
Jones. Radio Clyde: Colin Stuart: Matt Mcdhm Junior: Tommy Davis, rye,
C/asgow: Tommy Shori. Pye. Itdinburgh; Jack Scott, Pye area manager.
Scotland.
One-year sentence
for tape pirate
troin January-May 1974 7000
FROM PAGE 1
cassettes had been recorded.
For Pandit, Mr. Cox QC said
and a large quantity of tape. He
that the accused took advice from
had also arranged for a local
solicitors before starting the
printing works to supply 30.000
business and it was not until after
inlay cards copied from 16 EMI
and Poly dor sleeves alter claiming a civil raid by EMI solicitors that
he made more enquiries. There
that he had been to India to
was no evidence to suggest that
obtain copyright in the artwork.
The extent of his activities were any further unlawful activities
were conducted afterwards
not clear, but it was likely that
goldies, say pop acts
many contemporary artists write
compositions. EMI Music managing
their own malerial. "Composing is
director Ron While makes that
point, although he concedes that it not as easy as it may sometimes
may be rather "insulting" to the appear," he says. "It's a profession
unto itself. So publishers would be
young writers of today to opine
that 'they don't write them like mad not to work their back
they used to'. "People may also be catalogue thoroughly and
waking up to how wasteful il is to constantly. It's part of theirleave songs lying in the vaults normal function."
The number of revivals on the
simply because they're not brand
market today is not purely
new," he adds.
Essex Music has recently put attributable to publishers' efforts,
of course, as many recognise.
together a portfolio of American
com posit ions which weren't hits There are no set rules in the
recording of repertoire, and often
for the artists who originally
recorded them, but which the a series ol artistic accidents or
publisher feels could provide coincidences lead to the
success for someone today. resurrection of old songs.
One influcmial factor may be
Managing director David Plat/
points to the Walker Brothers' new the sales success that re-issues have
single. No Regrets, as an example.
registered in the charts this year,
It was first cut without significant
of which David Bowie's Space
UK impact by composer Tom Oddity is the most currently
Rush years ami. lie says, but conspicuous. Many artists may
turned out to be ideal for the reason that if records first released
re-formed Walkers. Plat/ also anything up to 13 years ago can
believes that more people in the
make it once more - this years
music business are recognising how
big re-issues have included Brian
swiftly new generations of record
Hyland's Scaled With A Kiss,
buyers come along, who equally
Desmond Dekker's Israelites,
swiftly accept recordings of songs Tammy
Wynette's Stand By Your
which although old are new
Man and Bobby Goldsboro's
to them.
Honey
why not songs of the
Roland Rennie, creative services same vintage?
director of Chappell. makes the
same point: "good songs are good
songs, no mailer what vintage."
But. he goes on, song revivals tend
to happen in phases, and remarks
thai some old compositions, no
matter how good, simply could
not be revived at present. "They
would be out of inno with the
public mood," he comments.
1 'tis is the smallest ad ever take:
in Music Week to loll you a sma
Vice-president of Carlin MuskPaul Rich, feels that what is
ibing thai "Why Can't We Bo
happening currently is a constant
Friends" by 53rd &3rd (UK 114
occurrence every year. "It jl,sl
is a smash!
m:iy
a 11,1,0
^
niore
noticeable
now because of the .
.
ch lrl SIK CVSS

Some
I!' here
/rivals,"
he ofoffers.
is always
a dearth
uood
"7
.
KiUi
continues'
believing this to be partly because
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Over 500,000 people made
'Whispering Grass; theiirstsingle
by Don and Windsor; a sensational No. 1 hit.
Now "Sing Lofty" their first LR backed by extensive TV advertising,
is destined for the same phenomenal success.

iytCtuJ*
"ptoU IV*

feet

Peak time spots that will be
seen by over 14,000,000 people
on the following TV stations Granada December 4-12 inclusive.
Trident/Yorkshire
December 3-11 inclusive.
HTV December 3-11 inclusive.
Westward December 1 - 8 inclusive.
Border December 3-12 inclusive.

Paper Doll latest chart single
It's Magic
September Song
Without A Song
A House Is Not A Home
I Don't Want To Set The World On Fire
All The Things You Are
Three Coins In The Fountain
In Love For The Very First Time
As Time Goes By
I, Yes, Me! That's Who!
Someone To Watch Over Me
I Should Have Known

Free window and in-store
display kits to your choice-from
the following

1 20' x 30" Don and Windsor
cut-out.
2 20' x 30" Posters.
3 EMI logos (15" diameter).
4 Sleeves.

tke*n (xdecs Uv How iowely- boys!
Album EMC 3102 Cassette TC-EMC 3102
EMI Records Limited, 20. Manchester Square. London W1A 1 ES. Sales and Distribution Centre. 1 -3 Uxbridge Road, Hayes, Middlesex. Tel: (01) 759 4532/4611 & 848 9811
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hi-fi
French retailers
PARIS A report by Euromarche
provinces, wholesalers and budget
on the situation regarding
lines are doing their best to aid
hypermarkets and supermarkets
the smaller shops, but still the
shows that many of the small
close-down reductions continue.
establishments are disappearing
But a law passed some time
and being replaced by much bigger
back, the Loi Roycre, was to
markets.
make it more difficult for
Latest figures show a total of
hypermarkets and supermarkets to
24, 757 markets of which 292 arc
obtain authorisation to open. In
hypermarkets and 2,719
the first half of this year, only
supermarkets, and all stock discs
eight hypermarkets opened.
and cassettes.
Record retailers should benefit
On the other hand, 591 small
from this but the cheaper lines
shops closed against only 333 new
might develop more slowly, for
shops. The trend is clear: it is
the average retailer docs not
towards the larger markets.
generally touch budget fines.
These statistics arc important to
And the opening of only a
the Trench music industry because
handful of hypermarkets and
small shops have problems finding
supermarkets should help develop
space for racks on which to
disc sales, and budget lines in
display a full range. In the
particular.

sales may
double
IN AUSTRIA now there arc 500
dealers selling high-fidelity
equipment and seven per cent of
homes (175,000 of 2.5 million
households) have hifi units. The
industry believes the turnover will
be doubled by 1978.
In 1975. the turnover will reach
around .€25 million at retail prices;
some 50,000 tuners and hifi
combination sets will be sold.
Music centres with record players
and/or cassette players amounts to
50 per cent of the market.
Since 1971, only 1,000,000
quadraphonic units have been sold
despite considerable advertising.

Israel Philharmonic German tour
HAMBURG - The new music
Said Teldec press officer Herbert:
Hungarica Orchestra with a gold
season in Germany opened with an
"It is a rare event to hear this
disc for a million sales of the
abundance of star attractions and
orchestra in Europe, as it has to
Haydn Edition, conducted by
was climaxed by the visits of the
fulfil fixtures of 60 concerts a
Antal Dorati.
Israel Philharmonic and the
year and further concerts in New
Another highlight is the
Cleveland orchestras.
York, as wfcll as a large number of Telcman opera "Pimpinone" with
The Israel Philharmonic tour
lunch-time, youth and gala
singers Uta Sprcckclscn and
started in Berlin during the Berlin
concerts. The orchestra just docs
Sicgmund Nimsgcrn, conducted by
Festival. Zubin Mehta conducted
not have much time for travel.
Hans Ludwig Mirsch. The
two concerts, the first consisting
During the fall, Teldec released a
Tclcfunkcn scries of the Mozart
of works by Schubert,
total of 80 recordings. Of these,
piano concertos is being continued
Mendelssohn (Itzhak Pcrlman
23 were cassettes or double
with Karl Engcl as soloist and the
played the violin concerto),
albums. Among the highlights; the
Mozartcum Orchestra, under
Stravinsky, and the second of
Nine Symphonies of Beethoven,
Leopold Magcr.
works by Schonbcrg, Mahler, and
with Sir Gcorg Solti and the
Berlioz, during which Dietrich
Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Fischc r-Dieskau sang the
Now the company goes further
Russian visit
"Kindcrtotcnlicder."
with the outstanding scries of
LENINGRAD - Renata Tebaldi
The lour was a triumphant
Bach Cantatas, releasing numbers
completed her first ever Russian
success and the orchestra was
12 and 13, conducted by Nikolaus
tour, performing in Kiev and
described as "Israel's best
Marnoncourt. This scries has been
Moscow, including a concert in the
ambassador," causing "an
hailed throughout the world by
6,000-scatcr Congress Palace in the
explosion of enthusiasm" wherever
critics.
Kremlin.
it performed. All the well-known
Trench organist Michel Chapuis
works seemed brand new under
All the concerts were hugely
has now completed recordings of
successful with Russian audiences,
Mehta's baton, creating wild scenes
all Bach's works for organ, and
of audience reaction.
and tickets for each were sold out
Rudolf Buchbindcr has completed
The Cleveland Orchestra under
long before the shows.
the Haydn Piano Works with a set
its new conductor Lorin Maazel,
of six albums. And Teldec lias
started the tour in Leverkusen.
presented the Philharmonia

c
c

from WOLFGANG SPA^,broadcasting stations towards
Britain, is one of

YOU

DOUBLE

WOULDN'T

A'SIDE SINGLE

BELIEVE IT!!

CACTUSCT80

s

V
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'COME OUTSIDE'
CHRISTMAS IN DREADLAND
AVAILABLE NOW from E.M.I or CREOLE

MANUFACTURED AND MARKETED BY CREOLE RECORDS LIMITED,
4. BANK BUILDINGS, HARLESOEN HIGH ST., NW10. TEL. 01 065 9223
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that these records are continously

played^o^'presented!
"hough they may stand little or no chance of
actually inakin^
pro^rainn^ planners seems to be: "Everything
foreign is0go«d.| Icrnren>oduc.ion.s sound too provincial and we
In Licrmany
entertainment
showsinternational
include up
""fn'
cLmanT'ttoclufno limits set
on how many
to S^pcr cent of rerord" from UK and the U.S And it is cquallyP
rue that music from Italy, Spain and hrance has a substant.ally
greater needle time than one might expect, specmlly when measured
'jyainst actual record sales in the shops.
_
.• n
,
Tut this indiscriminate selection of mternaUonally-produced
records has become a serious problem with the Germtm authors.
Often no room is left for national product. And that is why German
composers and lyricists have organised themselves at last and sent
formal petitions asking that foreign product be limited by a set quota
However, the plain unvarnished truth so far is that these picas arc
bcin- rejected as "too nationalistic." In Germany these days, it is the
"in" thing to be an international music person, which is obviously a
blcssinc for foreign composers and performers.
The problems concerning badly-balanced and ill-assorted music
prosirammcs on German radio arc also involved with a kind of
generation-gap situation. This is because the old programme planners
.jj.q "dying out" and the young ones tend to live solely off what is
coming up in the charts in Britain and America.
And when certain German records arc presented on radio, it is
often with an implied undertone of irony or sarcasm. But if a
patently poor, or even lousy, recording from abroad gets a mention
that it is in the charts of the UK or the States, then it is revealed
with great awe.
There arc cases where the listener has a change to choose by
postcard his favourite song from about ten different hit parades. But
again these arc usually dominated by international productions and
the final voting is often incorrect - not least because record
companies distribute postcards among employees in order to push a
record, so ensuring a top-voted title.
German composers arc quite justified when they complain so
bitterly about the reckless goodwill shown by programme producers
to international product. But despite that it would surely be wrong
to insist on a specific percentage allowed to music from abroad.
What would be more helpful is for producers in the U.S., UK and
European centres like France, Italy and Spain, to give a little return
goodwill to German songs and recordings, instead of conveniently
forgetting that Germany even exists as a land of music.
The Germans do not merely make records with rock groups, nor
write only classical-type music. There is a whole diverse area of music
produced here, catering for all tastes. And surely the Common
Market countries at least should open wide the doors of their radio
stations.
In short, the English, French, Italians and others should start
checking on what is happening "next door" instead of thinking that
each ol them alone is the centre of the world music business.

European
Finland
(Courtesy Intro magazine)
1 PALOMA BLANCA, George
Baker Selection, Warners
2 KUKA MITA HAH, Sleepy
Sleepers, EMI
3 MEIA VEERA, Erkki Liikanan,
RCA
4 KUN CHICAGO KUOLI, Vicky
Rosti, Delta
5 I'M GONNA ROLL, Rock And
Roll Band, Love
6 VASTEN AURINGON
SILTAA, Katri Helena, Scandia
7 CAN'T GIVE YOU
ANYTHING BUT LOVE.
Stylistics, Avco
8 L-L-LUCY, Mud, Private Stock
9 SE OLI JAUTAA, Juice
Leskinen, Love
10 FEVER, Paavo Maijanen, Love
ALBUMS
1 FINNHITS II, Various Artists,
Finnlevy
2 WISH YOU WERE HERE. Pink
Floyd, Harvest
3 ONCE UPON A STAR, Bay
City Rollers, Bell
4 RUUSUJA HOPEAMALJASSA, E. Junkkarinen, Blue
Master
5 NUCLEAR NIGHTCLUB.
Wigwam, Love
6 NINTH, Procol Harum,
Chrysalis

c

top

sellers

7 INDISCREET, Sparks, Island
8 NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE,
Gloria Gaynor, MGM
9 SINULLE AITI, Sleepy
Sleepers, EMI
10 AIKAPOMMI, Liikanen and
Tapio, RCA
Italy
(Courtesy Germano Ruscitto)
1 REACH OUT I'LL BE THERE,
Gloria
Gaynor,
MGM-Phonogram
2 SABATO POMERIGGIO,
Claudio Baglioni, RCA
3 L ALBA, Riccardo Cocciante
RCA
4 BELLA DENTRO, Paolo
Frescura, RCA
5 THE HUSTLE, Van McCoy 8«
Soul City Symphony,
Avco-Ariston/R icordi
6 PROFONDO ROSSO. I Goblin,
Cinevox-Fonit/Cetra
7 FEELINGS, Morris Albert,
P.A.-Ricordi
8 L'IMPORTANTE E' FINIRE,
Mina. PDU-EMI
9 64 ANNI, | Cugini Di
Campagna, Pull-Fonit/Cetra
10 DUE, Drupi, Ricordi
11 NINNA NANNA. I Pooh
CBS-MM
11 PALOMA BLANCA. George
Baker Selection, WEA-MM
13 INCONTRO, Patty Pravo, RCA

14 TAKE MY HEART, Jacky
James, Joker-Saar
14 FOOTSTOMPIN' MUSIC.
Hamilton Bohannon, Brunswick
West Germany
(Courtesy Musikmarkt)
1 LADY BUMP, Penny McLean,
Jupiter/Ariola
2 DOLANNES-MELODIE,
Jean-Claude Borelly,
Telefunken
3 TORNERO, I Santo California,
Ariola
4 I'M ON FIRE. 5000 Volts, Epic
5 S.O.S., Abba, Polydor
6 SAI LING, Rod Stewart, Warner
7 TU T'EN VAS, Alain Barriere,
Noelle Cordier, Ariola
8 WART AUF MICH, Michael
Holm, Ariola
9 NEW YORK GROOVE. Hello,
EMI Electrola
10 THE HUSTLE. Van McCoy.
Avco/Ariola
11 WENN DU DENSKT etc.,
Juliane Warding, Hansa/Ariola
12 IF YOU THINK YOU KNOW
HOW TO LOVE, Smokey,
EMI-Electrola
13 MORNING SKY, George Baker
Selection, Warner
14 MOVIESTAR. Harpo,
EMI-Electrola
15 JULIE ANNE, Kenny.
EMI-Electrola
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Whatyou

need

is a weekly

blaek musie paper

thafs published

onaFriday.

It's Britain's first black music weekly Black Echoes. First issue out
Jan. 30th. Black Echoes is published every Friday So you can get an
ad. across to the people buying on Saturday
Every kind of black music. Soul, reggae, blues, R & B and Jazz.
So when you're selling black music product you've got to be there.
Cover price 12p. Guaranteed initial print order in excess of
100,000 copies. Page rate £285. Nationally advertised. Published by
the ex-publishers of Melody Maker and Sounds.
Printed tabloid in web-offset.

%

27 NEWMAN STREET; LONDON W1P 3PE TELEPHONE: 01-637 0318.

You want
to know more?
Pick
up the'phone
and get hold of
Barbara Rojan on 01-637 0318.
She knows the business.

-

Baby you got it.
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Amos Heilicher's
and says, "It goes back 40 years,
by TONY JASPER
my association: in the early days I
AMOS HKIUCHr.R is President of
Pickwick International Inc. and
was a coin-machine and juke-box
advocate. We're still in that scene
subsidiaries. Me works from the
llcilichcr Bros, headquarters
now. This record business really
happened after 1933 for then
located on Way/ata Boulevard, the
outskirts of Minneapolis,
Prohibition Laws ceased and juke
Minnesota, controlling a vast
boxes became part of beer
oreani/ation spanning racks, shops,
parlours. I went round with a
distribution and budget albums.
suitcase stacked with records!"
At one time there existed under
Amos Heilicher sensed well the
separate roof a major distributing
record world's growth and he
outlet under the title, llcilichcr
notes that in 1952 the industry
Brothers Inc and a major ruck
was worth 200 million dollars and
jobber on the music scene, J. L.
22 years later the figure is two
Marsh, established by the two
billion dollars. He sees future
Heilicher's, Dan and Amos.
potential growth both at home
Toward the end of the Sixties
and overseas. He speaks with pride
they merged with Pickwick.
of the office set-up at Way/ata
In the year ending April 30,
which handles 5,000 plus invoices
1975 the net sales income for
each day, and says that whatever it
Pickwick reached an all-time high,
may sound like or read in print,
227.2 million dollars, an increase
Pickwick successes stem from
of 34 million dollars from the
having "the best line-up, the best
previous year. The British
people in marketing. What wc have
subsidiary had net sales of 12.7
is a complete set-up. We do
million dollars, an increase over
everything". That means the
organization docs its own printing,
the previous 12 months of almost
design work, shop fixtures,
1.5 million dollars.
Amos llcilichcr works seven
marketing some of the items! It
days a week and says there is no
possesses under the same roof its
substitute for hard work, assuming
own advertising section, record
you want success. He is first at the
and wholesale division and
elsewhere operates a record
office and usually last to leave.
Success in his eyes comes from
pressing unit which supplies
unrestrained effort and he says
Pickwick with a majority of its
record pressing needs and a
with some bluntness, "Some
people ride horses and go
balance of 55 per cent derived
nowhere". He notes decline fn
from the list of custom pressing
various countries and companies in
accounts on their books.
inflationary times and partly
The U.S. represents 46 per cent
blames luck of management vision
of Pickwick's record market with
and worker effort.
the non-U.S. ITcc World taking
He has spent an entire life from
the other 54 per cent. Its
high-school onwards involved with
International Division represents
some aspect of the record world
13 years of what Heilicher calls

seven-day work week
industries, though he says
been opened this year though the other
"exemplary" growth. Prestige is
and
repeatedly
injects such into
company
pruned
unprofitable
derived from product licensed
his
conversation,
"it means hard
leased
departments
from
their
from RCA, CBS, Pye and a
work keeping there. Americans arc
roster.
number of smaller labels plus the
And while new store additions crazy over work, some anyway.
company's own Top Of The Pops
have been mainly in shopping Wc work twice as hard. I know it.
album.
I travel a lot. The Japanese work
Heilicher talks highly of malls the size and style of outlet hard,
the Germans less than they
arc constantly reviewed. Sales arc
Pickwick's British operations and
its use of outlets employing replenished from Pickwick's 18 once did. In England, you strike."
strategically-located warehouses
significant volume of product.
At least excused from the latter
throughout the United States.
New to the company has been
is Pickwick, Britain and seen as an
These 18 warehouses deal of "excellent operation" - but the
expansion in ITancc and though
"thousands of accounts and future? "Pricing is the problem
still small Heilicher sees the
obviously not only our own 220 and increasing financial demands
h'rcnch company as a potentially
profitable operation in that
retail outlets. Everything we do is of artists and general costs and
highly computerized".
country of economy-priced
what in the end can be charged
As to the future, Amos for product."
product.
Heilicher does not doubt recorded
Naturally he was reticent on
l-'or Pickwick the future seems
talking of the British operation,
music is here to stay, whatever the
in part because he is removed from economic situation might mean for good.
the immediate scene, but though
he sees the current reality that
inflation and attribution of
disposable income in Great Britain
means, nevertheless there is
U.S. Top 30
cautious optimism in his general
viewpoint.
Heilicher sees his general
ALBUMS
business philosophy expressed in
constantly being aware of changing
(3)
RED
OCTOPUS,
Jefferson
Starship
1
economic factors and a state of
2 (2) WINDSONG, John Denver
mind which is always dreaming of
3 (1) ROCK OF THE WESTIES, Elton John
new ways and methods of
4 (6) STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS, Paul Sirron
merchandising and maximising
5 (5) WISH YOU WERE HERE, Pink Floyd
profit margins. Hence while
6 (7) WIND ON THE WATER, David Crosby/Graham Nash
Pickwick might at the present time
7 (10) BREAKAWAY, Art Garfunkel
see no possibility of external
8 (9) WHO BY NUMBERS, Who
acquisition in areas which promise
9 (8) BORN TO RUN, Bruce Springsteen
future benefits nevertheless the
10 (4) PRISONER IN DISGUISE, Linda Ronstadt
company pursues policies of
11 (11) ONE OF THESE NIGHTS, Eagles
internal growth within existing
12 (15) ALIVE, Kiss
areas.
13 (16) SAVE ME, Silver Convention
In America this has meant in
14 (-) CHICAGO'S GREATEST HITS, Chicago IX
particular opening of retail stores
15 (18) HONEY, Ohio Players
under the title of Musicland stores.
16 (21) SHAVED FISH, John Lennon
Eleven new Musicland outlets have
17 (22) FEELS SO GOOD, Grover Washington JR
18 (20) INSEPARABLE, Natalie Cole
19 (26) LAZY AFTERNOON, Barbra Streisand
20 (116) HISTORY - AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS, America
21 (24) MAN-CHILD, Herbie Hancock
22 (25) FLEETWOOD MAC, Fleetwood Mac
- 23 431J.GR£AT£ST-Hl.TS;.Seals And Croft
24 (28) KC AND THE SUNSHINE BAND. KC & The Sunshine Band
(29) THE HUNGRY YEARS, Neil Sedaka
(30) FACE THE MUSIC, Electric Light Orchestra
(27) SPLIT COCONUT, Dave Mason
(34) RED HEADED STRANGER, Willie Nelson
r Matea i
(35) THE HEAT IS ON FEATURING FIGHT THE POWER. Isley
Brothers
daff noise fcr
30 (38) 2nd ANNIVERSARY, Gladys Knight & The Pips
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4 TOP TWENTY HITS IN 1975-HERE'S THE FIFTH
'Make A Daft Noise For Christmas' BRAD 7533
&
BfiAIXfYS
RfCOTOS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

(2)
(1)
(4)
(5)
(10)
(9)
(8)
(6)
(11)
(3)
(17)
(15)
(7)
(16)
(18)
(34)
(27)
(19)
(25)
(24)
(21)
(22)
(14)
(28)
(30)
(35)
(38)
(32)
(29)
(36)

FLY, ROBIN FLY, Silver Convention
THAT'S THE WAY (I LIKE IT). K.C. & The Sunshine Band
ISLAND GIRL. Elton John
THE WAY I WANT TO TOUCH YOU, Captain & Tennille
LET'S DO IT AGAIN. Staple Singers
SKY HIGH, Jigsaw
LOW RIDER, War
THIS WILL BE, Natalie Cole
NIGHTS ON BROADWAY, Bee Gees
WHO LOVES YOU. Four Seasons
SATURDAY NIGHT, Bay City Rollers
MY LITTLE TOWN, Simon & Garfunkel
FEELINGS, Morris Albert
HEAT WAVE/LOVE IS A ROSE, Linda Ronstadt
EIGHTEEN WITH A BULLET, Pete Wingfield
LOVE ROLLERCOASTER, Ohio Players
VENUS AND MARS ROCK SHOW, Wings
I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU, Art Garfunkel
OUR DAY WILL COME, Frankie Valli
I WANT'A DO SOMETHING FREAKY TO YOU. Leon Hayw
BLUE EYES CRYIN' IN THE RAIN. Willie Nelson
OPERATOR, Manhattan Transfer
MIRACLES, Jefferson Starship
SECRET LOVE, Freddy Fender
I LOVE MUSIC (Part 1), O'Jays
FOX ON THE RUN, Sweet
I WRITE THE SONGS, Barry Manilow
I'M ON FIRE, 5000 Volts
BAD BLOOD, Neil Sedaka
THE
BLEACHF^n^
BLEACHERS),
David Geddes

SEAS0N

lA BLIND IN "

Christmas iiiftlii from Bradley's
Courtesy of Billboard week-ending November 29.
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HMcj
Released December 5th.on Private Stock Records (PVLP1003)
32 CXD BURLINGTON SIBtET • LONDON WIXILB W
also available on cartridge and cassette
Produced by PHILWA1NMAN
TELf PHONE 1011439 TOH
Manutaclured ana distributed by EMI RECORDS LIMITED
on behalf of EVOLUTION PRODUCTIONS LTD
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RADIO ACTIVITY
E-ST11457

The debut album by the German
electronic wizards on Capitol Records.
Watch out for feedback!!
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/.eft to rizht: Hawk General Manager Norman Harris. Mainlincrs Manager
John McCormick and Hawk Managing Director Brian Malloy on the
occasion of the signhw of the Agreement whereby Hawk will administer
and market product on the Mainlincrs own Misty label.
by KI N STEWART
releases.
"Now we're on the lookout for
HAWK RECORDS, which has
claimed four number one Irish product to license from abroad.
albums this year, has taken three We've already done this
new labels under its wing.
successfully with the Buskers'
Hawk has signed a deal with album which was licensed from
Noel Pearson to administer and Songbird in Germany.
market Ram product. The first
"Norman Harris, Dave
releases arc two singles. I'll Have Penny father and myself will be
To Say I Love You In A Song iioine to MI DEM in January and
(Tony Kenny) and Lord Of The this will be one of our main
Dance (the Dublincrs), and an objectives, apart of course from
album. Tony Kenny On Stage, tryini: to arranee licence deals for
which includes tracks released as our own product.
• singles and a side featuring an Al
"We're also fin dine a sircat deal
\Iolson medley, and coincides with
of interest from a number of
Kenny's appearances around the coimlrics, including the States,
country in his own show.
Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Hawk's new label with the Germany and Scandinavia, for us
Mainlincrs Showband is called to supply them with product on a
Misty, first releases are of a single direct export basis."
by Gerry Black, his own song.
Molloy said the lax benefits to
Little Old Wood Shack, and an be derived from direct exports arc
album by John Glenn and the a great incentive to Hawk, as well
Mainlincrs, Sunny Side Of The as the help it gets from the Irish
Mountain.
Board of Trade, which subsidised
Hawk is operating the Cook trips to MIDIM and MUSKXPO.
label with the production team of
Hawk is also active with its
Gerry Hughes and John Cook, the publishing company. Squirrel
first album, by John Kerr. is Music, which represents, among
scheduled for spring release.
others, the Tommy Makcm
Hawk has released six new catalogue, Keady Music.
albums of its own - Golden
Said Molloy, "We've been
Ducts, Johnny McEvov and Gloria gelling an increasing amount of
Smyth (HALP 140), 25 Country co-operation from UK publishers
Classics Vol. 3, the Cotton Mill who are gradually beginning to
Boys (HALP 145), 22 Dancing appreciate that we can give them
Hits, Brendan Quinn, Hugh solid sales in return for
McClcan and the Mightv Avons sub-publishing deals on their
(HALP 144) and ThJ Sound Ol" American catalogues, especially the
Christmas, the Carolecrs (HAl PX country material.
146).
"Bob Kingston of Southern
Golden Duels was album of the
Music
been especially helpful
week on R11. Radio. Previous and wehas
were pleased to be able to
Country Classics LPs were number cover a number of their songs on
one in the Irish charts. The 22
the Indians' number one album,
Dancing Hits LP includes country
which should certainly sell around
and pop material, while The
25,000 copies."
Sound Of Christmas is an album
Things Together was
of 21 songs sung by the Carolecrs, on Holding
the Indians' LP and it was
a choir conducted by Philip Green. covered
Johnny Mcl 'voy. the
fhe. new albums will be Cotton by
Mill
Boys and Brian
promoted with radio and television
I
larkin.
advertising and window displays.
"Writers are starling to emerge
In addition to number one
here. Billy Brown writes for
albums with Country Classics Vol.
and has a number of his
1 and 2 (the Cotton Mill Boys). Squirrel
songs being covered by local
Hawk s best-sellers have been artists.
Where My Eileen Is Waiting
"And now only Hawk, but
(Johnny Mcl-voy) and The
most ol the record companies here
Magnificent Seven (the Indians).
are making a conscious effort to
I or the si/c of managing the
cover songs by local writers.
operation. Hawk has achieved a
The reasons for this are
relatively high degree of success,
I wed old, in that nearly everybody
which director Brian Molloy
realises that this is an important
considers the reason for is because
part ot the business for the future,
Hawk can afford to give individual
and there is a kind of unstated,
attention to each album, since it
does not have a huge volume of but definite, support from the
radio people for original material."
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Conoley;

to

driven

top?
commercials and movies, learned
MUSIC PUBLISHER Tony Peters,
to sing in front of audiences,
now general manager ol
played in umpteen bands, most of
Acuff-Rose but then heading up
which disintegrated in quick time.
l ainous Chappcli. sat in the back
Certainly having the
of a chaufrcur-driven limousine,
consistently successful Steve
along with visiting U.S. star Chris
Harley as producer has done the
Montez.
Conoley career no harm at all. He
Chat centred round the music
had started writing songs at the
business and the driver happened
ace of 12, just as a hobby, and
lo mention, in passing, that he just
still has some of his early efforts,
happened to have a son. name ol
using them as pointers to how he
Dennis, who happened to have
has developed.
some tapes of songs he had
Of Mar ley's involvement,
written.
Conoley
says; "He's one of those
Result: y oung-hopc ful
professional
guys who carries a
songwriter contacted publisher and
complete picture in his head about
a deal was done.
how individual aspects of a
A few months pass. The scene
recording will fit together. Usually
remains the same. Only this lime
when I'd been in the studios
it is Steve Harley, of Cockney
before, I'd confidently throw ideas
Rebel, who sits in the back of the around,
making suggestions to the
limousine, flicks on the
cassette-player and relaxes on his producer or engineers. But you
way lo another gig. The song he just can't do that with a guy like
Harley.
heard, and the voice singing it,
"He took the whole thing over.
were new to him.

&

the

v

rc\
■ >

i
rifi

Nov 20 Liverpool Empire
Nov21 Glasgow Apollo
Nov 22 Dundee The Caird Hall
Nov 23 Preston Guild Hall
Nov 24 Manchester Free Trade Hall
Nov 26 Birmingham Town Hall
Nov 28 Bradford University
Nov 29 Ipswich Gaumont

Nov 30 Bristol Colston Hall f
Dec 2 Portsmouth Guild Hall
Dec 3 Brighton Dome
Dec 4 Leicester De Montfort Hall
Dec 5 Newcastle
Dec 6 Middlesbrough Town Hall
Jan ! London Olympia

Snafu's debut album on Capitol Records is called
"All Funked Up" E-ST11473 featuring their new single
"Lock and Key"
c
LLUJ
m
*
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/,-/■; Denis Conoley. I'yc's Peter Summer field and Steve Harley.
Harley demands information
I'd been just a piano player but
from the chauffeur, who admits he
going in the studios with Harley
has been perpetrating some
meant finding out about a lot of
soft-sell publicity on behalf of his
other keyboard instruments. He
son. Dennis. Harley, too. is
gave me a clavinet to play, which
contacted by Dennis and goes on
was strange. The feel of the
to produce the young-hopefurs
instrument is so different.
first single, So Ashamed, on Pyc.
"I like to play the moog, too,
Now Dennis Conoley looks set
which is quite easy - just a matter
fair for a promising career. His
ol finding a nice sound and
songs still go through Eamous
playing around until it's bent to
Chappell, where Kenny Barker is
your needs."
now general manager, but he pays
The way that Dennis Conoley
high tribute lo the help he gained
came to the attention of Tony
from Tony Peters.
Peters and Steve Harley fits into
lie said: "We all know about
the iruth-slranger-than-ficlion field
publishers who just take the song of pop. But Conoley reckons he
and sit on it. But in this case, I
doesn't particularly want a
got every possible bit of help. He
limousine of his own.
was more like a personal help than
"What I'd like to do is be able
a business acquaintance. He'd
lo see ahead, to sec what kind of
always take time out to sit down
songs Em writing in a few years
and help me through the last stages
time. One thing Tony Peters
of a song. Always with complete
taught me is to constantly strive
honesty."
to make the next song that much
And Peters said: "When
better than the last."
Conoley first came into the office,
I was impressed by the way he
projected. He had the right kind
of personality to make it, and the
songs wore good. But it paid to be
honest with him. If I thought a
song was no good. I could turn
"7
1
him off it and gel him moving in
v_
another direction."
Dennis Conoley projects
because he was taught to do just
that at the Italia Conti theatre
school, where he studied actiau,
song and dance. He chalked upTi
long list of small purls in television
Ifdon".tI5you?-dial
- r;n0 Mysic
01-437WccK
8090,(Of a colour nd So why
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Congratulations on a brilliant performance
Barry White! Sales of your tapes
have turned our green to gold and we're
not even including total sales of the
New Greatest Hits. You're a
shining example of what Precision
Tapes arc all about.
Big sales.

- v"

BARKY WHITE
Barry White's Greatest Hits
What Am I Gonna 0<» With You
You're The First. The Last. My Everythini;
Can't Get F.nouiih
Honey Please Can't Ya See
Love Serenade
Never, Never Gonna Give You Up
I'm Gonna Love You Just A Little More Bahy
I've Found Someone
I've Got So Much To Give
Standini* In The Shadows Of Love
ZCBT8000
Y N BT Sooo

ZC - cassettes
Y8-cartridges
AVAILABLE FROM PRECISION TAPES LTD
Eldonwall Trading Estate, Whalebone Lane South, Dagenham, Essex.
24 Mr. Telephone Answering Service Tel: 01-593 8416 7
OR FROM PYE RECORDS
120/132 Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey.
24 Hi Telenhnne Answering Service Tel- 01-640 3344
PReCISION TAi'ES LIMITED. Precision House. 11 Denmark St.. London WC2H 8NR
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STEALIN

HOME

BABE RUTH'S
DEBUT ALBUM ON
CAPITOL RECORDS
IS STEALIN' HOME
E-ST11451.
Also AVAILABLE ON TAPE
WITH EXTENSIVE
ADVERTISING IN
THE MUSIC PRESS,
THIS ALBUM WILL
CAPITALISE ON
THE SUPERB
REACTION AT ALL
BABE RUTH'S
LIVE PERFORMANCES
WATCH OUT FOR
STEALIN' HOME!
EMI

*10
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place

Los

there's

like

Angeles

NINT. MONTHS ago Lionel
Comvay eavc up the cosy security
of running Island Music in London
to undertake a similar assignment
in America, where the company s
fortunes had been rather less
evident than at home.
After a short period of
acclimatisation, Conway's quiet
hustle has initialed a revival of
activity on the Aekcc (ASCAP) and
UFO (BMI) catalogues and
now he's able to say with some
satisfaction, "For mc the strangest
thing about America is that there
are not more Fnglish people
working in publishing here. It is
really worthwhile."
One month after arrival in Los
Angeles, Conway had signed Lee
Garrelt, a composer who had
collaborated with Slcvic Wonder,
and had placed him as a recording
artist with Chrysalis, the label's
first r&b talent. He has
subsequently arranged for Garrett
songs to be recorded by the Voices
Of Last Harlem (Motown), Jackie
Moore (TK Records), Carl Graves
(A&M) and a new group being
produced in London by Mike
Vcrnon. Me has Marian Collins
signed as a writer and has a
recording deal on the way. Of
Island's UK copyrights, he has had
•You Can Get It by Jimmy Cliff on
"a Johnny Rivers' album, Steve
Winwood's Can't Find My Way
Home on Erie Clapton's recent LP,
and Wishing Well by Bad Company
on an album recorded by Ronnie
Charles, who previously scored
some success with a symphonic
version of Layla.
Conway besides, as he puts it,
"playing the field" in the placing
of talented writers with suitable
labels, Jias also evidently been
making progress in working
existing copyrights, a field which
he feels is there for the taking,
provided the material is of top
quality.
"You can pick up covers easily
with the right songs and you can
cream off a lot of money, because
the volume sales are so great," he
says. "For instance, we had one of
Jimmy Cliff's songs. Many Rivers
To Cross, on Linda Ronstadt's
Prisoner In Disguise album. This
will sell in excess of 400.000
copies and our earnings on that
one song will be about 6.000
dollars. There is no other country
in the world where you can earn
that kind of money on an LP
track."
In the three years prior to
setting up Island Music as an
independent company in America,
Conway recalls that one cover had
been arranged on the company's
copyrights.
A further bonus for Conway is
that the steadily increasing flow of
UK migrants seeking relief from
this country's severe taxation is
making the West Coast somethine
ol a homc-from-home. "I'm
getting things done here I couldn't
achieve in London," comments
Conway, indicating that British
visitors oltcn become more
accessible in Los Angeles than
they are on their home territory.
He recalls a successful meeting
recently with writer Bruce Welch

and producer Dave Mackay who
took two songs back to London,
one of which Miss You Nights had
actually been written by a UK
composer, Dave Townsend.
Conway is assisted by Alan
Ryder, professional manager, and
he's also been able to take time to
tour round some of the American
recording centres like Nashville,
Atlanta, Miami and New York.
It's been a busy nine months
for Conway, the lone Englishman
handling a music publishing
company in America, but as he
points out. "It's no use waiting for
the phone to ring. You must go
out and hit the right people with
songs - and not to forget to
follow up."
UK writer in
U.S. song
contest final
LONDON-BASED songwriter Jim
Raffcrty has reached the quarter
finals of the American Song
Festival, to be held in Hollywood
on December 16 - and has already
collected $500 "place" money for
his song Bitter Harvest.
The only other quarter-final
composition through so far is from
Australia - On The Run, by
Sydney team Gregory llookc and
John Caslray.
However, oilier UK writers have
picked up $100 "honourable
mention" prizes, though not
qualifying for the final stages which
will be eventually fought out
between 12 semi-finalists.
Best selling
sheet music
1 I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR
YOU, Feldman
2 UNA PALOMA BLANCA,
Noon
3 RHINESTONE COWBOY,
KPM
4 FEELINGS, KPM
5 HOLD ME CLOSE, April
6 WHAT A DIFFERENCE A
DAY MAKES, Peter
Maurice/KPM
7 S.O.S., Bocu
8 THE LAST FAREWELL.
Ashley-Fields/Tembo
9 SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS,
Southern
10 SPACE ODDITY. Essex
11 THERE GOES MY FIRST
LOVE, Cookaway
12 DON'T PLAY YOUR ROCK
AND ROLL, Chinnichap/Rak
13 SAILING, Island
15 PAPER DOLL, KPM
16 L-L-LUCY. (-)
17 IMAGINE, Northern
18 LETTING GO,
McCartnoy/ATV
19 NAPPY LOVE. A TV
20 THE ENTERTAINER,
Chappell/KPM/Bolwln/Music
Sales
Compiled by Music Publishers'
Association.
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Remember! These records
The

word

is

money,

but

are available on the
THUNDERBIRD

Mason

wants

IE THE choice is between writing
hit melodies or hit lyrics, then the
word business is the best bet. While
there are competent tuncsmiths
galore, there is a distinct shortage
of word-weavers who can tell a
pop-song story concisely.
Which explains the fren/.ied life
led by Barry Mason. He splits his
songwriting life into a series of
money-making partnerships. Me
writes sometimes with Tony
Macaulay, and often with Geoff
Stephens. Or with Roger
Grecnaway, or with Keith Potger,
of the Seekers.
With Lcs Reed, he co-runs Ram
Music, administered by State. With
Peter Shelley there is Bumper
Songs, with a Magnet "cover" to it.
lie has links with key German
publisher Ralph Sicgcl. And he
finds time to look enviously
towards the U.S. "I'd love to link
up with a great American
middle-of-the-road writer," he said.
In fact, he has set up his Barry
Mason Inc. publishing concern, and
looking over suitable companies
there to administer it.
"I'm mainly a lyricist. It's a
super position to be in. There really
is a lack of guys who can handle the
words."
One of the favourite stories in
the publishing world is how Lcs
Reed and Barry Mason spent a
rainy afternoon in an office,
tinkering around with an upright
piano - and knocked out and off
three huge hits, The Last Waltz,
Delilah and I'm Coming Home.
The story is basically true,
though the time given for the hit
hat-trick varies from half-an-hour to
three hours. The latter is nearer the
truth. Mason says.
But despite a remarkably
consistent run of hits for singers
like Tom Jones, Englebert
Humpcrdinck, Alvin Stardust
(including Good Love Can Never
Die, with Peter Shelley). Mircille
Mathicu, the fortunes, and the
Dave Clark five, Mason has a nice
line in self-derogatory humour
about the early days.
Early talent contests proved
failures for him, and he reached no
heights in the Royal Marines during
a two-year stint, though he did
once serve a pink gin to Prince
Philip.
lie hitchhiked to Hollywood,
finally breaking into the music
business. He sold records at Music
City, on Sunset and Vine. Then he
set up a cosmetic business with a
"mad" frenchman.
"We sold the product in the
party-plan system, with salegirls.
The cosmetics were called 'La Vie'
and our sales slogan was 'for
Cosmetics - Say La Vie'. I'm still
wondering why that didn't catch
on. But the big break came when I
landed a big part in the movie 'The
Miracle', with Roger Moore.
"I played the role of a sentry.
Roger Moore walked past me. And
that was it."
Back in London, he managed
frog-voiced singer Tommy Bruce,
who had a hit with Ain't
Misbchavin' back in the 1960s.
He turned to songwriting only
when Brucc's second record
Hopped. With Peter Lee Stirling,
who now records as Daniel Boone,
he had a first-time hit with Don't
Turn Around, for the Mersey beats.
"But when people talk about
that afternoon's profitable writing
with Les Reed, they don't even

to

sing

label distributed by CBS.
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TAHETALA
THE 103
f
by CHAMPAGNE
the Opportunity Knocks Winners
who quit unbeaten!

u

WHITE"""

Bony Mason
start to know about our early
partnership. True, our first song
was a world hit when the fortunes
put Here It Comes Again on top of
the charts, and naturally we
thought it was a doddle from then
on in.
"Yet in just six months, the new
'hot' team of Reed and Mason had
thirty of its songs released on
record and there was not a single
solitary ruddy hit among them.
"It really got to such a state that
I decided to give up the writing
business and work for my living.
Now I know it sounds like the story
from some Hollywood Musical but
we really did decide to try one last
final day writing together before I
pushed off for a head-clearing
holiday in Malta.
"And that was the day when we
wrote those three hits in one
session."
This year has been perhaps
Mason's most successful as he
carries on writing with what
appears to be all and sundry - and
spending time helping out new
writing talent, notably Tony Sadler,
"a super new writer, who
concentrates mostly on the
melody".
But there has been recent action
for Leapy Lee in the U.S. country
chart with Every Road Leads Back
To You, and Mason and Grecnaway
had a number one in New Zealand
and Australia with Happy Birthday
Baby. Delilah had a further kiss of
life through Alex Harvey, and
There Goes My first Love sold
some 250,000 for the Drifters.
On the way, probably upwards:
My Angel from Hamburger
Heaven, for Alvin Stardust; Twice
A Week, by Bones; Can I Take You
Home Little Girl, the Drifters.
Plus a new single for himself.
She's My Woman, follow-up to his
Magnet debut Without You. Mason
explain this change of direction
from songwriter to singer, which
further confuses a ridiculously
hectic lifestyle: "It's just a

CHRISTMAS
long-time ambition to be accepted
as a singer. I've tried it before, but
this has been a really serious effort.
Before I've been a bit embarrassed
by wanting to sing, but now I've
really got the urge to be accepted as
a maker of valuc-for-money albums
and singles. Just one album would
do line - one album of which I
could really be proud."
Certainly there is no doubting
Mason's determination to build into
the American scene, particularly
the Hollywood which so unkindly
rejected him once before.
Representation of his publishing
interests there will help. Somebody
on the melody side like Burt
Bacharach would be handy, as
Mason pointed out. Business
representation there would
complete a chain which also
includes Barry Mason Music
through AIR Chrysalis in the UK
and Europe.
He said: "People seem to assume
there must be a lot of bitchincss
and backbiting among the top
songwriters in any country. They
believe they must be cutting each
other's throats in order to rake in
the maximum royalties.
"Yet the opposite is true. Take
the SODS, the Society of
Distinguished Songwriters of which
I'm a member. Go to one of those
meetings and you realise
immediately that, even at top level,
there is an amazing affinity
between the writers. And the asset
common to all of them is tenacity. Bill Martin, Geoff
Stephens, those people arc all
thoroughly tenacious.
"But we've still got things to
sort out in our business. The
situation of 'B' side royalties being
the same as 'A' side is one matter
which should be adjusted. If I'd
written Bridge Over Troubled Water
and the guy who wrote an unheard
and unplaycd" Hip side copped the
same amount of money I'd feel a
mite upset about it.
"It's a crazy system."

by FREDDIE STARR
a seasonal smash by Britains
No.1 entertainer

X ANDY EYES'
THE 101
by SHANGHAI
the new Superband which features
Cliff Bennett

"SYMPHONYofthcAPES"
byTHE DREAD ORCHESTRA
THE 100
a new instrumental sound
catching fire in discos

Cut this announcement out as a
reminder of the THUNDERBIRD records
available NOW!
Order them from CBS Records Order Dept.
Telephone: 01-960 2155
Thunderbird Records, Thanet House, Craven Road, London W.2.01-402 0061,
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Birmingham's
by CHRIS WHITE
l OR Till- last si\ years. Jasper
Carroll has been workin.u folk
clubs up and down the country,
dishing his own particular brand of
entertainment. "People know me
as Birmingham's most dynamic
slob," he explains proudly.
Although not his real name, the
Jasper Carrolt lag has been with
him since the age of nine.
Relatives have even accepted it.
though the people in the business
all seem to regard it as a stage
name.
"With talk about singers and
musicians hardly making a penny,
it makes me laugh when 1 realise
the living I have made from the
business. Very few promoters have
ever come off badly from one of
my shows, and even before the
album and the single look off, 1
had already paid for my house.
Mind you, that's probably because
I've got a business head. The
funny thing is that my mother still
asks me when I'm going to get a
proper job."
The first signs of real success
for Carroll came when one of the
disc jockeys at BRMB Radio in
Birmingham picked up the l-nnky
Moped single. "All the stations in
the Midlands helped me a great
deal, although I must admit, I
didn't expect the single to sell in
such numbers over the country. I
thought it would sell in the
Midlands where 1 am quite well
known, though the main reason
for the release was to break the
name.
"Obviously I was delighted

funky

about the record breaking, both
the album and single have gone
silver, but the most difficult thing
is going to be able to find a follow
up. I'll be very disappointed if 1
don't have another hit. The chart
success has opened a lot of doors
to me, and without trying to
sound ungrateful to the folk clubs
that have helped me so much, 1
desperately want to gel away from
them and work at a one man show
or in television. I suppose my
ultimate aim is to be the funniest
man in the world."
Success has obviously cost
Carroll a great deal. Although
happily married, his wife has
noticed changes in him. "Up until
now, money has been a measure
of success, though now it doesn't
matter so much. You do make a
lot of money in the business,
but the more you make, the more
it has to be able to buy you
privacy.
"Before the record went in the
charts, 1 was terribly relaxed about
doing live work, but now my
nerves have started coming back.
People out front at the concerts
are expecting me to be good, and
instead of having to win the
people over, now you've got to
satisfy them, and that is
completely different.
"With a hit record I thought
everything would be really easy,
but it's just the opposite. 1 knew
there would be more work, and
I'd actually have to work harder,
but you have no idea of the
pressures you are going to be

slob

under. Most of the time is spent in
public relations, and to do that
properly, you seem to have to
drink like a fish."
The heavy business talk, the
hype and the pressure hasn't yet
taken its toll of Carrott. "I shall
probably become fed up in about
12 months time, but for the time
being, the novelty hasn't worn off,
and I'm enjoying myself too
much."
The appearance in the chart of
a number of comedy singles
indicates a definite change. Last
Christmas there were no comedy
records, but this year Billy
Connolly, John Inman, Jasper
Carrott and the Goons have all
had a fair crack of the whip, with
others still in the pipeline. "Over
the last 12 months," agrees
Carrott, "comedy has been on the
up, and the public has been able
to buy fairly original comedy
material. This is great for the
public, but for the comedian it
makes life hell. I have been using'
the same material on stage more
or less for the last six years,
though with a chart album, it
means I will have to think up
some fresh sketches.
"Perhaps the biggest change in
record companies' views on
comedy material, is that when I
first took around an album about
two years ago, everyone said it
was great, but they couldn't sell it.
Now the situation has changed,
and you can virtually go to any
company and they will take you
on."

Chart newcomers
including a B-side written by
THE NEW version of Let's Twist
Murfin and recorded in a mornini.
Again, by John Asher. was made
Murfin took the finished product
iii a Worcester demo studio lor
to a number of record companies
nothing. The idea was that o
in London who turned it down.
Muff Murfin who owns two record
He
remarked: "The trouble witij
shops in Worcester as well as Hie
the
a&r men in London is that
studio, Radio Worcester
very few of them leave their desks
Productions. Murfin, who also and
go to discos, l-inally Alan
works as a dj in local discotheques
Black, Poly dor a&r manager,
and clubs, said that for some time
suggested I try Creole where Tony
he had fell the song could break
Cousins heard it and agreed with
into the charts again.
He explained: "The kids have me."
The original Chubby Checker
begun twisting again in the discos. version
of the single, which
They have never heard Chubby reached number
two in the charts
Checker but their parents have
taught them how to twist." During in 1962, has been rush-released by
some spare time in the studio he Decca.
recorded the track with his own SKY HIGH, by Jigsaw is the first
vocals. However, later at a youth single released by Splash Records,
club where he was providing disco the Private Stock distributed label
entertainment, he met Asher who that was set up by Chas Pcatc and
was making a guest appearance.
Jigsaw band members, Clivc Scott
Asher was formerly compere ol and Des Dyer. The band has been
the ATV Midlands chiklrens together ' for seven years and
programme, Tiz Waz. but has been previously had releases on Philips
unemployed since he left the and MGM. The album, also tilled
show. Said Murfin: "I knew he Sky High, is their fifth.
could sing because he used to be
line-up of the band is Scott
in the Black and White Minstrels. on The
keyboards,
Dyer on drums and
We became friendly and I asked vocals, Barrie Bernard
bass and
him to do the single. All we did Tony Campbell on leadonguitar.
was take my voice off and put his High is the theme from Sky
the
on."
hit film. The Man From
The record was produced by box-office
Hong Kong. Leeds Music is reputed
Murfin and his recording engineer, to
have chosen Scott and Dyer to
Colin Owen, who also played compose
the theme because of
guitar on it. Other inslrumcnts and belief in the
band as artists and
vocal harmonics were provided by successful songwriters.
friends. A deputy headmaster from
fact the band's compositions
a local school provided all the haveIn charted
here in the U.S.
saxophone for example. They were as recordingsboth
other artists.
not paid. Murfin added: "I told They wrote the by
Candlewick Green
them, if it goes I'll pay a session
hit. Who Do You Think You Are.
fee."
TO PAGE 18
Having completed the record.

16 monster hits by 16 original artists to
make any party jump! A giant seller with
full dealer margin, national radio
commercials and comprehensive
consumer advertising.

RECORDS
LOVE UNLIMITED
ISAAC HAYES
ORCHESTRA
Theme From Shaft
Love's Theme
BARRY WHITE
TRAMMPS
You're The First, The Last,
Zing Went The Strings Of My My Everything
Heart
THE PLAYTHINGS
THE CASUALEERS
Stop What You're Doing
Dance, Dance, Dance
SWEET SENSATION
B.T. EXPRESS
Mr. Cool
Do It (Til You're Satisfied) WIGANS CHOSEN FEW
CARL DOUGLAS BAND
Footsee
Blue Eyed Soul
CARL DOUGLAS
CURTIS MAYFIELD
Kung Fu Fighting
Move On Up
WILLIE
HENDERSON
AFRIQUE
Gangster Boogie Bump
NPSL 28216
Soul Makossa
KNIGHT AND THE
Available on Cassette and Cartridge
TOMMY JAMES AND THE GLADYS
PIPS
SHONDELLS
The Way We Were
Mony Mony
Pye Records, ATV House, Great Cumberland Place, London W1.
Pye Records ^\es^AcL^2^3^Ne^iern Road, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel: 01-640
3344
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'Trouble' is the new album from Sailor.
A new sound from one of a new generation
of Super Bands to have emerged in '75.
Produced by Jeffrey Lesser and Rupert Holmes.
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Sutherland

on

the

Bros.

brink

by REX ANDERSON
LAST WI-EK, CBS released thai
company's first album and single
from the Sutherland Brothers and
Quiver, a group which has been
impressing audiences and the rest
of the music business now for some
years, CBS is putting a lot of effort
behind the album. Reach For The
Sky, and the single Ain't Too
Proud, in fact, after Bruce
Springsteen, The Sutherlands is the
most happening band at CBS at the
moment.
After a bad start, 1975 has
proved to be a good year for the
Sutherland Brothers and Quiver.
By mid-summer the group were
without management, in debt to
Island Records and had lost
keyboard player Peter Wood.
Now they have management, a
good company deal, have
completed a successful tour, a new
album and single and Rod Stewart
took one of their songs, Sailing, to
the top of the charts. What
happened?
Their present manager, Nick
Blackburn, explained the course
of events. "Island did put a lot of
effort into the band, but the
problem seemed to be that Chris
Blackwell himself did not take an
interest in the band. Island did
well for the band and nearly broke
Dream Kid but I don't think the
band was quite ready for it at the
time. By last summer the band
was considerably in debt to Island

of

Quiver

Chart newcomers

success

for royalty costs and the time
came when the company had to
decide whether to sink more
money into them to pay for a new
album, or let them go."
Island decided to let them go.
Meanwhile, two of the members,
Tim Remmiek and the keyboard
player, Pete Wood had been
backing A1 Stewart who is
managed by BTM. At the lime
Nick Blackburn was still a director
of BTM. When Stewart wanted to
tour America and take the two
members with him they agreed,
since little was happening with
SB&Q at the time. On return.
Wood decided to stay with
Stewart.
Blackburn became interested in
the remainder of the band
members, which at that time, he
says, were at a very low ebb. Me
negotiated the deal with CBS and
found himself becoming more and
more involved. Now he has set up
his own company with the
intention of managing SB&Q and
one other band he has yet to find.
CBS was not totally
enthusiastic from the start, he
says. Things started slowly. "As
management, we had to prove that
we could do something as well. We
got Fat Albert to produce the
album and helped set up the very
successful lour with Lynyrd
Skynyrd. The band is now ready
to make an impact on the public,
but a lot of groundwork has been

done by Island."
However, since the signing with
CBS, the band's fortunes have
undergone a complete turnaround.
The decision by Rod Stewart to
release Sailing was made at about
the same time that the CBS
signing was completed.
Nevertheless, Blackburn says that
CBS did not become really
enthusiastic about the band until
the album was aired.
"CBS in America is saying that
it is one of the best albums they
have had from England for ages. I
believe that it is the record that
has prompted CBS to throw so
much weight behind the band. 1
believe in working with the record
company, but I really don't think
they would have responded
without the album being so good.
However it's nice to have a record
company that is that powerful.
The band deserves to happen.
There is a great feel in the
business for them and you don't
have to hype them because the
producers and disc jockeys want
them to succeed."
In fact, although SB&Q is still
paying off a debt to Island, it is
now actually making a profit from
performances, largely because costs
arc kept down and they own their
own PA system.
• ALBUM REVIEWS
PAGES 34 & 36
PERFORMANCE PAGE 47

48
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Jigsaw
FROM PAGE 16
They describe their own music as
"sophistirock" a term they coined
themselves for much which is
sophisticated but has its roots in
rock and roll.
Always successful on the
continent. Jigsaw recently
completed a tour of Germany,
Holland and Belgium and arc now
planning tours of Australia and the
USA. They performed in the UK
on the Radio Luxembourg
sponsored six-week Summer Show
tour and have been asked to
appear again in 1976.

Drifters' deal
BELL IS renegotiating the
Drifters' recording contract during
the group's current UK tour and
hopes to sign them for a further
term in the UK. There Goes My
First Love has sold 500,000 copies
in the UK and a follow-up, Can 1
Take You Home Little Girl,
(BELL 1462) was released last
week. The tour coincides with
the successful double
compilation Atlantic album, 24
Original Hits - Drifters featuring
tracks from both Atlantic and Bell
catalogues.
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Making
by ADAM WHITE
"MAKE MONEY" was the brief
from 20th Century Records' chief
Russ Regan when, some nine
months ago, he handed Dave
McAleer and Barry Manstoff the
task of establishing offices for the
American company in Britain.
Now. with their first UK signing,
the Exciters, just off the charts
with Reaching For The Best,
McAleer and Manstoff are on the
way to the bank.
Ironically enough, the Exciters
are a U.S. group, who scored in
their homeland in the early Sixties
with their original recordings of
songs like Tell Him and Do Wah
Diddy Diddy. Their popularity on
this side of the Atlantic came only
recently when group leader Herb
Rooncy recognised the potential
of the famous 'Northern' scene
and, signing with 20lh Century
UK. set about exploiting it. The
act's first single for the label. Love
You Baby, failed to register, partly
because of a competing version
from Nottingham's Black Magic
outfit. Their second was Reaching
For The Best.
20lh Century in Britain springs
largely from Russ Regan's desire
to see his label develop into an
international force. Prime artist, of
course, is Barry White. He began
to make his presence fell on the
UK charts last year; inital product
came out via Pye ~ with which
20th has a licence deal and then
under the American company's
own logo from last October.
White's hits include Never Gonna
Give You Up, What Am I Gonna
Do, Can't Get Enough and You're

money

for

The First. The Last, My
livery thing.
At the time of White's
ascendancy, McAleer and Manstoff
were both with Pye and had
worked together on various
projects for some 2!/2 years
notably on the successful Disco
Demand series. They responded
with enthusiasm to Russ Regan's
proposal to set up separate UK
offices for 20th Century and on
April I this year, the operation
got under way.
McAleer and Manstoff have a
completely free hand. "We think
we have the most freedom among
UK offshoots of American
companies," McAleer explains,
"and in that respect, we're very
lucky. Any problems we do have
can be sorted out through Russ
and his international director,
Peter Pasternak. Russ said 'make
money' but he also said 'take your
lime, don't rush grow and do
what you think is right for the
British market'." The pair was
given a budget for UK-orientated
product, and began the search for
talent.
Contacting various independent
producers and also working closely
with Pye, they came up initially
with an all-girl black trio, Madame,
from Tony Hatch; a schoolboy
group. Gang, from Gerry Shury
and Ron Roker; and a girl duo.
Bones, onetime session singers,
also from Shury and Roker.
"We're the first to admit thai, in
some cases, we can't offer
producers as attractive deals as the
majors," adds Manstoff, "but we
have found that quite a few are

20th

Century

UK last three months has been
especially high," opines Manstoff.
"But we've also been very unlucky
VO
as far as airplay goes. We place
great store on local radio and
discotheque promotion, but
obviously it's essential on most
occasions to get national airing.
We have to go via the singles route
to build artists, because it's
f
difficult to break a new act
through an album at present." He
sees 20ih,s UK roster comprising
five or six acts eventually - a
manageable figure which wilj
permit McAleer and Manstoff to
give individual attention to each.
When Pye's licensing deal with
V
20th Century expires at the end of
1976 -- it was originally up at the
close of this year, but extended by
t
Russ Regan for the Carl Douglas
£
contract in America
McAleer
envisage exactly the same
BARKY MANSTOhT (second from left) and Dave McAleer (right) of 20th doesn't
sort of agreement will follow. Me
Century ('K with their new hopefuls, dang.
believes that the label needs a
little more freedom -- where
promotion is concerned, for
example. "It's best to have
prepared to drop the odd point or
Their UK signings obviously
promotion men who work on our
two knowing we'll go full out on
augment product coming from
only records." lie says, while
any product we accept."
20th Century overseas, such as
As well as their a&r
singer-songwriter Randy Edelman, praising Pye's fine past and present
responsibilities, McAleer and
whose next album features efforts on their behalf.
Both McAleer and Manstoff are
Manstoff supplement Pye's efforts
back-up from notables like Dec
on marketing, press and
Murray, Nigel Olsson and Melissa looking forward to such a future
promotion, liaising with Alan
M a n c h e s t e r; Australian with confidence. They are also
McLachan. The two (McAleer is
pop-harmony group Cotton, Lloyd stici.ing with the "Where Your
general manager, Manstoff in
& Christian, whose last single came Friends Are" catch-phrase which
charge of marketing and
very close to the British charts; originated from the label's
promotion) handle "all angles for
and U.S. r&b veteran Leon American headquarters. "We
the label", in fact - assisted in
Haywood. There are also- the sometimes get fun poked at us
their temporary home in 20th
Exciters and Barry White, of because of it", comments McAleer.
"but wc hope and believe it's a
Century's London film
course.
headquarters by ex-BBC staffer,
"I believe the quality and fair assessment of our attitudes
Jane Greenwood.
standard of the 45s we've issued in and what we're trying to do."
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'Homecoming'
New

Decca

Renaissance

series
known of the style of the period. Italian madrigal and the
A YHAR after the first launch of
They then made two more instrumental adaptations of voca
Dccca's L'Oiscau-Lyrc I lorilcgiuin
rccordinus. The Leaves Be Greene music, and another fusion ol styles
scries of recordings of Baroque,
(SOL 328) and 0 Vilanella (SOL from England in Section 7, with
classical and early Romantic
334). The recorded symposium of borrowings from all over the
music, a new and ambitious
music is in eight parts. First, Ars Continent. Final group, The Wind
project was issued this month with
Perfccta, covers music of three of Change, shows the alterations
a box set of four LPs titled
generations .of; Flemish composers that led the whole of European
Musicke of Sundric Kinds (12BB
203-6). The set, retailing at £8.95
centred around Josquin des Pres. musical development into a new
around the period 1500 A.D. aec, first in Italy in about 1590
covers the field of Renaissance
Second section, The Fruits Of and then adopted throughout
music dating from between 1460
Europe. Producer of the set is
and 1620. Performers are lutcnist
Love, bring the scries to the
Peter Wadland.
and musicologist Anthony Rooley
rebirth of music in the Italian
Rooley and his Conscrt arc also
and his group called The Consort
style as developed at the
Florentine court of Lorenzo dc. represented in the December
Of Musicke. for the past six years
Rooley has been in the van of the
Medici and that of the Duchess release in the Morilcgium scries.
growing interest in early music,
Isabella d'Fste in Mantua. Move to On DSLO 512 they play all 20
and has done for the lute what
France comes with Les Cris dc pieces of English composer
David Munrovv has in the concert
Paris covering 100 years of French Orlando Gibbons' First Set of
Held and on records for the
musical fashion. Fourth section, Madrigals and" Motets, including his
titled Falalilcla, demonstrates the best known work The Silver Swan,
CONSORT OF Musicke leader recorder. With American lutcnist
James Tyler, Rooley has already
influence of Italian popular music dating from 1612.
Anthony Rooley, with (right)
made two successful L'Oiscau-Lyrc
throughout Furope in the 16th
Decca group clasical promotion
century, and all three national
manager Ray Crick, launching new discs. Renaissance Ducts (SOL
styles, French, Flemish and Italian, Sills joins
L'Oiseau-I.yre box set Musicke of 325) and My Lute Awake! (SOL
are shown fused with local
Sundric Kinds in London last
336). Rooley and Tyler founded
the Consort of Musicke in 1969
traditions in Spain and Germany.
week. Set of four LPs covers
'pop' artists
essentially to perform lute-based
Sixth section, Per Cantarc c
nearly 200 years of Renaissance
music in accordance with what is
music.
Sonare, comes to the period of the
NEWCOMER TO recording
popular tunes in the classical field
is American soprano Beverly Sills,
Joining such figures as Yehudi
Menuhin and Itzhak Perlman on
HMV and Joan Sutherland on
Decca. A new December release by
EMI from Sills, with Andre
GOOD OLD FASHIONED
Kostclanetz conducting the
London Symphony Orchestra, is
devoted to the music of one-time
top popular composer Victor
Herbert (ASD 3140). Herbert,
HEARTBREAKER
writer of many worldwide
successes in full-scale musicals and
films, and popular songs, died in
1924, though productions of his
■shows went on for many years
^afterwards.
Titled from one of the most
popular of his songs, A Kiss In
The Dark, the record contains
songs from seven Victor Herbert
shows. From Naughty Marietta arc
Ah, Sweet Mystery Of Life and
the Italian Street Song; the title
song A Kiss In The Dark, comes
from Orange Blossom, and from
The Enchantress arc To The Land
Of My Own Romance and Art Is
Calling Me (I Want To Be A Prima
Donna).

tour for
LP0 members
FIRST RADIO and television
broadcasts in Russia by a British
orchestra were heard by millions
throughout the country when the
London Philharmonic Orchestra
made its October tour. The eight
concerts conducted by Bernard
Haitink in 10 days attracted live
audiences of more than 16,000,
with a British work included in
each concert.
While in Moscow, LPO principal
harpist David Watkins was given an
honorary degree by Moscow
Conservatorium. His book Method
For The Harp, has been translated
into a number of languages,
including Russian, and has made
him well-known in Soviet musical
circles. As a result, he was invited
during the tour to give harp
recitals in both Moscow and
Leningrad.
Currently the LPO is engaged
on its Inter-City tour sponsored by
Commercial Union Assurance, a
tour that brings the orchestra into
a number of northern English
centres and Scottish cities for the
first time for some years. For
many players it will be a
home-coming - nine present LPO
players were formerly members of
cither the Scottish National or the
BBC Scottish orchestras, and 19
have served with Manchester's
Halle Orchestra, the BBC Northern
Symphony or the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic.
New Beecham
opera prize
NEW ANNUAL scholarship for
young opera singers founded in
memory of Sir Thomas Beecham
has been started by the Lechc
Trust, a charity trust started in
1963 which already makes a
number of grants to musical
projects. The scholarship is open
to opera singers aged between 25
and 35 of any nationality, with
professional experience, resident in
Britain and studying under a
recognised teacher.
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EMI Records Limited. 20, Manchester Square. London W1A 1 ES
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FROM

2378

21
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SALES

FULL PRICE
ANDRE PREVIN MUSIC NIGHT. HMV ASD 3131
BACH: Complete Lute Music, John Williams. CBS 79203
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas, Daniel Barenboim. HMV SLS 794
GREIG/SCHUMANN: Piano Concertos, Sviatoslav Richter. HMV ASD
3133
HOLST: The Wandering Scholar, Andre Previn. HMV ASD 3097
KURT WE ILL: Threepenny Opera, Lotte Lenya. CBS 78279
MAHLER: Symphony No. 2, Leonard Bernstein. CBS 76249
ORFF: Carmina Burana, Previn/LSO/Soloists. HMV ASD 3117
K0FIEV/FRANCK:
^?
Sonatas, Galway/Argerich. RCA LRL1
5095
RACHMANINOV: Symphony No. 1, Previn/LSO. HMV ASD 3137
MID PRICE
PREV,N
oa
'N CONCERT.
RCA Camden
CCV 5025
BAROQUE
SAMPLER,
I Musici. Philips
CXL 15000
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 2, Loughran/Halle Orchestra. CFP 40219

c oMRJ^o-?FoF:oCarmina Burana' Leipzig Orchestra. Holiodor 24548 194
"tbB 4?6ULLIVAN SAMPLER' D'0Vly Carte 0pera C—y6 GOLDEN CLASSICS, Various, HMV MRS 5141
7 IMMORTAL JOHANN STRAUSS. Various. DGG 2563 414
JULIAN BYZANTINE, Guitar Recital. CFP 40209
BY S2ERY
in
"L"PLAYED
NG. Philips
6833
1640895
IU MAHLER:
Symphony No. 4, Levine/CSO.
RCA
ARLI
The above charts list in alphabetical order best selling albums in full price
and mid-pnee ranges. based on infoi.mation supp|ied by ^ undermenti0ned
shops covering sales during the month of October. Contributing shops were
Rec ord
Pi -* .
Specialities/Henry Stave, London, Vincent's,
t
5
m lt,ows
Centre i ^h Tran
' S Reco
" ds , NewcastlG-Upon-Tyne. Chappell Music
Richmond "fiern H c'
' ' Macint05h
Southampton, Rare Records, Manchester,
One Glasgow
Music, Edinburgh, Symphony
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Judith Simons-friend of the stars
Newncs group, which then
by NICK ROHI-RTSIIAW
included True, Sincerely, Mirabelle
JUDITH SIMONS believes her
THE POP
and similar magazines. Of this
yrcatesi asset as a pop journalist is
development she says: "It was my
not her ability as a writer but the
PUNDITS
first introduction to pop music. 1
quality of her memory, which now
hadn't had any particular interest
stretches back over 17 years in the
3: Judith Simons
in it up till then, but my first
business, the last 12 of them spent
assignment for Mirabelle was to
with the Daily 1\ press. More than
Daily Express
write a piece on what it would be
most pop writers she fits the old
like to have dinner with throe pop
I'leet Street tag "friend ol the
stars, or rather to write three
amazingly enough. Larry Panics
stars", having met most of ihcin
pieces on what it would be like to
put on a road show which was the
years ago when they wore little
have dinner with one at a time, if
first touring rock bill, around that
more than hopeful unknowns.
time. I saw it at the Metropolitan
you see what 1 mean."
Her career started hack in the
in fdgwarc Road. I met Jerry
The three stars chosen were
late forties, as she admits with
i
Dors c y , n o w L n g e 1 b c r t
Tommy Sleclc, Dickie Valentine
mock horror, with a three-year
Humperdinck,
when
I
did
a
piece
and
Tony
Britton,
which
seems
journalist's apprenticeship on t ic
on 'The kind of girl I would like Judith Simons
rather a case of father Christmas
Rolherham Ia press. About its
to marry' with him. 1 remember them at the Playhouse on the
being
like
Harold
Wilson
because
Ui l e r prontcss her otherwise
Cliff Richard turning up in the Lmbankmcnt. I'd arranged an
they both have long white beards,
excellent memory remains
office back in 1958. He was a interview through Andrew Loog
except for Harold Wilson. "Well. I
suspiciouslv vague, and she creates,
great personality then: anyone Oldham, who was their publicist
suppose there weren't so many
not accidentally, the impression
could see he had got potential. He then. The showbiz editor told me
pop stars around in those days
that she was fired from every
was a very good entertainer, and I to go and prove l lie re was a
were there? We couldn't think of
paper that ever employed her.
thought then he would go Mersey Sound. Paul talked a great
another anyway. Tommy Steclc
Several points of fact do emerge,
deal, as I recall, and John said one
further."
gave a very good interview. He was
however. She was indeed fired
While still with s Mirabelle, or two pungent things. I've known
boy and very talented.
from her second job, for laughing aThelikeable
Judith Simons started freelancing the Beatles "from the beginning but
other two didn't work out so
in court, and experienced a
for the Daily fxprcss, which was it doesn't help me with stories, so
well.
meteoric rise and fall on the Daily
just waking up to the pop scene. I suppose one shouldn't overrate
Judith Simons' association with
Mirror. "I 'e't after six weeks.
One of her first efforts for the paper the value of having known all
Mirabelle lasted six years: for part
Well it was ridiculous, I was only a
these stars personally, so far as the
was a feature on pop stars' homes:
of the time she was even under
teenager and 1 couldn't handle the
"There was Adam faith who had job is concerned. On the other
job. I just wasn't old enough." She exclusive contract. It was a very
hand it often helps, for instance, I
a big place in fshcr; Billy fury
worked for more than live years good time to he involved in the
had a modern fiat in Kensington, think I'm one of the few people
with the Kemsley group of burgeoning pop industry. "Yes, I
and Mike Same who lived in a who can got sense out ol Keith
provincial and Sunday newspapers, came in at just the right time.
grotty room off Shaflesbury Moon. I'm fond of him. I think
and spent two years in (icrmany, Those were the days of the Larry
Avenue." At the beginning of he's a very good musician, and
covering the war crimes trials.
Panics stable. There was Duffy
1963 she joined the staff of the very professional he never goes
In 1958 she was sacked again,
Power. Marty Wilde, Billy fury,
Daily fxprcss full time, making drunk to his agent."
this time from Reveille magazine, Joe Brown, Ciconuc fame, who
She has covered pop for the
her debut with an article in which
was just a fiftecn-bob a night
but despite the apparent catalogue
Helen Shapiro advised readers how
Daily fxprcss ever since 1963 and
of disasters in her career she never nonentity then. I remember him
to dress. The following month says she never gets bored - there
seems to have gone short of work, changing his name from Lancc
Beatlcmania erupted with the is always something new. In 1964.
fortune after a court case.
and on this occasion immediately
release of Please Please Me. "I met
for example, the Mersey Sound
Because somebody else had it.
started ITcclancing for the

DANCE

of

the

faded and her assignment was to
prove there was a Brum Beat. "Oh
yes, there certainly was one. In
fact, I think Birmingham has
probably produced more pop
people than Liverpool, though not
as coherently. More lasting people
anyhow, like Roy Wood, Robert
Plant, the Moody Blues. In those
clays the Brum Beat was the
virtual monopoly of a woman
called Mrs Regan, because she
owned nearly all the dance halls in
the Midlands and all the groups
used to work on her circuit. 1
remember the Rockin' Berries
especially, because that was the
first group to have a really
developed stage act. That came
about because they were working
in Ciermany and kept hearing
about all these marvellous groups
that were springing up. They
thought, you know, all these
blokes must have great acts, we'd
bettor work something out before
we go back. Of course, when they
went back to Birmingham, they
were the only ones, nobody else
had a stage act at all.
All pop journalists, possibly
even those on specialist papers,
face the problem of selection, of
trying to do justice to an almost
unlimited field in a very limited
space. Those on national
newspapers face it in a particularly
acute form. They arc lucky if they
have as much as a page twice a
week to work in, and the demand
for visual content is so strong they
may well be left with only a few
hundred words of copy. In the
circumstances most seem to use
TO PAGE 36
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Judith

Simons
New ncs group, whic
by NICK ROBIiRTSllAW
included True, Sincerely,
JUDITH SIMONS believes her
and similar magazines,
greatest asset as a pop journalist is
development she says: "Ii
not her ability as a writer but the
first introduction to pop
quality of her memory, which now
hadn't had any particulai
stretches back over 17 years in the
in it up till then, but
business, the last 12 of them spent
assignmeni for Mirabellc
with the Daily l-'xpress. More than
write a piece on what it
most pop writers she fits the old
like to have dinner with t
l icet Street tag "friend ol the
stars, or rather to wri
stars'", having met most of them
pieces on what it would I
years ago when they were little
have dinner with one at ;
more than hopeful unknowns.
you sec what 1 mean."
Her career started back in the
The three stars chos
late I orties, us she admits with
Tommy Steelc, Dickie
mock horror, with a three-year
and Tony Brilton, whit
journalist's apprenticeship on l ie
rather a case of bather (
Rotherham I \press. About us
being like Harold Wilsor
later progress her otherwise
they both have long whit
excellent memory remains
except for Harold Wilson,
suspiciously vague, and she creates,
suppose there weren't
not accidentally, the impression
pop stars around in th
thul shc was fired from every
were there? We couldn't
paper that ever employed her.
another anyway. Tomm
Several points of fact do emerge, gave
a very good inlerviev
however. She was indeed fired
a likeable boy and very
from her second job, for laughing
The other two didn't wo
in court, and experienced a
well.
meteoric rise and fall on the Daily
Judith Simons' associa
Mirror. "I ^'"t after six weeks.
Mirabelle lasted six years
Well it was ridiculous, I was only a
of the time she was ev
teenaeer and 1 couldn't handle the
exclusive contract. It w;
job, 1 just wasn't old enough." She
worked for more than live years good time to be involve
with the Kcmslcy group of burgeoning pop industry
provincial and Sunday newspapers, came in at just the ri*
and spent two years in Cicrmany, Those were the days of
Barnes stable. There w:
covering the war crimes trials.
Bower, Marty Wilde, Bi
In 1958 shc was sacked again,
this time from Reveille maga/inc, Joe Brown, (Icorgic I "a
but despite the apparent catalogue was just a fifteen-bob
of disasters in her career she never nonentity then. I romci
seems to have gone short of work, changing his name fro
Port une after a con
and on this occasion immediately
Because somebody else
started freelancing for the (1.
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Judith Si mo
by NICK ROBERTSMAW
NewncS gro
included True,
JUDITH SIMONS believes her
and similar n
lircalcst asscl as a pop journalisl is
development sh
not her ability as a writer but the
first introduclk
quality of her memory, which now
hadn't had any
stretches back over 17 years in the
in it up till
business, the last; 1 2 of them spent
assignment for
with the Daily 1 \press. More than
write a piece o
most pop writers she 11 ts the old
like to have dii
Meet Street tap. "friend of the
stars, or rath
stars", havinii met most of them
pieces on what
years aito when they were little
have dinner wi
more than hopeful unknowns.
you see what 1 i
Her career started back in the
The three
late I orlies, as she admits with
Tommy Steelc
mock horror, with a three-year
and Tony Bri
journalist's apprenticeship on the
rather a ease <
Rotherham i:\press. About its
being like liar
later progress her otherwise
they both have
cxceHenl memory remains
except for liar
suspiciously vague, and she creates,
suppose there
not accidentally, the impression
pop stars aro
that she was fired trom every
were there? W
paper that ever employed her.
another anyw
Several points of fact do emerge,
gave a very got
however. She was indeed fired
a likeable boy
from her second job, for laughing
The other two
in court, and experienced a
well.
meteoric rise and fall on the Daily
Judith Sinu
Mirror. "I left after six weeks.
Mirabelle lasteWell it was ridiculous, I was only a
of the time s
tccnaner and I couldn't handle the
job, I just wasn't old enough." She exclusive com
worked for more than five years good time to
with the Kemslcy group of burgeoning pc
provincial and Sunday newspapers, came in at j
and spent two years in Ccrmany. Those were lb
Parties stable.
covering the war crimes trials.
In 1958 she was sacked again, Power, Marty
this time from Reveille magazine, Joe Brown, '
but despite the apparent catalogue was just a
of disasters in her career she never nonentity the
seems to have gone short of work, changing his
fortune aftc
and on this occasion immediately
Because sonu
started freelancing for the ('>.
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by MIKI-. Ill-NNI SSl"V
WITH JAZZ albums raining down
on us Irom all sides - new issues,
reissues, rcpackagintis, airshols, and
some right royal rip-olTs
it is
easy ti> forget that two or three
decades ago yd/:/, wasn't merely a
dirty word so far as record
companies were concerned
it
was a whole scatological
vocabulary.
Trying to start an independent
jazz label in Britain in 1947 was
rather like attempting to build a
synagogue in Damascus.
Carlo Krahmer sits in the
basement studio of his apartment
in Bedford Court Mansions in
Bloomsbury and looks cheerfully
back on the days when the only
things between him and
bankruptcy were his friend's Army
gratuity and his own almost
fanatical enthusiasm for Jazz. It
was the sort of enthusiasm that
caused him to spend every penny
he earned cither on drum
accessories or records. It was the
sort of enthusiasm that launched
I squire Records and built it into
Britain's major jazz label. It was
exactly the sort of enthusiasm that
was needed if you were setting out
to bore through the castle wall of
the record establishment with a
toothpick.
Ja/z enthusiasts in Britain have
reason to be deeply grateful for
Krahmer's burning enthusiasm,
because it gave them access, often
for the first lime, to the recorded
work not only of nearly every
major British jazz musician, but
also to such towering talents as
Stan Gel/., Wardell Gray, Miles
Davis, the MJQ, Sonny Rollins,
John Coltrane, Erie Dolphy, Tad
Damcron, Mose Allison, Lcc
Konitz, Warnc Marsh, J. J.
Johnson, Clifford Brown, Charlie

Carlo

Krahmer,

Barker. Thelonius Monk, George
Wallington and Fats Navarro plus, many, many more.
For 17 years Fsquire nourished
... well, flourished is perhaps not
quite the right word because at no
stage did Krahmer contemplate an
early retirement to live off his
capital on some vast estate in
Bermuda. But, thanks to a licence
deal with the illustrious and
prolific Prestige catalogue which
was first contracted in 1950 and
continued for 14 years, Fsquire
built a high reputation particularly with modern jazz
refugees from the British trad,
boom.
Krahmer was born in
Shoreditch and became a semi-pro
drummer almost as soon as he was
able to reach the bass-drum pedal.
When he was 23 he turned
professional and worked in
war-time night clubs playing for
bottle parties in the bands of
Claude Bampton, George Shearing
and Johny Clacs. lie worked at
the Jamboree Club in Wardour
Street with Jimmy Skidmore and
gave a tenor player called Ronnie
Burger his first gig. Later Ronnie
Burger changed his name to
Ronnie Scott.
Between 1943 and 1950
Krahmer ran the band at the
Feldman Club in the basement of
100 Oxford Street, playing with
George Chisholm, Dick Katz. Dill
Jones, Aubrey Frank, Kenny
Baker, Harry Hayes, Tommy
Bromley, and West Indian
musicians from the Ken Johnson
band such as .liver Mutchinson,
Coleridge Goodc, Dave Wilkins and

Melly at Ronnie's
GEORGE MELLY and the John
drums) will be in the club and the
Chilton Feetwarmers play the
Woody Herman Orchestra will do
Ronnie Scott Club for five weeks
two shows a night for the week
beginning December 8. Playing
beginning February 9.
opposite will be the Ronnie Scott
Quartet featuring guitarist Louis
Guitarist Joe Pass plays two
Stewart.
weeks at the Gub from February
For two weeks from January
16, guitarist George Benson is set
12 the Cedar Walton Quartet (with
for the following three weeks and
George Coleman on tenor. Sam
Oscar Peterson opens for two
Jones on bass and Billy Higgins on
weeks on March 22.

EXPORT
professionals!
records inc.

DISCO

SPECIALISTS
DISTRIBUTORS OF
PHONOGRAPHIC RECORDS AND TAPES

n

Esquire

.^4

/■.'squire Records' main aim was to give recording opportunities to British
jazz musicians and from 1951 to 1955 the label recorded the winners of
the British section of annual Melody Maker Jazz Boll. This photograph was
taken at the inaugural recording on February 3rd. 1951, at the Star Sound
Studios in Cavendish Square. Back row, I. to r.: Derrick Faraday, owner of
Star Sound Studios: Fenny Baker, Cordon Laugh orn, Ronnie Chamberlain,
Charlie Short. Vic Lewis. Jack I'anicll. Bat Brand (Editor of Melody
Maker). Front row. I. to r.: Ronnie Scott, Ivor Mai rants, (ire to Krahmer,
Johnny Dankworth, Henry McKenzic, Carlo Krahmer, Betcr Newbrook,
Ralph Sharon. Dave Shand and Victor Feldman.
Carl Barriteau. For a couple of
Krahmer talked the matter over
years during that period - 1944
with a friend of his, Peter
to 1945 - he ran the band at the
Newbrook. who had just come out
Nuthouse Club in Regent Street.
of the Army with a gratuity, and
Throughout this period
as a result, in 1947. Esquire
Krahmer became increasingly
Records came into being.
concerned about the fact that
And the brand new company
British record companies weren't
got off to a grinding halt.
exactly falling over themselves to
Says Krahmer; "We just
record British musicians.
couldn't get our records pressed.
Dccca had tied up British
"Of course, there was only
Homophone on an exclusive basis
Dccca and HMV in those days •
for something like 21 years and
Dccca was recording George
the contract did not permit
Shearing, the Squadronaircs, Ted
Homophone to make commercial
Heath and Harry Gold and EMI
pressings for any other company.
releasing some singles by Harry
"So we went to HMV - and
Parry, Harry Hayes, Nat Gonclla
they said they'd be happy to press
and Vic Lewis. But there were a
for us."
lot of musicians who just weren't
The only trifling problem was
getting a look-in."
Kings of
Jazz goes
to Selecta
SELECT A HAS acquired UK
representation of the Kings Of
Jazz catalogue, a line of Italian
origin which is being imported
through RCA France.
The repertoire covers the period
from 1939 to 1963 and includes
albums by Louis Armstrong. Billic
Holiday. Duke Ellington, Sidney
Bechet, Benny Goodman. Earl
Mines, Dizzy Gillespic Charlie
Parker. Oscar Peterson. Art Tatum,
Jimmy Lunceford, Thelonious
Monk. Stan Getz, Miles Davis and
Tommy & Jimmy Dorsey.
There are 24 albums in the
Kings Of Jazz series and the
recommended retail price is £2.50.
Steeplechase

6.98 List Albums
★FULL CATALOG-"1
★NEW RELEASES-5""»"

5E

««i«

★LPs- TAPES- 45s
"45" POPS.

584

COD ONLY
SERVICE AND PRICE IS OUR BUSINESS
TELEX 235976
4t-43 39TH STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY. N.Y. 11104
will records inc.
(212) 786-7667
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releases
LEE KONITZ, currently finishing
a three-week spell at the Ronnie
Scott Club, has a new solo album
out on Steeplechase
Lone-Lee
(SCS 1035) which features solo
improvisations on The Song Is
You and Cherokee.
Konitz previously recorded a
duo album for the label.
Also new on Steeplechase is an
album by lenorisl Clifford Jordan
and the Magic Triangle (Cedar
Walton, Sam Jones and Billy
Higgins) called Firm Roots (SCS
1033) and an LP by pianist Kenny
Drew
If You Could Sec Me
Now (SCS 10 34 ) with
Niels-IIenning Orstcd Pedersen and
Albert Heath.
Steeplechase records are
available from Spotlite.

Jazz

that I 'M I quoted a price of 2/9d
and the trade price for 78 rpm
singles at that time was 2/8d.
Hi the end the only way that
Krahmer and Newbrook could get
their company off the ground was
to make it a record club so that
British Homophone could press
without breaching its Dccca
contract.
"We bought a portable disc
recorder and started recording live
concerts with Humphrey Lyttclton
(he made his first record for
Esquire), Wally 1-avvkcs and Dill
Jones. I recorded with my own
bands and in 1948 we released (he
first record by the Victor l eldman
Quartet. Victor was 13 at the
time. The other musicians on the
dale were Eddie Thompson on
piano, Johnny Dankworth on
clarinet
he didn't play alto in
those days - and Bert Howard on
bass."
Another early release was by
the All-Star Sextet, with Reg
Arnold, Aubrey Frank. Tommy
Pollard, Ralph Sharon, Jack
Fallon, Norman Bums and singer
Alan Dean.
"By this time there was a new
generation of British musicians and
they were creating considerable
interest - people like Dankworth,
Ronnie Scott, Denis Rose, Johnny
Rogers and Lennie Bush.
"Wc were issuing one single a
month, pressing about 500 and
selling them by mail order. Then
we started selling through the
shops and immediately ran into
trouble because outlets like Imhofs
and FD&H wouldn't stock our
product. A lot of the
HMV-appoinlcd shops didn't want
to do business with us for fear of
losing their HMV account.
"However, we got Lugtons and
TO PAGE 34

jottings

FOLLOWING the sell-out of the
Syd Lawrence Orchestra concert at
the Royal Festival Hall on
December 6, Tito Burns and Louis
Benjamin are presenting a band
jamboree at the London Palladium
on December 10, featuring (he
Lawrence Orchestra plus the
Humphrey Lyttclton Band. Kenny
Ball and his Jazzmen and the New
Gerald o Big Band Graham
Collier, who has a new album.
Midnight Blue, out on the Mosaic
label (GCM 751), available from
Public Affairs Ltd., 63 Piccadilly,
London, W.I., presented Cafe
Blues, a programme of his jazz
compositions at (he Queen
Elizabeth Hall, London, on
November 24 CRD is making
the whole of the Strata-East
catalogue available in (he UK - a
lotal of 32 albums including the
Gil Scott-Heron LP Winter In
America (SES 19742) which sold a
million in the U.S. Other albums
feature Pharoah Sanders, Charles
Tollivcr, Billy Harper, George
Coleman, Cecil Payne, Clifford
Jordan and Charlie Rouse 77
Records has released Rapport! by
Billy Buttcrfield & Dick Wellstoocl
(77S 54). Superbud by Bud
Freeman (77S 55) and Baker's
Jam (77S 56) by the Kenny Baker
All Stars VJM Records is
releasing an 1933/34 album by the
Ben Pollack Orchestra featuring
Yank Lawson, Matty Mat lock,
Eddie Miller and Ray Baucluc
(VLP 43) and a jubilee album by
Steve Lane's Southern Stompers
(SLC 26) this month
Saxophonist Danny Moss has
opened a new Tuesday night jazz
club at Eriswell Road, Worthing.
Sussex The latest release on A
records by John Stevens and the
Spontaneous Music Orchestra is
one of several which have been

made with financial assistance
from the Arts Council. Others are
Will Power (Argo SZDA 164/5)
featuring Ian Carr, Mike Gibbs,
Neil Ardley and Stan Tracey; The
Peter Ind Sextet (Wave LP 13); A
Song For Someone by the Kenny
Wheeler Orchestra (Incus 10), Ode
by the London Jazz Composers'
Orchestra (Incus 6/7) and A
Symphony of Amaranths by Neil
Ardley (Rcual Zonophonc SLR
21028).

JAZZ
TOP 10
1 MONTREAUX '75, Oscar
Peterson Six. Pablo 2310747
2 MONTREAUX '75, Joe Pass.
Pablo 2310752
3 RUNNIN' WILD, New Paul
Whiteman Orchestra. Argo
2DA 167
4 THE ONLY CHROME
WATERFALL ORCHESTRA,
Mike Gibbs. Bronze I LPS 9353
5 UNDER MILK WOOD. Stan
Tracey. Steam SJ 101
6 CITADEL ROOM 315, Mike
Westbrook. RCA SF 8433
7 LENNIE TRISTANO BUDDY DE FRANCO. Capitol
M 11060
8 JOURNEY TO LOVE, Stanley
Clarke. Nemperor NE 433
9 TRIDENT, McCoy Tyner.
Milestone M 9063
10 T H E EASTBOURNE
PERFORMANCE. Duke
Ellington. RCA SF 8447
Based on sales by the jazz
department. HMV, Oxford Street,
London.
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BELIEVE

IN

CHRISTMAS ?

YOU WILL WHEN YOU HEAR

%
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The mosl beautiful
Christmas Song

/

WHITE CHRISTMAS

A:-;

BARRESTER MUSIC Co.Ltd
Genie Works
23,25,Wilton Way,
K

'ooch or

London E8
5 r.p

45 r.p.m
%
rDO YOU BELIEVE IN CHRIS
(David W. Webater)
NORMAN WISDOM
Arranger: Pele Joffrles
*OR**(smo unautkor^^

01-254-3652

DISTRIBUTED

BY

RYE

RWS 0372B
Barresler g
Music S
Produced by J
David Wobsler (k"
for Barrealer fe, .
Music ^ *
ALL OVER THE WORLD
/
(David W. Webster)
^
NORMAN WISDOM
^
Arranger: Pete Jetfrlea
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A I .THOUGH ON the face of il,
Transiitlaniic shouldn't be all that
successful, more than any other
record company in Britain it has
How
proved that sellinc jaz/ records
CAN be a commercial proposition,
would sell. We're prepared to
for instance when it took over
admit that jazz is as capable of
Blue Note record distribution from
producimi bad records as well as
United Artists it increased sales by
yood ones. Bob Johnson, our rep
over 400 per cent.
in London's West laid knows
How does Transatlantic do it?
Apart from livinu the music, the
about jazz and he's educated the
company claims it tries harder.
other reps."
Company boss Nat Joseph
Transatlantic also puts a lot of
outlined the company's jazz
energy into press coverage and is
involvement. "Back in '63 the
quick to summarise press reviews
seventh record we released was
and pass on the results to the reps.
Annie Koss and the Tony Kinscy
"Press coverage is important
quintet. We represented Brest ice
because jazz audiences are literate
and handled 60 albums over three
in that they read about jazz, in
jazz magazines say. We make sure
years at the end of the Sixties.
"And on our Xlra label wc
our product is available to
licensed masters from individual
reviewers," said Mousseau.
sources. And more recently we've
As a record reviewer, the writer
been handling Blue Note,
can vouch for Transatlantic's
Milestone and Black Lion Records.
co-operation. Blue Note albums
"We have always acted as an
used to be very difficult to obtain
for review before Transatlantic
umbrella for specialist tastes. It's a
necleeicd market. The bie
took over. United Artists
companies handle it in an Orphan
previously didn't seem to take
Annie way but we always find a
much interest in the label.
uood enoueh market,
The jazz public were relatively
"We can't spend €100,000
starved of what is arguably the
markeline a jazz album, but we
most important label in the
treat the market seriously."
history of jazz.
Don Mousseau, press officer
In fact when in my review
explained the executives spend
column in Hi Li News I happened
time with the sales reps and make
to mention that Transatlantic had
sure that they know what they're
taken over the label and its
sellinsi. One of their techniques is
catalogue of previous issues, they
to have Alan Bates of Black Lion
were swamped with inquiries.
or jazz critic Charles fox make up
The jazz audience is a peculiar
cassette tapes with snatches of the
one, in Mousseau's view. Their
new albums, and background of attitudes to the music aren't the
the music for the reps to play in
same as in other areas. Lor
their cars while they're out selling
instance, jazz fans aren't so nearly
on the road.
up-to-the-minute fashion conscious
Mousseau said: "We try to eive as other music fans.
them an car for the music so that
The newest album isn't
they themselves can reckon what
necessarily the best, and in some

to

sell

[4: TRANSATLAMTIC)
U
by Ken Hyder
J
ways jazz record collectors arc like
librarians filling up their shelves
with material which represents a
complete spectrum of the music.
Fhat of course means that records
in this field have a longer life.
Don added, "The jazz audience
is bigger than people suspect. We
don't get many returns. These
records sell. And if you sell 3,000
copies of an album and you
haven't got a profit you're in the
wrong business.
"Jazz records aren't fashionable
for short periods of time. An early
Sonny Rollins can turn over 3,000
or 4,000 every eight months or so.
There's a continual expansion of
the audience."
One of the reasons is that jazz,
lans who like Weather Report, say
also get into Wayne Shorter who's
with the band and wonder what
he's done before.
"They'll check him out with
Miles Davis and go all the way
back to Art Blakcy's Jazz.
Messengers."
With modern fans wanting to
check out the old as well as the
new, there are two markets.
Reissues account for over 35 to 40
percent of Transatlantic's jazz
output. People, according to
Mousseau, go back to these old
records and find something new,
and that jazz has a common thread
running through it.
"And that's why 1 say that

YELLOW

IS

jazz
these records will go on selling lor
years and years."
On the new side of the market
artists like McCoy Tyncr and
Sonny Rollins are watched with
eagle eyes by jazz fans. Their
records - are important issues in
the history and continuity of jazz.
They effect the quality of the
music as a whole because
everybody listens to them and will
be inlluenced by them.
Their press handling is based on
making the albums available and
they feel that if a reviewer gets
half a do/en albums and reviews a
few of them, they'll keep on
sending the records he wants to
review.
"It's just as important and it
doesn't cost any more - to look
after press outside London as well
as in the city. Half the market is
outside London. And people read
these columns on provincial
papers.
"And for radio stations - and
nearly every commercial and local
radio station has a jazz programme
we find that the guy who does
it usually writes too. So if we
cover the press well, wc catch the
local radio as well."
Transatlantic advertises in Jazz
Journal - a whole page with 6 to
8 sleeves and in Melody Maker
and Black Music. It never
advertises a single album but
occasionally concentrates on series.
"In the shops we only do
window displays of covers in the
specialist shops. When one of the
artists comes across to play at
Ronnie Scott's for instance, wc

lake the press along. So in a
review of Llvin Jones, Sonny
Rollins or Art Blakey. you'll not
see a discography without Blue
Note or Milestone being there.
Dealers have the benefit of the
reps' advice on what will sell. And
M means, said Mousseau, that the
reps have got to know what
they're selling and give sound
advice.
But after all the techniques
have been explored, improved and
implcmcnlcd, you still have the
impression thai the Transatlantic
team put most of the stress on
confidence in the music.
Mousseau explained, "Wc arc into
what's in the groove on the record
in both the folk and jazz areas."
People arc talking about a jaz.z.
comeback, but with remarkable
honesty for a man promoting jazz,
he doesn't think it will happen.
"Jazz isn't going to come back
until people can dance to it.
"Because il is grabbing a
significant enough portion of ihc
market, and influencing popular
music in a significant way by
making worlhwbile music, it win
go on gaining an increasing portion.
"All our records make a profit
- no jazz records arc being
subsidised. It's not a bandwagon
to jump on, but it is steadily
increasing".
And Transatlantic last week put
its money were its mouth is. Most
of the artists on their jazz labels
arc American, and Transatlantic's
function is distribution.
But a few days ago the
company signed British bandleader
Mike West brook.
Maybe Don Mousseau is right,
and jazz isn't coming back in a big
way, but the current activities of
this and other companies arc more
than just cncouracinc.

FEVER

BREAKING

OUT

Hot Tuna have got "Yellow Fever" as their new album
Its very contegious end is bound to spread all over
the U.K.
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Make sure you catch lots of Yellow Fever
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"YELLOW FEVER"
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BLUE MAX: CLP 532
Includes: She's A Disco Queen;
Apricot Splash; Get Up & Hustle
and 7 others

flHIUflDR QRCR

lUtofonft

ULTRAFUNK: CLP 509
Includes: StingYour Jaws;
Kung Fu Man; Use Me
and 6 others

FUNK PflflHRBTV 2

TWO

f

■ic
DISCO ARMADA : CLP 528
Includes: Tell Me What You Want;
Classical Bump; Feel The Need In Me
and 7 others

km
FUNK PAARRRTY 2 : CLP 534
Includes: Oliver Sain;
Ultra Funk; Madeira;
Funkees

JESSE MOHFWSQN

DISTRIBUTED BY RYE RECORDS (SALES) LIMITED
m
VERSATILITY; CLP 533
Includes: LovingYou; Love VVon t
Let Me Wait; Shakey Puddm
and 6 others
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STAN GETZ
The Special Magic Of Stan Get/. &
Burl Bacharach. Producer: Esmond
Edwards. Easy listening jazz from
the tenor saxophone master
• recorded in 1967 with pianist
Chick Corea in the rhythm section
and an assortment of strings and
brass. The 11 tracks include some
of the great Bacharach songs such
as What The World Needs Now,
Wives And Lovers. In Times Like
These and A House Is Not A
Home.

MC COY TYNER
Live At Newport. Impulse 1MPL
8010. Producer: Bob Thiclo. A
superb album recorded at the
1963 Newport Jazz l estival. this
LP showcases the articulate and
inventive piano of Mc Coy Tyner
at a time when he was still playing
conventional modern jazz piano.
Impeccable rhythm backing from
Bob Cranshaw and Mickey Roker
and eloquent support from Clark
Terry and Charlie Mariano on
three of the five tracks.
+ * >>!
KEITH JARRETT
The Koln Concert ECM 1064/5
ST. Producer: Manfred Eicher. A
brilliant double album from ECM
mainstay Keith Jarrelt, providing
an illustrious start on Virgin
Records* new licensing deal with
this specialist German label.
Already in the Billboard Jazz LP
chart, this LP showcases the
sustained melodic and harmonic
invention of Jarrelt as a solo
pianist and is beautifully recordedRecommended unreserved ly.

CHARLIE MINGUS
Changes Vol 1 & 2. Atlantic SD
16 7 7/ 8. Producers: Ilhan
Mimaroglu, Nesuhi Ertegun.
Lively, piquant and distinctive
music from a Mingus quintet with
George Adams on tenor. Jack
Walralh on trumpet. Don Pullcn
on piano and the obligatory
Dannie Richmond on drums.
Recorded in New York in
December 1974. the albums
feature mostly Mingus originals,
including a fascinating version of
Orange Was The Color Of Her
Dress Then Silk Blue. (This Mingus
work was on the Liberty album
Mingus At Monterey released here
in 1969). Another highlight is the
dramatic Sue's Changes. A typical
Mingus mixture of moods, tempos
and textures and one of his best
sets to date.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Black Giants CBS 88151.
Producer: Te o M a cero. A
magnificent compilation this,
including many hitherto unrcleased
tracks by jazz greats like
Armstrong. Miles Davis, Basic,
Ellington, the Jazz Messengers,
Thclonious Monk. Charlie Mingus,
Bud Powell, Coleman Hawkins,
Art Tat urn, Erroll Garner Horace
Silver and Quincy Jones. Worth
the price for the previously
unissued Love Eor Sale by the
1958 Mils Davis Sextet (with
Coltrane, Cannonball Addcrley and
Bill Evans). Has to be a major jazz
seller.

STANLEY CLARKE
Journey To Love. Nemperor NE
433. Producers; Stanley Clarke,
Ken Scoll. A beautifully conceived
album by virtuoso bassist Clarke
with excellent support from some
high calibre musicians such as
George Duke, Chick Corea, John
McLaughlin & Steve Gadd. This
LP has made the Billboard jazz
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various people - including the
music contractor and the copyists.
Hardly in the Blue Note jazz
sorry - street music tradition, the
LP contains much that is musically
satisfying spiced with a strong
latin flavour. There is a handsome
trumpet solo on Kamba by Oscar
Brashoar, sounding like the Donald
Byrd of the mid-sixties, and some
fetching vocals by Lynda
Lawrence on numbers which have
more than a touch of the Sergio
Mendes. Good, Colourful,
atmospheric music.

©CHART CERTAINTY
Sales potential within
respective market
*** Good
** Fair
* Poor
charts and must have good UK
sales potential. Highlight is Song
To John, a two-part tribute to
John Coltrane.
**
CHARLIE BARNET
Charlie Barnel & His Orchestra.
DJM DJML 061. This LP in DJM's
Jazz Inheritance series features 12
tracks from the 1940/41 period
not the vintage era for Barnel but
interesting nevertheless. Tracks
include The Duke's Idea. Uptown
Blues and Song Of The Volga
Boatman and there is an intriguing
vocal on one track from a young
Lena Home. Plenty surface noise
but good nostalgia appeal.
•K ALEE MORGAN
All That Jazz. DJM DJLMD 8007.
By 1970 when this double album
was made. Gillespie protege Lee
Morgan had established himself as
one of the great jazz trumpet
players. These are extended
performances from a Los Angeles
club date with fiery tenorist
Benny Maupin and a high grade
rhythm section in Harold Mabcrn,
Jymic Merritt and Mickey Roker.
Tracks include the crackling
Morgan original. Speedball.

JELLY ROLL MORTON
Jelly Roll Morton. DJML 052.
These are piano rolls from 1924
'and, as such, of considerable
historic interest. Ten ot the 12
compositions arc by Morton
himself, including Jolly Roll Blues,
Mr Jelly Lord, King Porter Stomp
and London Blues. A very
worthwhile addition to DJM s
low-price Jazz Inheritance series.
ik*
GALACTIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Galaxis. Polydor 2310 364.
Producer: Jummy Pratt. This is a
remarkable album of big band jazz
rock arrangements of popular
classics like Grieg's Anitra's Dance,
Schubert's Avc Maria, Chopin's
Prelude in C minor and Eibich's
Poem. Arrangements, enterprising
and imaginative, arc by Peter
Herbolzhcimer, leader of the
Rhythm Combination & Brass, and
the ensemble includes some of
Europe's top musicians.

MOACIR SANTOS
Carnival Of The Spirits. Blue Note.
BN-LA 463-G. Producer: Dale
Oehler. One claim to fame of this
album by saxophonist/vocalist
Moacir Santos is that the sleeve
lists a total of 79 credits to

EARL MINES
Once Upon A Time. Impulse IMPL
8011. Producer; Bob Thiclo. This
is one of Bob Thielc's great
mainstream records, uniting the
irrepressible Earl Mines with such
giants from the Ellington band as

N

c

Paul Gonslavcs, Russell Procope,
Ray Nance. Clarke Terry, Johnny
Hodges and Jimmy Hamilton.
1'Ivin Jones is on four ol the
tracks and Pec Wee Russell puts in
an appearance on Black & Tan
Eantasy. Recorded in 1966. the
album includes Ellington's
Cottontail and Hines's own You
Can Depend On Me.
CHARLIE PARKER
Bird & Miles. DJM DJML 062.
The ten tracks on this album come
from Dial sessions of 1946 and
1947 which have already appeared
here on Tony Williams Parker
series on Spotlitc (Vols. 1, 4 & 5)
and on the Saga Charlie Parker set
(Vol. 9). This clearly limits sales
potential, even though tracks like
Bird Of Paradise and Embraceable
You represent some of Parker's
best recorded work. I he recording
quality is somewhat inferior to
that on the spotlitc records.
ALICE COLTRANE
Lords Of Lords. Impulse IMPL
8009. Producer: Ed Michel. This is
very intense, introverted music by
the widow of John Coltrane but it
hardly qualifies as jazz
even
with the assistance, noted in the
liner, of John C.'s "astral globule".
Alice Coltrane is an impressive
musician but this album is for
determined initiates only.
BILLY COBHAM
A Punky Thide Of Sings. Atlantic
SD 18149. Producers: Billy
Cobham, Mark Mcyerson. This is a
typical, highly efficient crossover
album with the usual insistent
funk-soul rhythm boogaloo
percussion and elaborate
electronics. Cobham is a fine
drummer but the album as a
whole doesn't imoress.
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covering the professional recording studio world

Radio

goes

EDITED
by
TERRIANDERSON

Edinburgh

Vitavox

16-track

A REl'IT at Radio lidinburgh
studios has brought it up to
16-track capabilities.
The desk, which was
incidentally the first ever made by
Tweed Audio of Kelsoc, has been
installed again after alterations,
and a new Ampcx 16-track
machine brought in.
Radio Edinburgh has been in
existence for about three years,
but with its previous four-track
facilities was used mainly for
demos. The staff there, including
Neil Ross, manager and engineer,
and Chris Giles, engineer,
described themselves as "amazed"
by the difference in sound and the
possibilities made available to
them by the refit. The general
feeling is that the studio has now
moved into the really professional
end of the business, and first
customers for masters rather than
demos arc arriving in the diary.

Work has just finished on a
double album by John Cairney a narrative, with music and effects,
called The Burns Story, dealing
with the poet Robbie Burns.
Demo work continues, a recent
customer being Gordon llaskcll,
formerly of King Crimson, and the
studio offers a cassette service in
that direction. High quality stereo
cassettes made from either the
finished mixdown, or, if wanted in
a hurry, at rough mix stage offer
artists an alternative to demo
discs.
Radio Edinburgh is associated
with Dave McGowan llill's Choral
Music, which docs jingles for local
radio stations, and much of the
studio's work is for Choral Music.
There is also a link with Radio
Forth in that the studio often
docs mobile recording for the
station.
• See Buzzes page 33

New

Sonaplan timer
0.5 second accuracy over 30
DNAPLAN MAS issued
minutes, automatic freeze on tape
formation of the new scries 79 real
runout, real time count on cither
ue digital tape timer, which has
Hi or Low speed, socket provided
cn designed specifically for the
to plug in remote LED display
mplctc range of 3M professional
readout, power derived from
dio tape recorders. Sonaplan
machine, eliminating bulky power
lims extreme accuracy for this
supplies and voltage compatibility
ncr because it derives its drive
problems;
Iscs from two sensors mounted
The electronics arc mounted on
low the large diameter idler at the
the side of the machine rear
mt of the 3M tape transport,
cavity, and the display is designed
fording 180 degree tape
to fit on top of the VU
aparound.
penthouse.
Features include plus or minus

Thunderbird
system now
available
AFTER EXHAUSTIVE field trials
by big sound group Blackfoot Sue
the new Vitavox loudspeaker
system, named Thunderbolt, is on
the market this month, and was
shown as the centrepiece of the
Vitavox stand at the PA 75
Exhibition in Leeds. It had already
been shown at the APRS
exhibition in London.
During months of using the
Thunderbolt system which
represents the first stage in
pursuing the manufacturer's
declared aim of getting closer to
the technical needs of groups - on
stage in many different kinds of
venue Blackfoot Sue produced a
detailed report on the equipment,
and many of their suggestions have
been acted upon.
Conscious that inflation is
affecting the purchasing
requirements of customers Vitavox
is introducing a market research
programme, the first stage of
which will be the mailing of a
questionnaire to selected firms and
potential customers. Possibilities to
be considered include the effect of
rising fuel costs, which may mean
that groups require smaller pieces
of equipment to transport more
cheaply; also regulations such as
the Leeds Noise Exposure Act will
make it necessary for some groups
to amend their high sound level
requirements.

Lost—one conga player
A DJM studio entry in the
not-so-rcgular Studiosccnc Lost
and Found column reads: Lost one conga player, lie went out
^or a minute" while the Bill
Roberts Band (a four piece group,
now) were doing a session. That
was over three weeks ago. and the
rest of the band would welcome
hearing from him again. Rivcndell,
Opportunity Knocks winners who
have signed with DJM, have been
working
at the studio, as have
Bc
cs Make Honey, singing
Luxembourg dj Mark Wesley,
Raplan Kayc, Redwood, Alan
Blaklcy, Arbrc, and John Contch,
jnixing his The Boxer single. Wbrk
has also been done on combining
the last two Amazing Blondel
albums into one (have elastic
records arrived at last?) for release
m the U.S.
JOHN WILLIAMS has been
in? lllc c,assical
rnQ
at
-RS studios against Hag
all flying
comers,
who last month included Sailor,
utherland Brothers and Quiver,
crcmy Newson, Jonathan King,

Gary Glitter, making a recording
for' the ATV Saturday Scene
awards programme, and Tammy
Jones and the Vernon Girls, who
have been working on provision
Song Contest entries. The CBS
mobile had an outing to the Bruce
Springsteen con cc r l i n
Hammersmith on November loll A VI NG MENTIONED
opening of BUl

the"

enquiries!' and hereby niakes up
for past omissions by stating that
the studio is called Tape One, and
the telephone number is 388
7762.
SOLO TUBA Was recorded this
month at Eden Studios - an even
comparable
^
cry of the rare Great Bustard >

an ornithologist. Although the
backing tracks for the Norman
Wisdom Christmas single were laid
down at Eden, and the single was
later mixed there, the studio never
got to sec the man himself;
because of prior bookings he put
the vocal on elsewhere.
Other people in during the month
were Pierre Tubbs, producing
Scottie, Cirkus, produced by John
Etch ells, and the Practorius
Consort, adding a touch of class,
working with Philip Love,
co-owner of Eden, as producer.
Love would like it to be known
that he is a bit hurt by the
mention he gets on the sleeve of
the new Tim Rose album, which
was produced at Eden by
Jonathan Rowland. He gets a
credit "for keeping out of the
way", and he wishes the world to
know that he was in fact essential
to the success of the recording,
because on him fell the task of
playing tambourine when it was
discovered that Rowland couldn't
keep time on the said instrument.
TO PAGE 33

Leader

studio

boost for
THE BRITISH folk music scene has
been pronounced moribund at
regular intervals for decades past,
but this week the opening of Bill
Leader's new studio in Yorkshire
again frustrates the obituarists.
Leader's two labels - Leader for
archive material, and Trailer for
artists currently working in the
clubs - arc generally recognised by
enthusiasts as being the foremost
specialising in folk music.
The new studio, Leader Sound,
has been constructed in Leader's
house in the small village of
Grcctland, Halifax. The house is
built into the side of a hill, and the
top fioor, which might be described
as a garden flat, has been converted
into offices and studio.
It is at the moment modestly
equipped for two-track recording,
but Leader works to very high
standards within these limitations.

Bill Leader

folk
The first session was booked by
Nic Jones, a singer well-known on
the folk circuit and for his two
previous albums. He has been
waiting for the studio to open
because he particularly wants to
record his next album there, rather
than in a bigger commercial studio.
The small size, the atmosphere,
and the situation of Leader Sound
are things which will appeal, Leader
thinks, to many artists in that
particular field.
The studio is likely to have more
than the usual number of artists
recording for the first time, and at
Leader Sound they will be able to
work in a relaxed atmosphere,
without pressure.
The equipment includes a
Raindirk tcn-in, four-out Mini
Mixer, made by a Downham Market
firm whose personnel have previous
connections with Sound
Techniques, the Music Centre and
Apple Studios. Channels can be
routed to any or all of the four
groups - more than is offered by
most mixers of this size - and
when the eight track tape machine
is installed, eight track sessions will
be possible. At the moment there
arc three two-track machines,
Rcvox, Bias and Nagra, and the
monitoring is Lock weed Major.
The studio was built by Leader
and friends, and should prove to be
a healthy step forward for Leader.
Leader also has a tape lease deal with
Transatlantic.

cut it out.
You don't know what you're
mmmm
missing !
Involved in the business of
the U.K. Music Scene ?
F1
L_5.i5
Subscribe to Music Week
Sri
every week and stay in tune.
inn
Music Week, the music
business weekly that tells
you what's going on ...
and more - subscribe today.
Subscription Rates;
U.S.A., South America. Canada £35.00
^
U.K. £17.50, Europe £20.00 Africa, India, Pakistan £33.50
^
Middle East, N. Africa £27.50 Australia, Far East £38.00
Please send me Music Week every week for one year
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Address
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I enclose a Cheque/PO Value.
Post this coupon today with your remittance to:
Music Week, Subscription Services Dept.,
7 Carnaby Street. London W1V IPG
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THERE is a rather tortuous pun
somewhere in the tact th.it
Rock field Studio near Monmouth.
occupies the stablcyard which
once housed shire horses bred for
the farm belonging to the family
of Henry Rolls, thai doyen of
motor mechanics.
Charles Ward, joint owner of
Rock field with his brother
Kingsley, has not yet quite worked
it out. but explains "ROCKficld.
and Roll-s, you see". He will get
round to the finer points of it all,
some time.
Although Dr Bccehing's axe
severed Mon mouth's rail
connections with the world, the
motorway from Newport offers
easy access to Rockfield, which
even has its own signposted exit
from the main road.
The road was in a way a major
factor in the decision to site a
recording studio in this part ol
Wales. "This is a huge catchment
area for talent in Wales, and here
we are, right on the A40. Saves
'cm going to London to record.'
The studio grew out of the
Ward brothers' involvement in
music as performers. They formed
a group in the early sixties, which
was sometimes called the Kingsley
Ward Combo. "Actually, we
changed our name every time we
did a bad gig."
They met Joe Meek and
brought out some records here and
in America, but "suffered from a
lack of promotion."
They also suffered in other
ways. Before going up to London
to make recordings, there was
always the small matter of getting
the cows milked, because at that
time the Ward parents' farm had a
fair-sized herd. On returning from
a session, there were the same
selfish animals, demanding to be

Rockfield-there's

welcome
milked again.
As interest in music and
recording grew, the attractions ol
farm life diminished, and the herd
dwindled to one cow, providing
milk for the family, but the family
stills farms, owning about 100
acres.
The studio which started in
1965 with an eight-track machine,
the help of a humane bank
manager and a fair helping of luck,
really found itself in business
when flower power hit the music
scene around 1967.
This is not to say that
Monmouth and district became a
Celtic Haight Ashbury, but Charles
Ward is quite serious when he
points out that the effects ot that
whole philosophy went wider and
deeper than is always appreciated.
Out of it all grew an awareness
of a need for peace, a feeling lor
the pastoral, and a turning away especially where musicians were
concerned - from the stresses and
overcrowding of big cities.
One result was that there was a
demand for studios outside
London and the other major cities.
Artists looking for a chance to
commune with nature while
working found the smaller,
out-of-the-way. studios suddenly
very attractive, and Rockfield
gradually gained reputation.
This reputation does not rest
only on the fact that it is in a
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PAT MORAN, Rockfield engineer (with pencil) ot the console in Studio
One control mow. watched hy Sean Tyla (left) at the studio with his
hand The Tyla Gang and (right) the studio's maintenance engineering
wizard. Otto.
lovely part of the county, created
from solid, aesthetically pleasing
buildings, and offering
accommodation and good food.
Charles Ward, with Dave
Charles and Pal Moran
studio
engineers and often producers as
well - and Otto, one of those
quiet geniuses who raise
maintenance engineering almost to
an art form, offer two
well-equipped studios, and a great

STUDIOS

SCOTLAND'S MAJOR RECORDING CENTRE
OFFER

16 Track Facilities from
£20 per hour

Synthesiser, Mellotron,

deal of expertise.
Only an incurable romantic
would describe the decor as plush,
and the desks (24-track in studio
one and 16-track in its smaller
counterpart across the cobbled
yard) bear the marks of having
been affectionately used and
abused by many band's technical
entourage.
The consoles arc by Ross
Electronics of Swansea, and the
monitoring - Cadac in studio one
and Lockwood in" two, with
Tannoy also on offer
is
excellent.
The acoustic design of the
studios, is a matter of practical
good sense, and was worked out
partly by Ross and partly by the
Wards, with the work being carried
out most efficiently by local
builders.
There is a feeling that almost
any particular need of a visiting
artist or band could be catered for
in that direction, with chunks of
soundproof material, curtaining,
screens and portable booths all to
hand at any given time.
Permanent residents arc a rather
beautiful Bozcndorfer grand, and a
Hammond C3. considered by so
many to be an aristocrat among
organs.
The Welsh, as had occasionally
been remarked before, arc a
musical race. A country which,
especially in its industrialized
areas, has a place of cnlcrlaininent

in almost every street, and a
musician or singer in almost every
household, stands a good chance
of producing its fair share of
recording artists, but Rockfield
does not especially look to
working with "local talent.
However. although recent
visitors have included Queen,
Starry Eyed and Laughing,
Hawkwind, Stackridgc, and Dr
feelgood, work has also been done
there by Mann, and by Canticle, a
boy and airl singing duo, who
often appear with that very
specially Welsh artist, Max Boyce.
Canticle has just signed to the
Rockfield label which has until
recently been used almost
exclusively for records by Dave
Edmonds (an artist associated with
Rockfield Since those flower
power days).
Studio One will happily
accommodate a largc-ish band, but
the names room next door, which
was given a parquet floor in
anticipation ol its being pressed
into service as a studio, is regularly
used for recording.
The desk in studio two looks
like the studio world's answer to a
tinker's caravan, being described
with a polite grin, by Charles Ward
as "much modified . However, it
is a very good piece of equipment,
and the Prelude After The
Goldrush hit was one of the
recordings mixed on it.
Part of the large stable block
which surrounds the courtyard
where the shire plough horses once
ponderously exercised is still
awaiting renovation and
conversion, and there are very
definite plans to expand Rockfield
interests.
The Wards expect soon to buy
a 35mm camera for film work,
and they intend to do more work
on jingles, plus working other
ideas which have all been thought
out and arc regarded as viable
propositions.
Rockfield charges arc another
attraction, being C24 an hour in
studio one and £20 in two, plus
tape.
Apart from getting their
moneysworth in the studio,
Rockfield customers find a relaxed
atmosphere in which to work, and
all the benefits of being in the
country, Lionel Morton, of BBC
TV Playschool fame among other
things, combines a fishing trip
with a recording session there, and
for every visitor there is the
locally renowed hostelry. The
Rising Sun. The Menu there
includes what they modestly call a
steak sandwich, which arrives in
the shape of half a french loaf,
split and filled with a succulent
grilled steak, and a mound of onions.
Bands are advised to make sure
that everyone has one, so that the
aroma in the studio afterwards is
consistent.

Haven Electronic Orgaffi
JUHUWAiii.
available to Clients
!?
/
Craighall Recording Studios
68 Craighall Road

Edinburgh

031 552 3685

ROCkTihj.D STUDIO One. with Stun U'chb. left, fonncrlv with Chit.
Shack and now with Broken Glass during a session. Seated at the oiv,
producer Pony Ash ton.
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L0ve is also the man whose
handclaps arc heard on certain Bay
City Rollers tracks. So there.
RICHARD VERNON of Chipping
Morton is to form an independent
record company, Chipping Norton
Records, and will welcome
enquiries from artists and
management.
IS THIS a record? The Craighall,
Edinburgh, mobile has been
recording at the British Berlin
Tattoo in the Dcutchland Hall,
Berlin. Before the official opening
of the tattoo, studio manager
Bryce Laing and chief engineer
Stuart Jeffrey spent a day
recording 700 bandsmen. This
took until about 8 p.m. By 3 a.m.
next morning all mixing and
editing had been completed, and
Jeffrey caught the 9 a.m. flight to
Heathrow with the tapes. The
masters were cut in the Master
Room in London, and the first
500 albums were pressed and
sleeved the same day at Sound
Manufacturing in High Wycombe.
Jeffrey then flew back to Berlin
the following morning, and the
albums were on sale in the hall
when the Tattoo began with the
next batch of 1000 pressings
arriving next day. One was
presented to Prince Charles when
he attended. Contenders for the
fastest record in the world title
should contact Studiosccnc. There
is already an unconfirmed report
of a 24-hour single produced in
the mid-Sixties.
The Craighall mobile is proving
to be just that, regularly booked

album

six or seven weeks ahead, and
mostly for sessions well south of
Scotland, or on the Continent.
This is partly due to an upsurge in
interest in recordings of military
bands (with which the mobile
often works) and a future
assignment will be the recording of
an album by the combined bands
of the Royal Marines and the
Black Watch, for release in the US
to coincide with a lour there by
these bands.
AIR LONDON Studios has been
playing host to artists of such
widely differing styles as Doctors
of Madness and Dankworth and
Lainc, Supertramp and Sandic
Shaw, with Steve Harlcy, Steclcye
Span, Robin Trowcr, Sweet,
Gallagher and Lylc, Carl
Groszman, the Walker Brothers,
Marc Bolan, Sassafras.
THE QUEEN single Bohemian
Rhapsody presented Sarm engineer
Mike Stone and producer Roy
Baker with some very interesting
problems, requiring as it did many
crucial sub-mixes before the final
mix, due to the enormous
quantity of overdubbed vocal
material in the song. The band was
working feverishly during last
month at Sarm to finish their
forthcoming A Night At The
Opera album. The working hours

nearly finished everyone involved.
Sarm's Gary Lyons and John
Sinclair collaborated on mixing the
sound for the David Essex tv
spectacular All The Eun Of The
l air for LWT, and, as they were
still on speaking terms when they
finished that, went on to work
together on remixing a new single
for Paul Da Vinci. Other visitors
to the studio have been Nicky
Rolfe produced by Eox keyboard
man Pete Sollcy; Patches,
produced by Barry Blue; Leroi
Wiggins and his new band Next,
working on a single, produced by
Sinclair; cx-Medicinc Head Roger
Saundcrs and Scott English,
working on debut tracks as the
newly-formed Eire Brothers.
Sarm will be closing for two
weeks around Christmas while
work goes on to enlarge the
control room and move copying
facilities to the West End.
RADIO EDINBURGH is looking
for a new name. Agreeing that the
name is a little confusing for a
recording studio, engineer Chris
Giles explains that the studio was
named at a time when it was
intended that it would become a
local commercial radio station.
This did not happen, but the name
stuck, and became well known
locally -- which makes changing it,
and possibly losing a good
identity, rather difficult. Several
fairly excruciating puns, including
"Macrophonc" have been, thrown
into the ring, and rejected. Any
suggestions which combine
catch in ess with good sense would
be welcome.

EMISON, WHICH was privileged
to produce the identification jingle
for the Music \Vbck Radio Eorum,
has produced Hie new ID jingle for
Cinedisc. It will be heard during dj
links on the Cinedisc show,
introducing the record being
promoted, and will be played
during the intervals at over 700
cinemas around the country,
reaching an estimated 1.5 million
people, from November 23. The
triumvirate production company Jon Miller, Roger Hand and Rod
Edwards — composed and
performed it, making the recording
at Emison's own 16-track studio.
DURING WORK on expanding
facilities at Indigo Studio to
16-track an over-enthusiastic
maintenance engineer managed to
sever all existing G.P.O. lines,
causing several days disruption of
communications. Necessity led to
the installation of a new
switchboard, and, in all, the
problems with the telephones
caused more operational confusion
than any of the new installation
work in the control room.
As a result of the refit Indigo
engineering staff has been
increased to five. They have been
recording Thin Lizzy, T. Rex,
Jimmy Helms, Gene Pitney,
Barclay James Harvest, Sarabandc
and Therapy.
During last month Chrysalis
commissioned sound and video
recordings of their recent signing
Mandalaband, for promotion of a
first album. Indigo can now offer
colour video with stereo sound at
live performances or in the studio.
Recent work for Granada tv
included sessions for Stephanie De
Sykes programme Look Alive; for
Cliff Richard, with Bruce Welch
producing, and for Paul Curtis,
produced by Pip Williams; also

theme music for The Nearly Man
and The Cuckoo Waltz.
The Indigo mobile facility was
used for an LSO recording of
Niclson's violin concerto for the
Cameo Classics label, and for live
work with Therapy and Dobcross
Brass Band.
In the studio albums were
completed for the Trumpets of
London, and the London Youth
Brass Consort.
The picture shows Marc Bolan
mixing with Indigo engineer Dave
Rohl. (Indigo's choice of words,
honestly!)
THE TAPE machine on show and
in use at the special recording
studio set up under the direction
of Karl Dallas at the Audio Fair
last month were a trio of 3M
Mincom M79 recorders - a
24-track rigged for 16-track
operation, a four-track and a
two-track. They varied in retail
price from £2,500 to well over
£10,000, and all featured the 3M
Isoloop transponsystcm. Mastering
tapes used were Scotch 206 and
250. There was space for 400
visitors at a lime to watch each
day's "work" in the studio, and as
many as were interested could
watch on closed circuit television.

SINGLE RELEASE |IM MEDIATE | AVAILABLE NOW

ITCHYCOO

PARK

SMALL FACES
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One of the music industry's most requested and sought after recordings
and disc iockeys
alike,
theFaces,
all time
Steve Marriott
- Ronnie Lane classic
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I bl from CBS Record Order Dept., CBS Records, Barlby Road, London W.10. Tel: 01 -960 2155.
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THE STVLIST1CS
You Are Beautiful. Avco 9109
006. Producers: Hugh & Luigi.
Simple-minded songs,
simple-minded arrangements,
simple-minded vocal performances
- yes, it's the new and
sure-to-go-gold Stylistics album.
Record dealers throughout Britain
have cause to be very grateful to
the Avco quintet from a business
point of view, but even they must
be close to drowning in Russell
Thompkins' relentless falsetto
tones. For fatuous lyrics, sample
Funky Weekend: for empty
sentimentality, sample Na-Na Is
The Saddest Word, the group's
new single; for arch silliness,
sample To Save My Rock 'N' Roll
Soul (Hernando's Hideaway lives!).
But for giant sales, sample this
album by the boxful.
o
PERRY CO MO
Just Out Of Reach. RCA
APL1-086 3. Producer: Chet
Atkins. Co mo at the age of 62
remains a superlative m-o-r singer
and still has the knack of making
everything seem so effortless. Mis
latest album has a country feel
throughout (as one would expect
with Atkins producing) and must
be a timely release for the
Christmas market. Tracks include a
Jackie Trent-Tony Hatch number.
Let's Do It Again, the Beatles'
Here There and Everywhere and
Kris Kristofferson's Loving Her
Was Easier (Than Anything I'll
Ever Do Again). Perhaps not the
best album he has made, following
some of his recent excursions into
pop with And 1 Love You So and
The Way We Were, but a massive
seller no doubt.
o
THE EVERLY BROTHERS
20 Golden Hits. Warner Brothers
K 56168. The Everly Brothers'
back catalogue has been
well-worked - by Warner itself as
well as Phonogram - in years past,
but this generous 20-tracker will
still find plenty of buyers. No
comment needed about such
classics as Cathy's Clown. Ebony
Eyes, Love Hurls. Bye Bye Love,
Temptation etc., but worth a

Carlo

JACK JONES
Special Collection. RCA Starcall
HY 1008. Various problems have
held-up release of this midprice
album for those who don't have a
particular representative selection
of Jones' RCA recordings, it is a
good introduction to his work.
The tracks are naturally culled
from his earlier albums and
include his expressive reading of
David Gates' If. For good measure
there arc also Jones'
interpretations of What Arc You
Doinu The Rest Of Your Life, A

Krahmer;

FROM PAGE 26
Thompson, Diamond and Butcher
to handle our records and
gradually wore down the
resistance. Of course, moving into
the record shops meant that wc
had to switch pressing from British
Homophone and fortunately by
now Pyc-Nixa was on the scene so
they pressed for us for a year."
In 1951 Krahmer was able to
switch pressing to Decca where
Esquire remained for seven years.
By this time the company was
releasing the superb Prestige jazz
product in the UK, obtaining the
masters from Metronome in
Sweden.
Krahmer explains: "At that
time the exchange control
regulations made it impossible for
us to deal with the States direct.
But wc could get Swedish krone
and French francs - so 1 did deals
with Metronome for the Prestige
repertoire and with Nicole Barclay
of Barclay Records in Paris for
Dial and Blue Star material."
One of the epic releases on
Esquire here in January 1949 was
the 78 rpm single of Charlie
Parker's Cool Blues from the Dial
PAGE 34

mention are several underrated
cuts such as The Ferris Wheel.
Love Is Strange, No One Can
Make My Sunshine Smile and the
Brothers' 1965 UK giant. The
Price Of Love (but no Gone.
Gone. Gone?) Walk right back to
your oldies racks, dealers, and give
this gold prominence.
***
WALKER BROTHERS
No Regrets. GTO GTLP 007.
Producer: Scott Walker - If the
pre-releasc hysteria about this
release is any guide, it will surely
be a major album this Christmas.
Much of the early success will
depend on the title truck entering
the singles chart, and some of the
advance publicity for the ablum
has been thrown out of gear by
the late release due to packaging
problems. The material is of all of
a stunning quality, and includes a
version of the Emmylou Harris
song Boulder to Birmingham, and
Kris Kistofferson's Got To Have
You. With radio support for the
album, including Radio I album of
the week, it could be a good
proposition for Christmas, if the
fans have long memories.
***
JOHNNY MATH IS
Sings the Music of Bert
Kacmpfcrt. Embassy EMB 31209.
Producer: Robert Mersey.
Recorded in Hamburg four years
ago, this album has made a rapid
return onto the budget market and
should benefit from Mathis' recent
chart success. Material is in the
standard vein and includes Danke
Schon, Strangers in the Night,
Spanish Eyes and L-O-V-E. Mathis
has progressed in musical tastes
since then, but there is still a
market for his earlier rccordines.

©CHART CERTAINTY
Sales potential within
respective market
*** Good
** Fair
* Poor
Song For You, Windmills Of Your
Mind and For All We Know. He's
just completed a British tour, and
is a good album seller anyway, so
stock up well on this.
***
THE TEMPTATIONS
Houseparty. Tamla Motown STML
12006. The Motown quintet's
recent whistle-stop lour of Britain
will have heightened interest in
their recordings, so the release of
this album is perfectly limed.
Perfectly made, too, with every
cut of a high standard - crisp,
punchy orchestrations, fine vocal
workouts and solid songs. Listen
to (or, better still, air in-store)
You Can't Stop A Man In Love,
Darling Stand By Me, Ways Of A
Grown Up Man and more.
Best-ever Temptations' sleeve as a
bonus. Customers will be turning
up for this party.
***
ROY ORBISON
The Monumental Roy Orbison
Vol. 2. Producer: Fred Foster. The
best-selling classics were disposed
of in Vol. 1 and this follow-up is
more for collectors than for casual
Orbison admirers. Nevertheless it
has its quota of good quality
material of an evergreen nature
like Dream, My Prayer, Cry and
Bye Bye Love among 26 tracks.
CATERINA VALENTE
Now. Pyc NSPL 18470. Producer:
Roy Budd. An undoubted world
star so far as her stage appearances
are concerned. Miss Valente is
unfortunately one of those artists
who have to be caught in live
performance before the full extent
of her talents can be digested. On
record Miss Valente is good, but
somehow that extra sparkle is
missing and you would never guess
her true status by just listening to
her. Her second Pye album
features the singer backed by three
massive orchestras (one featuring
50 musicians) and of course
husband Roy Budd on piano. It's
a mixed programme of songs,

still

master. It was the first Parker
recording to be rclascd in Britain,
preceding Stupendous on the
Parlophone label."
And from Metronome came a
treasure trove of modem jazz
recordings from the Prestige
catalogue - mixed with a
somewhat daunting amount of
Swedish jazz which was,
apparently, an inescapable part of
the deal.
In 1953 the exchange control
regulations cased and Krahmer
began dealing direct with Prestige
in the Slates. "Wc issued
practically everything in the
catalogie on 10-inch or 12-inch
LPs," says Krahmer. And he
reflects somewhat ruefully thai
while the first Modern Jazz
Quartet 10-inch album sold 5,000
during its life span on Esquire, he
lost his shirt on Miles Davis,
Monk, Rollins, Coltrane. Roland
Kirk and Shirley Scoll.
"If we sold a thousand of any
releases we'd turn somersaults.
Some titles sold less than 100
but we had to guarantee to release
a lot of material in order to gel
the recordings wc really did
want."
The microgroove revolution hit

doing
ib'i

>:

Li i
Carlo Krahmer, in his Bedford
Mansions studio, plays drums of a
vintage compatible with the 7.000
78rpm records that line the studio
walls.
Esquire pretty hard. Almost
overnight Krahmer had to delete
520 jazz singles and 180 others
from the catalogue. The stock was
reduced to scrap value only.
"But at least my pressing
problems were solved and 1 was
getting increasingly good

ranging from Cole Porters I rue
Love to contemporary material
like Neil Sedaka's Laughter in the
Rain, Paul Williams' 1 Won't Last
A Day, and some relatively
unknown songs. Very good
listening, but perhaps an LP tor
the Valente devotees and it wiU
sell better when she does some UK
concert appearances in the New
Year.
■**
JACK JONES
With Love. MCA Coral CDL 8043.
Without ever achieving significant
chart action, Jones appears to
enjoy good album sales judging by
the constant stream of his product
old and new hilling the market.
This MCA 16-track collection
reactivates recordings from the
1960-67 period, including six
which have never been issued in
the UK before. A timely inclusion
is I Only Have Eyes F'or You,
which opens the programme of
songs, and other standards
featured include There Will Never
Be Another You, From Russia
With Love, True Love and Van
McCoy's Baby I'm Yours.
CHER
The Golden Hits Of Cher. Sunset
SLS 50378. Producer: Sonny
Bono. A re-issue here, featuring
the dark-voiced singer's Sixties hits
from U.S. Imperial, and a
reminder of those days when long
hair was synonymous with the
revolution kind. Cher's solo
material has always been listenable
- especially items like Bang Bang,
I Feel Something In The Air, You
Belter Sit Down Kids and All I
Really Want To Do (all included)
- and it retains that quality
today. UA can't have too
ambitious a sales target for the
album this time around, but it
should lick over.
**
PAUL WILLIAMS
The Best Of Paul Williams. A&M
AM 64543. In three short years
Williams has written several
numbers which must become
contenders for the standards of
tomorrow. Thankfully A&M has
seen fit not to call this album
'greatest hits', as Williams has never
had a major UK hit, but what the
listener does get are songs which
have been major hits for other
people, including the Carpenters,

his

bit

Andy Williams and the New
Seekers. The material includes l
Won't Last A Day Without You,
We've Only Just Begun, Rainy
Days and Mondays, Old Fashioned
Love Song, and You And Me
Against The World. Very good
listening which should find
sufficient sales to warrant its
release.
■**
PETER SHELLEY
Girls And Places. Magnet MAG
5008. Producer: Peter Shelley.
Peter Shelley makes very pleasant
listening and his appeal must
extend beyond the usual teenage
record buyers, to grown-up. His
second album features Love Me
Love My Dog (which was also
included on his first LP, Gee
Baby), his latest single Wisconsin,
John Denver's Leaving On A
Jetplane and Jim Webb's By The
Time I Get To Phoenix. In
addition there is a selection of
very attractive Shelley songs which
indicate his prowess as a writer.
Sales should be quite good.
GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS
Gladys Knight & The Pips. DJM
DJLMD 8010. It would be no
exaggeration to call this
double-album set the definitive
history on disc of Gladys Knight's
early hit-making days, before she
went to Maxx and Motown.
Everything important the group
cup between 1960 and 1962 is
here, with the exception of Letter
Full Of Tears (and that's to come
from DJM in another form). Top
titles include Every Beat Of My
Heart, Room In Your Heart, Guess
Who, I Had A Dream Last Night
and Come See About Me. With 22
tracks in all and a price tag of
£2.99, it's Knight time!
THE UNDISPUTED TRUTH
Higher Than High. Tamla Motown
STML 12009. Producer: Norman
Whitfield. What is Truth? Much
less self-conscious now. in fact, as
the 'space-soul' team deliver
(under the aegis of Motown's very
own star-child, Norman Whitfield)
their sixth album. Their vocals
now mesh perfectly with
Whit field's imaginative and
always-fascinating arrangements,
instead of sitting atop them as
TO PAGE 36

for

distribution," Krahmer says.
While pioneering the Prestige
catalogue in the UK, Krahmer also
maintained his staunch support of
British jazz musicians. Between
1947 and 1956, he says. Esquire
recorded as many British jazzmen
as he could shake a microphone at
- Ronnie Scott, Victor Fcldman,
Alan Clare, Chris Barber, Acker
Bilk, the Crane River Jazz Band
(with Ken Colycr and Monty
Sunshine), Ronnie Ross, Don
RcndelL Bobby Mickleburgh, Eric
Silk, Tommy Whittle, Dizzy Recce.
Jimmy Deuchar, Kenny Graham,
Cy Laurie and Geoff Taylor. F'or
five successive years from 1951
Fsquire recorded the winners of
the Melody Maker's annual British
jazz poll.
During its active lil'cspan,
Esquire released 520 10-inch 78rpm
singles, 13 12-inch 78s, 97 10-inch
LPs. 197 12-inch LPs and 250
I Ps. About 175 of the albums
were Prestige recordings and it was
a tough blow for Krahmer when
he lost the Prestige licence in
1964.
"I'MI had started the Stateside
label, was looking for jazz product
and outbid me." he says.
The Esquire label is currently in

jazz

suspension but Krahmer is still
hopeful of finding something to
fill the Prestige gap and is also
thinking seriously of reissuing
Esquire's British jazz repertoire. "I
have had quite a few approaches
for the material," he says, "but
they are mostly from people who
just want to cream off the best of
the catalogue."
Meanwhile Krahmer is handling
the Delmark label in the UK - a
deal he made after losing the
Prestige repertoire. The Delmark
line covers a wide range of jazz
and blues - from George Lewis to
Sun Ra, from Arthur Crudup and
Sleepy John F'stcs to Sonny Stilt,
Anthony Brax ton and Roscoe
Mitchell.
So Krahmer is still doing his bit
for jazz even though, by now,
the bandwagon is getting a little
overcrowded. And when you meet
him, silting in that 1940s style
studio, surrounded by 7,000 jazz
7 8s and fading autographed
pictures of some of the giant
names in jazz, you know instantly
that you arc still in the presence
of a man who does what he docs
primarily out of a love for the music.
I or Carlo Krahmer its been a
slow buck.
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HOLLIES
FROM PAGE 34
History Of The Hollies. EMI EMSP
650. Producers: Hollies and Ron
before. Check out the amusing
Richards. This double album set
Poontang. the percussive Ma and
contains 24 genuine hits from the
the pounding I'm In The Red
group, covering the period from
Zone. The Truth will out,
1963-74. The double set,
especially with in-store airing.
attractively packaged makes
**
compelling listening, and stands as
CHRIS FARLOWE BAND
an agreeable reminder for a band
Live! Polydor 2460 259. Producer:
that has gone on to a heavier style
Jean Rousscl ~ Three years have
of music. Jennifer Ecclcs, Stop
elapsed since Guis Farlovve last
Slop Stop, Look Through Any
recorded and his capture by
Window, Sorry Suzanne and He
Polydor is being treated as a major
Ain't Heavy are just a small
signing of a blucsrocking British
sample of the instant pop sounds
legend. That's maybe elevating his
that made the Hollies one of
status rather higher than it
Britain's top outfits during the
deserves, for stardom remained
Sixties.
elusive for Farlowe in his heyday
and may continue to do so. But
there's no doubling the robust
honesty of his voice and to hear
him storming with all stops out
through tracks like We're Gonna
MIK1 AND GRIFF
Make It and Peace of Mind
Two's Company. PYE PKL 5530.
accompanied by an excellent band
Producer: Alan A. Freeman.
triggers a powerful gut reaction
During 1975 this evergreen
which is rare enough these days.
country duo celebrated 25 years
**
of marriage, and this LP reflects as
SPLINTER
many years in song, with titles
Harder To Live. Dark Morse
from Have I Told You Lately That
SP-22006. Producer: Tom Scott.
1 Love You and When 1 Grow Too
Following the single Costafine
Old To Dream to You've Got A
Town. Splinter hasn't seen chart
Friend and Streets Of London.
action, although this album should
Should do well with M&G fans,
remedy that situation. Under the
who aren't as numerous as they
director of Tom Scott, the duo
used to be. The package is smooth
have produced a musical blend
and professional but unexciting;
that is just as appealing as the first
however, dramatics or cunning
album. The Place I Love, though
musical tricks would not suit this
the last year has obviously
pair, whose biggest selling point is
widened the band's writing ability.
the ability to star but still appeal
Tire songs are fresh and exciting,
to the man in the street. This
all of them being prospective
lasting appeal is still there.
italic
single material. It is difficult to
imagine what sort of market the
DAVID HOUSTON
album will appeal to, as Splinter
Greatest Hits. Epic EPC 65190.
can be regarded neither as heavy
Producer: Billy Shcrrill. A top
nor tcenybop.
Nashville name, Houston is still

awaiting the greatest hit in this
country, but to country music
connoiscurs the collection will
have instant appeal. To them such
titles as Almost Persuaded (a
potential UK single seller), My
Elusive Dreams (with Tammy
Wynettc), Livin' In A House Full
Of Love and Losers Cathedral will
make the collection an essential
purchase.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
A Christmas Gift. Ronco PI 2430.
Seeking seasonal sales, Ronco
milks the cream of CBS' Christmas
catalogue and comes up with this
20-track collection. It mixes
traditional Yule favourites such as
O Come All Ye Faithful, Jingle
Bells and Silent Night with more
modem items like White World Of
Winter, Santa Claus Is Coming To
Town and Little Drummer Boy;
artists include Tony Bennett,
Barbra Streisand, Bing Crosby (no,
not White Christmas), Julie
Andrews, Vikki Carr, even Tanya
Tucker. TV promotion, with
emphasis on the package's
fold-out, pop-up manager scene, is
obviously .going to set the pace
here.
JACK PARNELL
Jack Parncll's Big Band. Sounds
Superb SPR 90082. Following a
Palladium appearance with
Catcrinc Valcnte, in which Parnell
and his orchestra played musical
tributes to the giants of the big
band era, a TV special ensued (to
be followed by a scries in the NewYear) and this SS album release.
Among the names whose famous
music is included arc Miller,
Ellington, Kcnton, Goodman and

Dorscy which gives a good idea of
the musical content.
BLACK DYKE MILLS BAND
The Concert Sound. RCA LSA
3 2 5 4. Producer: Brian
Culvcrhouse. One of the North's
top brass bands. Yorkshire s Black
Dvke Mills Band have won

accolade for their particular brand
of music and this LP will find
acceptance particularly in the areas
where the sound of brass is part of
everyday life. The music includes
Rule Britannia, Cossack Patrol
and Marche Militaire. Slock
accordingly.

The Pop Pundits
creative people in the industry, the
FROM PAGE4 24
and writers and so on. I
the notion of 'nowsworthiness as producers
remember
doing a piece on Mitch
their criterion for selection. It is a
Murray
back
when he was writing
rather vague concept, even in the
for Gerry and the Pacemakers. Of
world of straight reporting, but it course,
is the most
docs mean, for instance, that you lucrative songwriting
of all the professions in
do not write features on bands the business."
simply because they exist or as the
What are her own personal
• mood takes you.
tastes? "I like Alan Price very
Judith Simons follows ^ the
much. I remember him from way
orthodoxy in this respect. "The
back. I think Jarrow Song was a
amount of space I have in the
marvellous single. Dory Prcvin.
Daily Express docs vary, but
Carole King. The Average White
obviously you have to choose your
Band. I think the Bay City Rollers
material. I would say news is the
arc underrated. I wouldn't claim
dictating force. Even with record
the earth for them but I do think
reviews I try to choose
it is fashionable to knock them. 1
newsworthy records. I do get
pestered by the record companies, was there when they won the
Luxembourg Grand Prix two or
of course. In the old days you
three years ago. Mind you, the
used to get agents coming round
all the time saying what good acts standard was pretty terrible. Jack
Jones is one of my pet dislikes. I
they had got, but that doesn't
happen so much now, the record just don't go for that kind of
companies do it instead. I'm not middle of the road male ballad
interested anyhow, unless the act singer type. I'm not dreadfully
fond of Peters and Lee either,
is newsworthy."
What other considerations arc though I suppose they've got a
there in choosing what to write good stage act in their own
about? "Well,' a Daily Express modest way. Generally, I think the
reader, generally speaking, is not pop scene is more varied than it
an expert on pop. That has to be has ever been, simply because
borne in mind. I try not to use there arc more people in it: there
space knocking people - that's arc lots of good things around. We
another consideration. I do give still dominate the world in pop
space to features on people like after all, I think Britain docs very
songwriters. I've always liked the well, don't you."

I

On DJM Records Now!
b w SECOND CHAPTER
:

By DANNY KIRWAN

/
*icon&
•• •
V/, ( Disti ihii.'ors) /./</•
Janies Uou'siCM' Sew Oxford S(rcfl
London. lfC/1 //)/'
Order from your DJM Salesman or PYE Records (Sales) Ltd, Mitcham, Surrey Tel. 01-640 3344.
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The Johi Denver
Christmas Single
"Please, laiif,
(Don't Get Drunk This Christmas)"
John Denver has rush released
what is sure to be ihe single of Christmaq
'«■

71 <DOn

''

Ge,

This

Christmas)

And don't forget to have plenty of
John's "Rocky Mountain Christmas
albums in your shops.
Christmas just won't seem
the same without John Denver.
o
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APL1 1201
Available on Cassette
and Cartridae (
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"eCOrds and Tapes

Management in Jerry VVcintraub. Produced by Milt Okun.
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INDEX
ATLANTIC CROSSING
PIPE AND DRUM BAND
S
BUNNY SCOTT/AZUL
C
CHAMPAGNE
V
CREATION
I
CHANTELLS/Rhythm Tracs
B
COOPER, Lynthia/Rhythm
Tracs
^
CRUSADERS
C
DAVID
D
DAVIDSON, Paul/Organisation....M
DAWKINS. Carl
N
DREAD, Judge
C
DYNAMIC SUPERIORS
D
EARTH. WIND & FIRE
S
ESSEX, David
1
s
ENO
ELECTRIC LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
E
FATBACK BAND
A
FUNKY TURKEY
J
GIBBS, Mike Orchestra
N
GOODIES
M
GRIFFITHS. Marcia/Rhythm
Tracs
Q

HINES, Justin & The
Dominoes
JAMES, Roger
KANDIDATE
MANCINI, Henry
MILESTONES
MOONSHING. Micky
MORRIS, Hemsley & Bob
Taylor
ORIGINAL SOUTH AFRICAN
CAST
PAYNE, Freda
PAUL, Lynsey de
& Barry Blue
PROMISED LAND
REEVES, Martha
SILVESTER, Terry
SELBY, Tony
SMALL FACES
STARR, Freddy
TONICS
T.T.ROSS
WESTON. Kim
WILSON, Jackie & The
Chi-Lites
WOOD, Roy
YIN AND YAN

DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A — Pye, CW — CBS/WE A, E —
EMI,' F — Phonodisc, H — H. R.
Taylor, I — Island, L — Lugtons, R
— RCA, S — Selecta, X — Clyde
Factors, Z — Enterprise, CR —
Creole

BABY BLUE, Baby Blue (Ins)
MICKY MOONSHING. Decca
F13616 (S)
BLACK PEARL, Black Pearl (Ins),
THE CHANTELLS/The Rhythm
Tracs. Tropical AL 053 (Z)

C
T
I
O
T
B
S
I
Y
H
C
Y
F
B
I
W
W
L
G
D
L
T

LISTINGS

(ARE YOU READY) DO THE BUS
STOP, Gotta Learn How To
Dance, FATBACK BAND.
Polydor 2066.637 (F)
B
BLESS EM ALL, Salute Me (I'm
The Corporal), TONY SELBY.
Pye Popular 7N 45553 (A)

ITCHYCOO PARK, Minds Eye,
SMALL FACES. Immediate IMS
102 (CW)

_ _ ... . . r Tuc
DECEPTION. One Nighter. THE
DYNAMIC SUPERIORS. EMI
TMG 1016 (E)
DON'T BURN NO BRIDGES,
Don't Burn No Bridges (Ins),
JACKIE w,LS0^r, /CT
CHI-LITES. Decca BR 28 (S)
DESIDERATA, Davids Theme,
DAVID. UK 115 (F)
C
KZ
EV|L Wo(viAN 10538 Overture,
EVIL WUMAi
L , Q H T
ORCHESTRA. JET 764 (F)

JINGLE BELL FUNK, Rudolf The
Rcdnosed Reindeer, FUNKY
TURKEY. Bus Stop BUS 1033
(E)

C
1

LAST DATE, I Am Sorry, T. T.
ROSS, Polydor 2058.605 (F)
LOOKING THROUGH THE EYES
OF A FOOL, Strider, ROY
WOOD. Jet 761 (F)

FOR THE PEACE OF MAN KIND,
it's Better Off This Way,
JERRY SILVESTER. Polydor
2058.482 (F)
_
Q
GOODNESS GRACIOUS, Beautiful
People. KIM WESTON. STAXS
STXS 2036 (A)

M
MAKE A DAFT NOISE FOR
CHRISTMAS, Last Chance
Dance, THE GOODIES.
Bradley's BRAD 7533 (A)
MIDNIGHT RIDER Pt. 1,
Organised Version, PAUL
DAVIDSON/The Organisation.
Tropical AL 056 (Z)

H
HAPPY CHRISTMAS FROM ME
TO YOU, Stick To You,
LYNSEY DE PAUL AND
BARRY BLUE. Jet 762 (F)

N
NO HAPPINESS HERE Pt. 1, No
Happiness Here Pt. 2, CARL
DAWKINS. Tropical TST 102
(Z)
NIRAM, Antique, THE MIKE
GIBBS ORCHESTRA. Island
BRO 21 (1)

CARRY GO. BRING HOME,
Jezebel. JUSTIN HINES & THE
DOMINOES. Island WIP 6261
I GET THE FEVER. Cheyenne.
(I)
Creation/Promised Land. Black
Magic BM 109 (CW)
CHRISTMAS IN DREADLAND,
1PI TOMBI, Nadia, ORIGINAL
Come Outside. JUDGE DREAD.
SOUTH AFRICAN CAST.
Cactus CT 80 (CR/E)
Galaxy GY 100 (Z)
COME ON PARTY, Party
IF I COULD. Funfair, DAVID
(Instrumental), BUNNY
ESSEX. CBS 3776 (CW)
SCOTT/Azul. Tropical SK 3 (Z)
I'M COMING (WAIT FOR ME),
Sure Shot Kandidate,
CREOLE. I Felt The Love, THE
CRUSADERS. Anchor ABC ?C' KANDIDATE. Vulcan VUL
1006 (F)
4088 (E)

OQ
ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH, The
Greatest Gift, HENRY
MANCINI. RCA 2631 (R)
QUESTIONS, Questions (Ins),
MARCIA GRIFF ITHS/The
Rhythm Tracs. Tropical TST 103
(Z)

e
*
r

<

'MAJOR REGIONAL AIRPLAY: CAPITAL, BRMB, PICCADILLY, HALL AM, CITY, FORTH,CLYDE, METRO
SUPERTR AMP "L ADY"( ANS 7201)
ANDY FAIRWEATHER LOW "WIDE EYED & LEGLESS"(AMS 7202)
JOAN BAEZ"DIAN0»i i liif "(III 7200)
SPLINTER "WHICH WAY WILL I GETH0NE"(ANS §503)
ELKIE BROOKS "WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE"( ANS 7204)
THE CAPTAIN & TENN1LLE "THE WAY 1 WANT TO TOUCH Y0U"(ANS 7203)
plus BBC RADIO ONE

m
HFC
PROS
Exceptions: Capital-Elkie Brooks & Joan Baez; BRMB-Captain &Tennille; City& Forth-Joan Baez
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26th Manchester Free Trade Hall
pqth Hammersmith Odeon
"
5:
.tVi0^^n
30th Hammersmith Odeon
Dprember 1st Hammersmith Odeon
7th Wolverhampton Civic
8th Preston Guild Hall
9th Birmingham Odeon

10th Birmingham Odeon
nth Newcastle City Hall
13th Dundee Cairo
14th Aberdeen Capitol
15th Glasgow Apollo
16th Glasgow Apollo

N
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Also available on tape
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SHOW

I presenied in cinemas nalionally
week commencing
NOVEMBER 29
DJ. Simon Prebble introduces
Title/Artist

Label/Number

Dance of the Cuckoos
The Band Of The
Spark
Black Watch
SRL 1135
Lumberjack Song
Monty Python's Charisma
Flying Circus
CB 268
100 South of Broadway
Part Two
Philadelphia
Gull
Society
GULS 21
I
Cinerequest Record
| Love Is The Drug
I Roxy Music
Island
WIP 6248
j Produced by Cmedisc Lid
; & Recorded al Emison Studios
Any Enquiries
Phone Cinedisc Ltd
01-4398563

ST. ELMO'S FIRE, Intuition, ENO.
Island 1DJ6 (I)
SILENT NIGHT, Skyboat Song.
ATLANTIC CROSSING AND
DRUM BAND. Riva 2 (CW)
STOP TO START, Hey Girl.
HEMSLEY MORRIS AND BOB
TAYLOR. Tropical TST 101 (Z)
SHINING STAR, Happy Feeling.
EARTH. WIND AND FIRE.
CBS 3847 (CW)

TOTAL ISSUED
Singles issued
by
major
manufacturers for week ending
November 20th, 1975.
THE LITTLE ORPHAN BOY,
This
This
This
She's Leaving Me Again,
Year
Week Month
ROGER JAMES. BBC BEEB EMI
(7) 51 (45) 463 (613)
021 (F)
Decca
(3) 92 (18) 240 (304)
THREE MINUTE MAN, Three Pye
(4) 49 (36) 402 (290)
Minute Dub, LYNTHIA Polydor 9 (—) 56 (16) 427 (373)
CBS
2
(5) 44 (29) 256 (384)
COOPER/The Rhythm Tracs.
PhonoTropical AL052 (Z)
gram
1
(1) 26 (20) 169 (313)
TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS, RCA 1 (-)
21 (10) 212 (287)
Breakfast Conversation, YIN & WEA — (3) 24
(15) 267 (315)
YAN. Decca GULS 26 (S)
Others 20 (29) 190 (121) 1 127 (1217)
THE JOKER, Jucie Brucie, THE Total 39 (52) 528 (31 0) 3451 (4096)
MILESTONES Featuring Butch
Baker, Black Magic BM 111
(CW)
The record company which has
announced price rises since the
publication of the last RECORD
PRICE INDEX is: Decca only.
The full index is therefore as follows:
MoveSeptember (August) ment
VAHEVALA, W i n d o w s , Medium
0
Singles
0.62
(0.62)
CHAMPAGNE. Thunderbird LP's
2.86 (2.84)
+2
THE 103 (CW).
Cassettes
3.08 (3.06)
+2
Cartridges 3.12 (3.10)
+2
The above figures are calculated from
the published Trojan price lists of
eighteen major UK record
companies: A&M, Anchor, B&C,
W
Bell, CBS, Decca, DJM, EMI,
WHITE CHRISTMAS, Leave Me Phonogram, Polydor, President, Pye,
Alone, THE TONICS. Magnet RCA, Transatlantic, United Artists,
Virgin and WEA. The prices used are
MAG 52 (CW)
recommended retail prices
WHITE CHRISTMAS, White the
VAT as used by the
Christmas (Contd), FREDDY including
previously
mentioned companies for
STARR. Thunderbird THE 102 their full price
product.
(CW)
Copyright: John Humphries.

MARKET PLACE
I
DISCS

[

S.WHOLESALE
GOLD & SONS
To all Record and Tape retailers — we can supply anywhere in Great Britain at
strict trade terms, plus small
handling charge. For further
details: Ring 01-550 2908.

YOU, Lost In Love, FREDA
PAYNE. Anchor ABC 4087 (E)
(YOUR LOVE KEEPS LIFTING
ME) HIGHER AND HIGHER,
Now That We Found Love,
MARTHA REEVES. Arista 36
(E)

URGENTLY REQUIRED
Decca Group 45rpm
records from 1950's and
early 60's — i.e. London,
Vogue, Coral, Brunswick
etc. Will travel anywhere
in U.K. any amount —
ring now 01-866 4164.

B G RECORDS
wholesale specialist service
for small dc alcrs.
Complete catalogue range
— Pop, Classical, Country.
Singles, Imports and U.K.
Many special offers.
Telephone or write: Brian,
B G Records, 20 Little
Underbank, Stockport.
061 A80 9441
SINGLES BOUGHT: Ex-chart
singles wanted. Telephone Mr
Simon 01-472 8343.
EX-JUKE BOX Records
£42.00 for 50()*VAT. Sample
100. £10.00 inclusive, C.W.O.
Regular supplies. "Say 99",
64 Carr Head Lane.
Poulton-le-l'ylde. I-Y6 BEG.

I

CATHY BURNS
EMPLOYMENT
We specialise in female jobs in
the Music Business. Please
contact us if you need a job or
if you have any staff problems temporary or permanent.
Telephone: 01-937 8807

MORE
MARKETPLACE
ON PAGE 46

335 BARKING ROAD, EAST HAM, E.6

16-20 RIPPLE ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

GET ON OUR MAIL-OUT LIST AND
INCREASE YOUR MARGINS WITH
SIMONS BARGAINS
Currently in stock
Genesis — Nursery Cryme — Foxtrot — Live
at only £1.20
Superstars of the 70's — inclur-ing Zeppelin —
E.L.P. - Morrison - Crosby, Stills, Nash — {4
album set r.r.p. £5.99 trade £3.75)
Van McCoy "From Disco To Love " never before
released in U.K. Only £1,35. And many others.
Terms of trading available on request. Callers
welcome.
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Ss- 'it's Goitna"A*CoColi^o'trlstniasl^Oana (GTO GT
45)
RADIO CLYDE'S PERSONALITY PICKS
Dave Marshall: Desiderata, David (UK 115)
Annx n I 7)
Steve Jones: Art Kor Art's Sake, lOcc (M^cury 6008.017)
Richard Park: Mama Mia, Abba (kP'c.f?, .) OACq a<-7x
Tom Kerry: Runaway, John Christie (Po'ydor 2058.657)
Brian lord; No Kuture In Your Lyes, Ace (Anehor AMC 1024)
Bill Smith: Hooked Kor Life, Trammps (Atlantic 10664)
CLYDE'S CURRENT CHOICE
I Believe In l ather Christmas, Greg Lake (Manticore K 135 11)
RADIO LUXEMBOURG HOT SHOTS
Chris Carey: Wide Eyed And Legless, Andy l airweather Low (A&M
AMS 7202)
.. . \n/is' iniA\
Stuart Henry: No Future In Your Eyes, Ace (AnchorAMC 1024)
Peter Powell; Art For Art's Sake, lOcc (Mercury 6008.0 17)
Tony Price: The Trail Of The Lonesome Pine, Laurel & Hardy
(United Artists UP 36036)
o ,
Bob Stewart: I'm So Cra/.y (Bout You), KC And 1 he Sunshine Band
(Jayboy BOY 101)
Mark Wesley: God's Gonna Punish You, Tymes (RC AA 2220)
THE POWER PLAY
Angel From Hamburger Heaven, Alvin Stardust (Magnet MAG 5 1)
RADIO TWO ALBUM OF THE WEEK
Brook Benton's Hot Millions Of The 50s & 60.s, Brook Benton
(Philips 6336.268)
CAPITAL CLIMBERS
Na Na Is The Saddest Word, Slylistics (Avco 041)
Happy To Be On An Island In The Sun, Demis Roussos (Philips 033)
Desiderata, David (UK 115)
If I Could. David E.ssex (CBS 3776)
Can I Take You Home Little Girl, Drifters (Bell 1462)

[

SIMON SALES STORES LTD

FOR DETAILS OF CUT-OUTS &
OVERSTOCKS AVAILABLE FROM THE
STATES

(CI'S SC nS 3823)
ROBBIK VINCKNT'S5 ROCKII
Once A l ool. Kiki Dee (Rocket ROKN ®1)
Home, Klvis Presley (HCA
(leortte Keryuson::
Pine, Laurel & Hardy
Adrian Juste-. The Trail Of The Lonesome
(United Artists UP 36036)
. r rhrWt
Rolf Harris (KMI
Id Doolan: Happy Birthday lather Christ
3S0)
?Dave Jameson:
,
m Th-.f
Now
I hat Il Need
nccu You,
iou, Peter Skcllern (Island Wlp

AGENCY

SIMONS RECORDS LTD.

RING PAUL OR BARRY
ON 01-552 5211/2/3

C)l
RADIO ONL K^^/(Kockel
VoCKN SOT
Noel Ldimmtls : Once A l ool, KiK Uce O
kbUfn. ••
" • ...
tony Blackburn:
w^rjo^RrmnS^fre, lilkic Brooks (A&M
Johnnie Walker: Where Do Wc
Peter Skcllern (Island W||>
Simou'TL NOW That . Need Vou.
RADIO LONDON'S
»^Tw.WTo«XeYo" ^Uin I Tcnnille (A&M AMS 7203,

RING WARREN or MALCOLM
ON 01-594 9631/2/3

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL LATEST RELEASES
OF MAJOR LABELS (EMI, CBS, RCA etc.) AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES WITH SPEEDY
SERVICE TO DEALERS ALL AROUND THE
UK
We also carry overstocks of current material and
many other special offers.
Lists available of all
merchandise at hand. Phone
NOW or write for details at
the above address. Callers welcome

WILDE ROCK
THIS WEEK'S
PLAYLIST

WILDE ROCK
TAPE 25a
Introduced by
Kenny Everett

is. rt w n
Programme 1
BACK IN THE NIGHT
Single from the album — 'Malpracticc'/UAS 29880
DR. FEELGOOD
UNITED ARTISTS/UP 36026
THIS OLD HEART OF MINE
Single from the album — 'Atlantic Crossing'/K 56151 on
Warner Bros.
ROD STEWART
RIVA/RIVA 1
THEME FROM MAHOGANY (Do You Know Where
You're Going To)
Track from the album soundtrack of the film
'Mahocjany7M6 85351
DIANA ROSS
TAMLA MOTOWN/—
NO FUTURE IN YOUR EYES
Single from the album 'Time for Another'/ANCL 2013
ACE
ANCHOR/ANC 1024
ART FOR ART'S SAKE
Single from the album, 'How Dare You79102 501
10 C.C.
MERCURY/6008 017
Programme 2
HEATWAVE
Single from the album 'Prisoner in Disguise'/SYLA 8761
LINDA RONSTADT
ASYLUM/AYM 550
WHICH WAY WILL I GET HOME
Single from the album 'Harder to Live'/AMLH 22006
SPLINTER
DARK HORSE/AMS 5503
I'VE HAD IT
CARL CROS2MAN
RINGO/20 17103
PART TIME LOVE
Single from the album '2nd Anniversary'/BDLP 4038
GLADYS KNIGHT
BUDDAH/BDS 438
NEVER NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP
Track from the album 'Barric White's Greatest Hits'/BTH
8000
BARRY WHITE
20th CENTURY/—
Programme 3
I FEEL FINE
Track from the album 'Into a Dream'/MAG 5009
ADRIAN BAKER
MAGNET/—
LOVES DREAM
Single from the soundtrack of the film 'Lis/tomania'/AMLH
64546
ROGER DALTREY
A&M&AMS 7206
WIDE EYED AND LEGLESS
Single from the album 'La Booga Rooga'/AMLH 68328
THENBlOXER IRWE:ATHER"L0^'
A&M/AMS 7202
JOHN CONTEH
BOXA/KOl
CRAZY
CASINO
STATE/STAT
14
Programme 4
LADY
Single from RitheMPalbum 'Crisis What Crisis'/AMLH 68347
*T. ^OF THE LONESOME PINE A&M/AMS 7201
THE TRAIL
Single from the album "The Golden Age of Hollywood
Comedy/Laurel & Hardy'/UAG 29676
LAUREL AND HARDY
UNITED ARTISTS/UP 36026
WHITE MAN BLACK MAN
SPIDERS FROM MARS
PYE/7N 45549
HOLLY HOLY
MARTIN JAY WITH THE
DJM/DJS 621
ARUN CHORALE
IN A BROKEN DREAM
PYTHON LEE JACKSON
YOUNG BLOOD
INTERNATIONAL/YB 1002
Telephone; 01-487 5715/6/7
24 Baker St., London W1
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thismaydetheonlytimeyou see them

STANDING STILL

BECAUSE TRAMMPS ARE ON THE MOVE!

!
, ■„K
t? prnrds are proud
to announce the signing of
Atlantic
term exclusive contract. You know their
Tranunps to a

S vHo2ci Back the Night; still high on

i CUTl\nd everybody's going to know their first
the charts. An oo^e^ ^ Life; available from your WEA
Atlantic release/
Like Trammps, it's a mover!
toclay
salesman, uruc

Iatlantic]
K10664
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NO CONTEST

fair

A

D.LV.O.R.C.E.
2058 652

THE

BIG CONTENDERS

PMl
f/
fa Aejta

\
IN FOR A PENNY
2058 663

LITTLE DARLING
STAT13

SUPERSHIP
CTSP002

S3
0
<5

lb
s

&
Q3

x.

I'M STILL GONNA
NEED YOU
2006 551

I'M JUST DREAMING
STAT 15

TITLES
2058 660

rscaf
Polvdor
MGM

STATE
RECORDS

1

Order from Polydor's ov/n distribution company; Phonodisc Limited, Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex RM6 40R. Telephone- 01-590 7766
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FORECAST
- QUAR I CR
MILLION sales
0
- sales increase
OVER LASI WEEK
£
.^CWEEK NOVEMBER 29

DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A — Pye, CW — CBS/WE A, E —
EMI, F — Phonodisc, H — H.R.
Taylor, I — Island, L — Lugtons,
R — RCA, S — Sclecta, X —
Clyde Factors, Z — Enterprise.
CR — Creole, T — Transatlantic

k s on
---T^T^r«
title
= ;t
artist
^"e'eK week Chart
LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
PRODUCER
DISTRIBUTORS A—Z
BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY Queen
Art For Art's Sake
49F
EMI
2375
B.
Feldman
Queen/Roy
Thomas
Baker
Alright Baby
45CW
YOU SEXY THING
All
Around
fwly
Hat
121
Mickie Most Are You Being Served Sir 50A
RAK 221 Chocolate/RAK
D.I.V.O.R.C.E. Billy Connolly
Blue
Guitar
1
7S
Phil Coulter Bohemian Rhapsody
Polydor 2058 652 London Tree
IE
LOVE HURTS Jim Capaldi
I Take You Home Little
Island WIP 6246 Acuff Rose
Steve Smith Can
Girl
4aE
MONEY HONEY Bay City Rollers
1 8R
Phil Wainman Darlin"
Bell 1461 Bay City Music/Carlin
D.I.V.O.R.C.E
3F
IMAGINE John Lennon
Feelings
40E
Apple R 6009 Northern
John Lennon First Impressions
29CW
THIS OLD HEART OF MINE Rod Stewart
Fly Robin Fly
28CW
Tom Dowd Gamblin'
Riva 1 Jobete London
Bar Room Blues 43F
RIGHT BACK WHERE WE STARTED FROM Maxine Nightingale
Golden
Years
39R
United Artists UP 36015 ATV/Universal
P. Tubbs/J, V. Edwards Green Green Grass Of Home 44R
SKY HIGH Jigsaw
"
~ ~
~
Happy
To
Be
On
An
Island
In
Chas Peate The Sun
Splash CPI 1 Leeds
27F
SPACE ODDITY David Bowie
35E
Gus Dudgeon Heavenly
RCA 2593 Essex Music
Hold Back The Night
25A
LOVE
IS
THE
DRUG
Roxy
Music
Holy
Roller
11
Island WIP 6248 E.G. Music
Chris Thomas/Roxy Music I'm Still Gonna Need You ....36E
32F
ALL AROUND MY HAT Steeieye Span
Ain't Lyin'
22ZL
Mike Batt II'm
Chrysalis CHS 2078 Steeieye Span/Chrysalis
O 12 17
So Crazy
342L.
6E
RHINESTONE COWBOY Glen Campbell
13 7
Capitol CL 15824 KPM
Dennis Lambert/Brian Potter IInmaginc
For A Penny
1 9F
Let's
Twist
Again
16ECR
NEW YORK GROOVE Hello
Mike Leander Let's Twist Again
14 12
Bell 1438 Island
42S
Darling
38F
<>15 25 _3^ NA NA IS THE SADDEST WORD Stylistics
Hugo/Luigi Little
Avco 6105 041 Cyril Shane
Love Hurts
41
Love
Is
The
Drug
111
Ol6 26 3 LET'S TWIST AGAIN John Ashe
R. W. P. Prod. Lyin' Eyes
Creole CR 112 Carlin
23E
Honey
5E
BLUE GUITAR Justin Hayward/John Lodge
lOcc/Tony Clarke Money
Threshold TH21 Justunes
17 n
Na Na Is The Saddest Word ... 1 5F
New
York
Groove
14E
D. Cassidy/B. Johnston Papa Oom Mow Mow
RCA 2622 Rondor
18 16 6 DARL1N' David Cassidy
46E
Time Love
30A
IN
FOR
A
PENNY
Slade
Chas Chandler Part
27
Polydor
2058
663
Barn
(Slade)
Ltd.
019
Rhinestone Cowboy
13E
A Wild Horse
37F
Hot Wax Prod. Ride
WHY DID YOU DO IT Stretch
Anchor ANC 1021 Fleetwood Music
20 19
Right Back Where We Started
From
8E
United Artists UP 36026 Francis, Day & Hunter
THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE Laurel & Hardy
21 48
Rocky
24E
Scotch
On
The
Rocks
31A
Jayboy BOY 105 Sunbury
H.W. Casey/R. Finch Show Me You're A Woman 26CW
22 18 7 I AIN'T LYIN' George McCrae
High
9E
Bill Schymzyck Sky
Asylum
AYM
548
Warner
Brothers
LYIN'
EYES
Eagles
23 23 5
Space Oddity
10R
Supership
33F
Bob Montgomery Super Love
Private Stock PVT 33 ATV Music
ROCKY Austin Roberts
24 22
41 A
Trail Of The Lonesome
Buddah BDS 437 Carlin Music
R.Baker/N.Harris/E.Young The
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT Trammps
Pine
21 E
25 15 8
Think Of Me Wherever You Are
P.
Wainman
Private
Stock
PVT
45
Utopia/DJM
47E
SHOW
ME
YOU'RE
A
WOMAN
Mud
26
This Old Heart Of Mine
7CW
Georges
Patsilas
Philips
6042
033
EMI
HAPPY TO BE ON AN ISLAND IN THE SUN Demis Roussos
Why Did You Do It
20CW
O 27 41
2E
Magnet MAG 43 Butterfly/Meridian/Siegel M. Kunze/Butterfly/Jupiter You Sexy Thing
FLY ROBIN FLY Silver Convention
£ 28 3i
Ed Townsend
TOP 50 WRITERS
Curtom K 16638 Warner Brothers
FIRST IMPRESSIONS Impressions
O 29 43
Freddy
2
Buddah BDS 438 Screen Gems/Columbia K. Kerner/R. Wise Wilson/Brown, 3 Mercury.
Braddock/Put£ 30 36 3 PART TIME LOVE Gladys Knight & The Pips
4 Boudleux/Bryant, 5
Barry Kingston man,
Spark SRL 1128 Southern Music Ltd
Faulkner/Wood, 6 John Lennon,
31 28 13 SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS Band of the Black Watch
7
Holland/Dozier/Holland,
P.
Mike Curb Tubbs/J. V. Edwards. 9 8 C.
MGM 2006 551 Chappell
I'M STILL GONNA NEED YOU Osmonds
032 44
Scott/D.
Dyer,
10
David
Bowie,
Creed Taylor 11 Bryan Ferry/Andy Mackay,
CTI CTSP 002 Cyril Shane
SUPERSHIP George Benson
33 30
Trad/Steeleyo Span, 13 Weiss,
K. C./Finch 12
Jayboy BOY 101 Sunbury
14 Russ Ballard, 15
'M SO CRAZY K. C. 8< The Sunshine Band
O 34 45
Hugo/Luigi/Wciss,
16
Bell 1460 Bailey/DJM
Mann/Appell, 17 Justin
35 34 3 HEAVENLY Showaddywaddy
ward, 18 B. Wilson/M. Love,
Manny Charlton Hay
Mountain TOP 3 fyjaz Song/Panache
19 Holder/Lee, 20 Kirby. 21
HOLY ROLLER Nazareth
36 40
MacDonald/Carroll,
H. W.
Kenny Nolan Casey/R. Finch 23 J.22Henley/G.
Chelsea 2005 037 Intersong
37 20
RIDE A WILD HORSE Dee Clark
Fry,
24
J.
Stevens.
Wayne Bickerton Baker/N. Harris. 2625 R.
State ST AT 13 Pamscene/ATV
P.
<>38 47 2 LITTLE DARLING Rubettes
Goodison, 27 Lewis,
RCA Victor 2640 Bewley/EMI/Chrysalis/Mainman D. Bowie Wainman/J.
2 8 L e v a y / P r a g er, 29 Ed
GOLDEN YEARS David Bowie
30 David Gates, 31
Morris Albert Townsend.
Decca F 13591 KPM
Bill Bates. 32 Bullock/Pre40 29 10 FEELINGS Morris Albert
y
e
r
/
I
n
g
e
rso
I/So I o m o n, 33
Barry
Kingston
Spark SRL 1133 Gamble Huff/Carlin
McDonald/Salter.
34
41
SUPER LOVE Wigans Ovation
K.C./Finch.
35
Showaddywaddy.
London HL 10512 Carlin
36 Nazareth, 37 Kenny Nolan,
42
LET'S TWIST AGAIN/THE TWIST Chubby Checker
38 Bickcrton/Waddington, 39 D.
Vertigo ALEX 002 Southern
Bowie, 40 Morris Albert, 41 D.
^^OKFIaTrOOM BLUES Sensational AlexjHarvey Band
0 43
Huff, 42 Mann/Appcll/Ballard,
Burlington Music
43 J. Rodgers/Shelly Lee Adley,
44
44
Claude Putman Julia, 45 P.
GREEN GREEN GRASS OFHOME^^P^fV,
Magnet MAG 47 Magnet/Screen Gems Columbia P. Shelley/P. Waterman Smith,
46 Frazier/White/Harris/
Rocket
47 Brian Blackburn, 48
45 yggagg ALRIGHT BABY Stevenson s
Bell 145i Ardmore/Beechwood/KPM B. De Coteaux/T. Silvester Wilson.
Roger Greenaway/Barry Mason,
Stcwart/Gouldman, 50 J.
46 38 4 PAPA OOM MOW MOW Gary Glitter
Nick Ingman 49
EMI 2342 Leeds Music
Lloyd/P. Croft.
47
(THINK OF ME) WHEREVER YOUj^EJ^enDodd^
Bell 1462 Cookaway/Barry Mason Roger Greenaway
STAR BREAKERS
lOcc
SEE PAGE 4
48jQSZi2JIiQ CAN
Mercury 6008.017 St. Annes
Singles previously listed between
49 NEW ENTRY ART FOR ART'S SAKE IQcc
positions 41-50 are excluded if
DJM DJS 602 New Acme (UK) H. Murphy/J. Rowlands sales
and position hove declined
50 49
for two consecutive weeks.
ARE YOU BEING SERVED SIRJohn_ln
and BBC from a panel of 300 shops by British Market Research Bureau.
TOP 50 compiled (or Music Week. Billboard

AIVIO STARDUST
■"
NEW SINGLE
« angel from
Hi

;/

HAMBURGER HEAVEN'
rf
ROCK WITH AlVin MAG 5007
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Tapes Tapes Tapes
He p ours
' V
elf to
\
higher profits!
'
SP&S have some
JKK
♦he best sounds
1#^ JUK
around and the best
8^^^
bargains right now.
Any figuration,
j
every conceivable type
^^^Vof repertoire, in any quantity.
Ex-catalogue cassettes and
^
8 tracks from the major label
manufacturers can boost your sales
H and profits in this growth market.
H
Contact our tape manager
and he'll arrange for one of
y our mobile showrooms to call on you,
or phone or visit one of our showrooms.
Anyway, you'll find SP&S have it taped.
( ^ I vTX

MARKET PLACE
MW
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
Although display rates have now been increased, a rise in classified rates has been offset by
changing the Market Place formal to 6 columns. The existing rates now apply to the new
format.
12P per
wordcharge:
£5.50 30P,
per single
column
inch.£1.50.
Box
number
Minimum
order;
SERIES DISCOUNT: 6 insertions 10%, 13 insertions 15%.
The copy deadline is. Thursday 5 pm, one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy for typesetting.
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement. For further Information contact Grace
Green Tel: 01-437 8090.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims arising out of advertising on the
classified pages.
[

EQUIPMENT

]

POLYTHENE
RECORD
CARRIER BAGS
Printed both sides complete with your name, address
and design in any 2 colour print.
Full size 14" x 16" x 4" 200 gauge 10,000 lots
£16.50 per 1000.
THIS MONTH'S VERY SPECIAL OFFER
14" x 16" 150 gauge 25,000 lots
£13 PER 1000
Big discounts on larger quantities.
Quick delivery, carriage Free.
For further details & samples send coupon or
telephone; 01-889 5693/4
r
DANDA
|
Name....
PACKAGING
CO. LTD.
| Address.
198 Whittington Rd.,
Bowes Park,
London N.22
Type of business
01-889 5693-4
Tel;
.MW
BP jlTB&rwuuTam
ig5>iiUHrJ«rn;ii s
liiweg'fflfflasag
i'Bi
-A
aliiSPI
assiir

FITTALL PRODUCTS LTD Coastguard Road, Larne,
J\Mi^land^Te^^57^3015/^^

polythene
covers

only
£4*7o
+ v.a.f.
please order as P.O.5
^|EMI RECORDS
'shopfitting & accessories div.
T3 uxbridge road Hayes mx.
01-848-4515
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EUROPES LEADING WHOLESALERS OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS.
Taygate Trading Estate
Hega House
Glampor House
Coldside Road
Ullin Street
47 Bengal Street
London E14 6PN Manchester M4 6AF Dundee
Tel: 0382 812525
Tel: 01-987 3812 Tel: 061-236 4086
Telex 666300

CLEAR P VC RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving maximum
strength. Buy direct from the manufacturer at keenest
prices, with by return delivery. Samples, prices and
discounts on application.

r

FOR SALE ex-juke box
records — sample 200 (min)
£26. (500/1000 £12.50 per
100) All recent extracts
from boxes. Regular supplies
available.
BLACK RECORDADAPTORS
£1.00 per gross—5 gross
£4.50. 7" WHITE RECORD
SLEEVES. (500 min. £4.00)
£7.50 per 1,000 P&P, VAT
included— C.W.O. or C.O.D.
to: KENNEDY'S, "The
Glebe", 6 Church Lane,
Outwood, Nr. Wakefield,
WF1 2JT, Yorks. Tel: Leeds
35604 or Wakefield 822650.
YOUR OWN PRINTED
Polythene Record Bags in
small quantities. Samples and
price. Dept. RC. C & H. Vale
Grove, London N4. 01-802
1884.
M. YOUNG & CO.
Protect-a-Disc Record Covers
Southgate Ave., Industrial
Estate, Mildenhall, Suffolk.
Tel: Mildenhall 712553
manufacturers of:
POLYTHENE LINED
COVERS
MASTER BAGS
and
CARDBOARD RECORD
COVERS

BROWSER DIVIDERS
DISPLAY TITLES
for CLASSIFICATION
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
Bags and Carriers printed at
best factory prices. Enquire
for samples, ; Hunt-Leigh
(Showcard and Display) Co.,
119, Altenburg Gdns., SW11
1JQ. Tel: 01-223 3315.
TOP 30 LP BOARD, EMI.
Full letter kit, as new £25.00,
save £31.00 on list price.
Telephone: 0279 51364.
ROTARY
RECORD
CUTTER
(PATENTED DESIGN)
Dinks all types of records
with ease.
Money back guarantee if not
completely satisifed.
£14 CWO or COD (Extra)
MR. L. BICKNELL.
19 DUNE VIEW ROAD,
BRAUNTOiN,N. DEVON
Tel: 0271-812 793

TO LET

]

First floor in small office block just off Regent
Street, 2,570 sq. ft., fully carpeted and
partitioned into offices with centre open plan
area.
Close to most record companies and Publishers.
Lease expires 25th December 1985.
Rent Review: 1978.
Low rent.
For further information please contact: Mrs Mary
King, Tel .01-437 8090.

Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER. LE2 7PQ.
TEL: 0533 833691
CLEAR POLYTHENE
^ RECORD CARRIER/
DUST COVER
Printed with your name etc.
with a minimum of only
1,000.
A Free Dust Cover for your
customer. Constant
advertising for yourself.
WHITE POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIERS also
still available printed in
1,000 lots upwards.
Prices and samples:
AIRBORNE PACKAGING,
Beatrice Road,
Fosse Road North,
Leicester. Tel: 2559t.

SPSS RECORDS

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.

SECONDHAND RECORD
BROWSERS and listening
booths in excellent condition.
Telephone Caernarvon 3142,

SPACESAVER tape racking systems
USED BY MAJOR RECORDING COMPANIES
The versatile 'Hi-Density' tape dispenser units — so adaptable
— so ideal for all types of outlet, big or small.
* Wall, Floor or Counter models
* Security or Non-Security Available from the
manufacturers:—

500

CLEAR PLASTIC
COVERS
Heavy Gauge
LP
Size:
1000
VAT & Carr.
500 £33
£17. inc
EP
Size: 1000 £15 inc VAT &
Carr. 500 £8.
CWO to Maries & Thorley,
22 Hall Cliffe Road,
Horbury,
Yorks. Wakcfield,
Horbury
(0924-274297) Bradford
678848.

$

[

DISCS

]

£50,000 cash
available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapes.
Our representatives will call to view, and make a firm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone:- 01-965-6673/4
Mon-Fri., 9.30 am — 5.30 pm.
or write to: —
Sales Director, Harris & Goldring Ltd., la, Wendover Road,
Harlesden, London, N.W.10.

MIDLAND RECORDCO
SERVICES
DISC AND tape information
monthly. Letterhead for
sample. DATIM, 63, Bath
Road, Worcester.
ADVERTISE
YOUR RECORD SHOP
Stickcrs-Posters-T shirts
Handouts-Carrier Bags
You name it, we do it.
Traffic Printing Ot 670 5334
HAVING PROBLEMS
locating singles? The
complete monthly singles
analysis catalogue is here.
Nearly 400 new singles every
month detailing Artists;
Titles; Numbers; and Label
Distributors. An unbeatable
timcsavcr. Subscription
details: Channel 7
Publications, 78 Birchficld
Road, Kidderminster. Worcs.

115 Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Town,
LONDON. W3 8HQ.
For details of current chart Alburns, new
releases, special offers and deleted product
ring: —
PETER RILEY or DAVID MAGUIRE
01-993 2134
Best prices paid for over stocks and back
catalogue material.
If you wish our Southern Area Sales
Manager to call. Phone Ray Murrell at the
above number.
Dealers in Midlands and the North please
contact
JOHN SKIDMORE or PETER BLAKEMAN
0543 480391
MIDLAND
RECORD CO.,
LINCOLN
HOUSE, MAIN STREET, SHENSTONE, Nr.
L1CHFIELD, STAFFS. WS14 0NF.
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market place
AMES
WILL KEEP YOU
IN BUSINESS

DISCS
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the racks.
^ lor ch05en
'om
me
Very. verv
competitive wtrade prices &
hpPPssones.
GiveonPrices
usus.a call for
or
better still, call

*
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
We can now present you with the plain and simple facts
and these are . . .
,gHTNING RECORDS give up to 35% off for the Top
100 LP's, all the new releases, all basic stock LP's.
a
you wou
In fact . ■ • UP lo ^^0'/o
"
lcl want to
sell.
LIGHTNING RECORDS give you a selection of singles
2nd to none from our own catalogue of over 2,500
titles.
LIGHTNING RECORDS can supply you with all the
latest singles, cassettes and cartridges at up to 35% off.
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF TV ALBUMS
in fact . . • WHAT YOU WANT WE CAN SUPPLY!!
For further details write or call; Alan Davison, Lightning
Records, 841 Harrow Road, Harlesden, London. NW10
5NH.
Tel: 01-969 5255/6/7/8
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

AMES RECORDS LTD.
Ribbleton Lane Trading
Estate Crook St.

T0

JAVELIN RECORDS
(WHOLESALE)
The North's leading record wholesalers
Traders — cash in on the Record boom in time for
Christmas!
LPs- Top LP's and New Releases always in stock.p All
major labels stocked including EMI, CBS, RCA, YE,
DECCA. POLYDOR
at 35% oft R.R.P.
AlsoT.v. Albums always in slock.
SINGLES— Current Top 50 and Golden Oldies always
in stock. Juke Box operators supplied. All leading labels.
at 40% off R.R.PTAPES— Cassettes, as Records, allDiscounted
leading aslabels
LPs
Thousands of titles, far too many to list, but "1'^
welcome at our warehouse. Turn off M62 at
Heywood. Within minutes of motorway.
JAVELIN RECORDS (WHOLESALE)
Javelin House, Furness Avenue, Heywood, Lanes.
All 'phone enquiries to Heywood 62131 1.

[

Preston (0772) 59708
From JNCT 31, M6. go 2
mis on A59 to Preston.
Turn R on St. Marys St..
(Just before A6 JNCT)
Then 3rd R, & 2nd L. Take
2nd Compound on L.
Business
For Sale

i

RECORD & TAPE
BUSINESS
Small, well established shop,
South Lon don/Croydon
area. Av. weekly takings
£300 + Rent £520 p.a.
£5,750 & S.A.V.
Full details
Box TT 209

JOBS WANTED
H A R I) WORKING
enthusiastic Young Man
wishes lo gain experience
within the Music Business.
Box TT 207.
LIVELY YOUNG
SECRETARY
With experience in
Promotion in the Music
Industry, seeks interesting
position in Music/Radio/
Films etc.
Please ring Sue
01-437 8090

POSBTiOWS

ISLAND RECORDS
POSITIONS
HAMMERSMITH

I

B

ntly require capable and bright Young
Y as Receptionist/Junior. Expep,Pfl^
PABX 7 switchboard essential. Please
Barbara Summers: 01-741 15
her details.

u
A Billboard Group Publication
Carnaby Street Loidon W1V IPG
on-aa-? aoso
Telex; No. 262100 (Billboard London)
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&
gan
Relate
Editor
Lfler Jones
"*** Editor
p**. Anderson

Department Editors
Talent: Rex Anderson
Classical: Evan Senior
Audio: Chris White
Soul: Adam White
Radio/TV: David Longman
Studios: Terri Anderson
Exocutive Editorial Board
Brian Mulligan, Mi!se
Hennessey. Mort Nasatir,
Andre de Vekey

Advertisement Dept.
Sales: Steve Bo we
Classified: Grace Gre
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EXPANDING CHAIN OF
RECORD SHOPS
IN SURREY
invite applications for the
position of Trainee
Managers. Excellent salary
and
prospects for suitable
applicants.
BOX TT 20B

Dealer Services & Charts
Louise Fares
Lorraine Basseti
Editorial Director
M.ke Hennessey
Publishing Director
Andre de Vekey
Financial Director
William Newton
Managing Director
Mort
L. Nasatire
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0<!r B^v Ha<cher
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were finally won over and
insisted on four encores.
However,
he admitted
afterwards that he has been
Springsteen
known lo do nine and did
PERHAPS NOT surprisingly. not find the audience
Springsteen almost lived up particularly responsive.
There is certainly room in
lo his advance publicity when
he appeared at the the galaxy of superstars for a
Hammersmith Odcon last Bruce Springsteen, but it is
week. The band carried him impossible to judge from one
at times, although, to be fair, concert whether he qualifies
it may only have been an for such lofty elevation.
Rf.X ANDERSON
impression given by his
willingness lo step back and
let them take some of the
limelight.
With the exception of
Clarance demons1 tonally Peter
rich sax playing and the
delightful piano work of Roy Shelley
Bitian, there was nothing
exceptional about the A SELECTION of good,
musicianship in the band. contemporary songs and a
However, they did preserve a massive but excellent
lightness of musical structure orchestra under the baion of
that was alarmingly good and Alyn Ainsworlh could not
which drove along either quite dispel the feeling at
because of or despite Peter Shelley's debut concert
that he was doing it for the
Springsteen's presence.
and not
The artist himself is sheer fun of it
steeped in American musical, because he is staking a claim as
and indeed conventional, a member of that elite clique
tradition and this makes him of pop stars.
Admittedly it was rather
a little less palatable lo the
British public. Comparisons an ambitious venue for
have been made with Bob anyone making their first
Dylan and o l li c r concert appearance to choose,
contemporary folk heroes to and London's Royal festival
whom might be added Van Hall is not always kind to
Morrison, Randy Newman pop singers who have often
and even Joe Cocker in his struggled with the acoustics
and faced a hall which
present stale of voice.
Springsteen's voice is in generally lacks atmosphere. It
fact surprisingly strong and is only fair to say that
he uses the blues-inspired Shelley did succeed in nearly
techniques of these singers lo filling the place and his initial
remarkable effect musically. lukewarm reception from the
Unfortunately bis lyrics, audience later gave way lo a
which arc more important rat lie r more full-hearted
than the music, are endorsement of his singing
i n d is t i ngu ishablc. Possibly efforts.
As a singer, Shelley is
New Yorkers are able to
understand him belter, but he pleasant if unsensational. He
needs to improve bis diction strolled around the stage, and
to capture an international considering it was his first
major concert appearance,
audience.
This is not to dismiss him appeared remarkably relaxed.
lightly however. He is Musically he was very good
undoubtedly a talent and lo and never belter than when
be fair. Hie Odcon was not performing his own songs,
supposed to have been a very such as his hits Love Me Love
g o o d c x a m p 1 e of My Dog and Gee Baby, and a
Springsteen's performance. He medley of Alvin Stardust
has a certain stage magic songs. My Coo-Ca-Choo and
which did come across. Jealous Mind (in which he
Dressed in baggy trousers uncannily sounded like
with shirt tails trailing, in Stardust himself any truth
sharp contrast to the snappy in the rumour that Shelley
suits of the band, he cuts an did lite original vocals
almost clownish figure on himself?).
Taken overall, Shelley's
stage. He uses every part of
the stage, dancing on it. debut was good
silling on it, lying on ii and entertainment with a pleasant
even crawling off the edge of selection of material- Me paid
it. When he puts on his guitar his tributes to the Neils,
he seems to don a different Sedaka and Diamond, with
personality, strutting and medleys of their hits, and
strumming with authority and rather moving versions of
Leavin' On A Jetplanc and
humour.
The Odcon audience Gordon Light foot's II You
received him at first Could Read My Mind, and By
excitedly, then with a litilc The Time I Gel To Pheonix.
more suspicion until they But still there was impression
Bruce

want it 9a yhen pcople
ha^b?e & taPe0rwa7e°idoCuTe
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depth30nfwles calalo9hes in
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International Sales
France: Olivier Zamec^kowski,
30 Avenue Bugeaud. 75116, Paris.
Tel. 553 1068
Italy: Germano Ruscilto,
Piaz/ale Loreto.9. Milano.Tel. 28.29.158.
Germany, Benelux. Scandinavia:
Johan Hoogenhout, Smirnoffstraat 40,
s—Hertogenbosch, Holland. Tel. 147688.
US.: Billboard Sales Dept.,
1 Astor
Pla^a. New York, N.Y.I0036.
Tel.
212-764-7300.
or 9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angoles
Calitornia, 90069. Tel. 213-273-7040
(5) Billboard Limited
All material copyrighted. Reproduction
forbidden without permission.
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n
that it wasn't meant lo be
taken too seriously.
Which would be perhaps
wrong, if it is true, because
Shelley has the potential to
develop as a first-class concert
arlisi. given a little more
originality in his act and if he
allowed his personality to
come through more.
Chris whitt:

Freddie
Starr
WITH SO many comedians
dominating the album and
singles charts at the present
time, it comes as no surprise
to find thai a record
company, the newly formed
Mick Green/Chris Hutchins
label, Tli under bird, has signed
Ereddic Starr.
Starr is a former rock
singer who has made a name
for himself through his
appearances on the popular
ITV scries. Who Do You Do.
However, he does not rely
upon impersonations alone lo
extract laughter from his
audience, as was proved in an
appearance at Pur fleet's
Circus Tavern.
Starr is a master of bar
room humour. He provokes
luuglUcr from many, more by
embarrassment than by
irritation of the chuckle
nerves gaining a great deal
from his ama/ing natural
liming.
Me has a strong but
uncharacteristic voice and is
more entertaining when he
wiggles his hips or turns his
cheeky grin on the front row
than when he attempts lo
sing a straight ballad.
Thundcrbird's first attempt to
put Starr in the charts, a
version of While Christmas
sung by Hitler and Elvis
Presley, may prove a little
weak for the Christmas
market, but nevertheless it
seems strange thai the
company has chosen to put
an album of rock songs
together for his first LP
release.
With the popularity of
comedy albums, a live album
of Starr's stage act would in
fact be an improvoment on
many of the comedy turns
already on record. However,
there is perhaps some sense in
the decision since Starr has
all the appeal of a Jack Jones
or Englcbcrt Humperdinck.
Nevertheless, it would have
been more interesting to
exploit his success as a sexy
comedian than attempt to
make him into * a cabaret
heart-throb purely on his
vocal ability.
REX ANDERSON

Billboard Publications Inc.
President William D Littlelord.
Senior Vice Presidents
Corporate Development. Joel N0v.1V
Administration: David Luppert.
V.P.. Director ol Sales
Muynard Reuter.
Divisional Vice Presidents
Jules Perul. American Artist.
yVatson-Guptill. Whitney Group:
Mort Nasat 1'. International
Operations.
Secretary: Ernusl Lorch
Ass't. Sec: John Ross.
Treasurer; Luiry Gallo.
President Music Labo (Joint
Venture), Ben Okano.
lABC
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Greg Lake

Manticore

A MANT1CORE RECORDING DISTRIBUTED BY WEA
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